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DONOVAN E. WALKER 
Lead Counsel 
dwalker@ldahopower.com 
November 9, 2012 
VIA HAND DELIVERY 
Jean D. Jewell, Secretary 
Idaho Public Utilities Commission 
4 72 West Washington Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Re: Case No. IPC-E-12-25 
An IDACORP Company 
Complaint and Petition of Idaho Power Company for Declaratory Order 
New Energy Two, LLC - Swager Farms 
Dear Ms. Jewell: 
Enclosed for filing in the above matter are an original and seven (7) copies of the 
Complaint and Petition of Idaho Power Company for Declaratory Order. 
Pursuant to our telephone discussion, it is Idaho Power Company's understanding 
that you, the Idaho Public Utilities Commission Secretary, has authorized Idaho Power 
Company, pursuant to RP 61.04, to modify the number of copies and form of the filing as 
follows: 
1. Reduce the number of attachment copies that must be filed to four ( 4) 
copies; and 
2. That the filed materials be provided to the Idaho Public Utilities 
Commission in electronic format. 
Thank you for your prompt attention and consideration. 
DEW:csb 
Enclosures 
1221 W. Idaho St. (83702) 
P.O. Sox 70 
Boise, 10 83707 
DONOVAN E. WALKER (ISB No. 5921) 
Idaho Power Company 
1221 West Idaho Street (83702) 
P.O. Box 70 
2U!Z NOV -9 PM 3: 4 7 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: {208) 388-5317 
Facsimile: (208) 388-6936 
dwalker@idahopower.com 
Attorney for Idaho Power Company 
BEFORE THE IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
IN THE MA TIER OF THE COMPLAINT ) 
AND PETITION OF IDAHO POWER ) 
COMPANY FOR A DECLARATORY ) 
ORDER REGARDING THE FIRM ENERGY ) 
SALES AGREEMENT AND GENERATOR ) 
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH ) 
NEW ENERGY TWO, LLC. ) _________________________________ ) 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY'S 
COMPLAINT AND PETITION FOR 
DECLARATORY ORDER 
COMES NOW the Petitioner/Complainant, Idaho Power Company ("Idaho 
Power"), by and through its attorney, Donovan Walker, and pursuant to this 
Commission's Rules of Procedure, including but not limited to RP 54 and RP 101, 
hereby files this Complaint and Petition for Declaratory Order. 
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Communications regarding this Complaint and Petition for Declaratory Order 
should be sent to: 
Donovan Walker 
Idaho Power Company 
1221 West Idaho Street (83702) 
P.O. Box 70 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: (208) 388-5317 
Facsimile: (208) 388-6936 
dwalker@idahooower.com 
SUMMARY OF THE CASE 
1. This is a dispute between Idaho Power and New Energy Two, LLC ("New 
Energy Two") a special purpose entity that is intended to own and control a biogas 
generation facility identified as the Swager Farms Dairy Anaerobic Digester Project 
("Swager Farms") to be developed by Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC 
("Exergy Development"). Over the course of Swager Farms' contacts with Idaho Power 
Company ("Idaho Power") there have been at least four special purpose entities 
involved representing Swager Farms' project development/management: Andgar 
Corporation; The New Energy Company, LLC; New Energy Two, LLC; and Exergy New 
Energy, LLC. In May of 2010 Idaho Power and one of the special purpose entities, New 
Energy Two, entered into a Firm Energy Sales Agreement ("FESA") pursuant to the 
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 ("PURPA"), which provides that New 
Energy Two will design, construct, own, maintain and operate a biogas generation 
facility as a PURPA qualifying facility ("QF") and that Idaho Power will buy the electric 
energy produced by the facility at avoided cost rates. (Attachment 1.) 
2. The FESA requires, among other things, that New Energy Two meet 
certain construction deadlines, such as placing the project in service by the Scheduled 
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Operation Date of October 1, 2012. New Energy Two selected the Scheduled 
Operation Date of October 1, 2012. New Energy Two did not achieve the Scheduled 
Operation Date of October 1, 2012, and will likely not achieve the Operation Date by 
December 30, 2012. New Energy Two has failed to take the necessary steps required 
to bring the facility online and operational by the dates required in the FESA including, 
but not limited to, failing to take the steps required to secure the interconnection of its 
proposed facility to Idaho Power's system. Rather than pursue the necessary generator 
interconnection system upgrades required to connect its proposed project to Idaho 
Power's system and bring the project online and operational, New Energy Two chose to 
pursue a claim of force majeure based upon other pending proceedings at the 
Commission, claiming such proceedings excuses its performance under the FESA. 
Exergy Development, on behalf of New Energy Two, asserts that because of pending 
PURPA proceedings at the Commission renewable energy project lenders are unwilling 
to lend in Idaho pending the outcome of those proceedings. Exergy Development 
claims that its lack of ability to finance its project is an event of force majeure excusing 
its performance under the FESA. Idaho Power does not agree that Exergy 
Development has identified a valid event of force majeure. Idaho Power disagrees that 
the claimed events excuse New Energy Two from meeting its operational requirements 
pursuant to the Commission approved FESA, and seeks authorization to assess 
damages and terminate the FESA. 
3. The FESA provides clear remedies for a party's failure to achieve 
construction deadlines, among them termination of the FESA and delay damages. With 
this Complaint and Petition, Idaho Power is requesting the Idaho Public Utilities 
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Commission ("Commission") to issue an order declaring that Idaho Power is authorized 
to apply such remedies against New Energy Two and the special purpose entities in the 
event that the Swager Farms Project is not completed by December 30, 2012. More 
specifically, Idaho Power asks the Commission to make findings and enter a declaratory 
order that: 1) the Commission has jurisdiction over the interpretation and enforcement 
of the FESA and the generator interconnection agreement ("GIA"); 2) the Swager Farms 
Project has failed to meet the Scheduled Operation Date of October 1, 2012, and that 
Idaho Power may terminate the FESA as of December 30, 2012, if the Swager Farms 
Project fails to achieve its Operation Date; 3) New Energy Two's claim of force majeure 
does not exist so as to excuse the Swager Farms Project's failure to meet the 
Scheduled Operation Date; and 4) Idaho Power is entitled to damages pursuant to the 
FESA. 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
4. Idaho Power is an Idaho public utility subject to the jurisdiction of the 
Commission. 
5. The New Energy Company, LLC {"New Energy'') is an Idaho limited 
liability company. 
6. New Energy Two, LLC is an Idaho limited liability company. 
7. Exergy New Energy, LLC ("Exergy'') is an Idaho limited liability company. 
8. Interconnection for the Swager Farms project was originally requested by 
the Andgar Corporation in September of 2008. In May of 2009 Andgar withdrew its 
request. See, May 27, 2009, letter attached hereto as Attachment 2 and incorporated 
herein by this reference. On October 9, 2009, New Energy filed a Small Generator 
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Interconnection Request for a proposed 1.2 MW biogas generator project for Swager 
Farms. At the time the application was filed, the Legal Name of the Interconnection 
Customer was identified as "Owner/Operator company development in progress." The 
application was executed by Laura Knothe. According to the Certificate of Organization 
filed with the Idaho Secretary of State on September 16, 2008, Laura Knothe is the 
Registered Agent for RETRO-comm, LLC which was changed to New Energy in 
February 2009. The Annual Report Form filed in August 2010 listed Leslie White as the 
Manager of New Energy. On May 24, 2010, New Energy Two entered into a FESA for 
a 15-year term for energy deliveries of less than 1 0 aMW. Laura Knothe executed the 
FESA on behalf of New Energy Two. According to the Certificate of Organization filed 
with the Idaho Secretary of State on March 25, 2010, Leslie White is the Registered 
Agent and Manager of New Energy Two. The Annual Report Form filed in April 2012 
listed Laura Knothe as the Managing Partner of New Energy Two. In May 2011 Laura 
Knothe gave permission for Collin Rudeen of Exergy Development to be involved in 
team meetings, discussions, and be provided information relating to the Swager Farms 
Projects. On May 9, 2012, James Carkulis, of Exergy and Exergy Development, 
executed a Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #307. 
According to the Certificate of Organization filed on April 5, 2011, Exergy New Energy, 
LLC was recorded with the Idaho Secretary of State listing James Carkulis as the 
Registered Agent. Throughout the length of New Energy's application for 
interconnection all three companies have been involved, whether it is from executing 
Agreements or making decisions relating to the Swager Farms Projects. 
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9. On September 5, 2008, Andgar Corporation ("Andgar") submitted a Small 
Generator Interconnection Request for a proposed 1.5 MW biogas generating project 
for Swager Farms. A true and correct copy of the Small Generator Interconnection 
Request for Swager Farms is attached hereto as Attachment3 and incorporated herein 
by reference. Idaho Power assigned a Generator Interconnection Queue Number ("GI 
tf') to Swager Farms of 268. 
10. On September 10, 2008, Idaho Power acknowledged receipt of Andgar's 
Small Generator Interconnection Request and tendered to Andgar a form Small 
Generator Feasibility Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #268. A true and correct 
copy of the form Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl 
#268 tendered by Idaho Power is attached hereto as Attachment 4 and incorporated 
herein by reference. On September 19, 2008, Andgar executed the Small Generator 
Feasibility Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #268. 
11. On September 18, 2008, Andgar submitted an updated Small Generator 
Interconnection Request which changed the output to a proposed 1.2 MW biogas 
generating project for Swager Farms Gl #268. A true and correct copy of the updated 
Small Generator Interconnection Request for Swager Farms Gl #268 is attached hereto 
as Attachment 5 and incorporated herein by reference. 
12. On September 29, 2008, representatives of Idaho Power and Andgar 
conducted a scoping meeting. On September 29, 2008, Idaho Power executed the 
Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #268. A true and 
correct copy of the fully executed Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement for 
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Swager Farms Gl #268 is attached hereto as Attachment 6 and incorporated herein by 
reference. 
13. Attached hereto as Attachment 7 and incorporated herein by this 
reference is a true and correct copy of the November 13, 2008, Generator 
Interconnection Feasibility Study Report for Swager Farms interconnection. This report 
was for Andgar's requested configuration of Gl #268 located in Idaho Power's southern 
Idaho service territory in Twin Falls County, for 1.2 MW at a 12.5 kV connection, with 
estimated interconnection cost of $316,250. 
14. On November 17, 2008, Idaho Power issued a form Small Generator 
System Impact Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #268. A true and correct copy of 
the form Small Generator System Impact Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #268 
is attached hereto as Attachment 8 and incorporated herein by reference. 
15. On January 2, 2009, Andgar requested an extension of time for returning 
the executed System Impact Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #268. On January 
6, 2009, Idaho Power granted Andgar's request for extension based on the fact that 
Andgar's request did not affect other parties in the generator interconnection queue. 
Idaho Power extended Andgar's time for return of the executed System Impact Study 
Agreement to February 2, 2009. 
16. On January 28, 2009, Andgar returned to Idaho Power an executed Small 
Generator System Impact Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #268. A true and 
correct copy of the fully executed Small Generator System Impact Study Agreement for 
Swager Farms Gl #268 is attached hereto as Attachment 9 and incorporated herein by 
reference. Idaho Power returned the executed System Impact Study to Andgar on 
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February 2, 2009. See, February 2, 2009, letter attached hereto as Attachment No. 10 
and incorporated herein by this reference. 
17. On April 10, 2009, Idaho Power informed Andgar that Swager Farms Gl 
#268 was reviewed for system impacts, and that the review identified other projects as 
well as other transmission system requests ("TSRs") ahead of Swager Farms in the 
queue. Because of this the impact of the project was inconclusive without the 
associated TSR from the energy provider, which is submitted once a power sales 
contract is entered into between the project and the energy provider. Idaho Power 
stated no additional transmission system upgrades had been identified other than those 
identified in the Feasibility Study Report. Andgar was informed after a contract had 
been reached between Swager Farms Gl #268 and the energy provider, any required 
TSR would be submitted by the energy provider and a more detailed study would occur. 
See, April 10, 2009, letter attached hereto as Attachment 11 and incorporated herein by 
this reference. 
18. On April 24, 2009, Idaho Power tendered a form Facilities Study 
Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #268. A true and correct copy of the form Facilities 
Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #268 is attached hereto as Attachment 12 and 
incorporated herein by reference. 
19. On May 27, 2009, Andgar informed Idaho Power they were no longer 
willing to proceed with the Facility Study for Swager Farms Gl #268 due to project 
uncertainties. See, May 27, 2009, letter attached hereto as Attachment 2 and 
incorporated herein by this reference. Consequently, Gl #268 was terminated and 
Swager Farms was removed from Idaho Power's generator interconnection queue. On 
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June 8, 2009, Idaho Power returned Andgar's original deposit. See, June 8, 2009, letter 
attached hereto as Attachment 13 and incorporated herein by this reference. 
20. On October 12, 2009, New Energy submitted a new Small Generator 
Interconnection Request for a proposed 1.2 MW methane gas generating project for 
Swager Farms. A true and correct copy of the Small Generator Interconnection 
Request for Swager Farms is attached hereto as Attachment 14 and incorporated 
herein by reference. Idaho Power assigned a Gl #to Swager Farms of #307. 
21. On October 19, 2009, Idaho Power acknowledged receipt of New 
Energy's Small Generator Interconnection Request and tendered to New Energy a form 
Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement for Swager Farms #307. A true and 
correct copy of the letter sending the form Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement 
for Swager Farms #307 tendered by Idaho Power is attached hereto as Attachment 15 
and incorporated herein by reference. 
22. On October 27, 2009, Idaho Power and New Energy conducted a scoping 
meeting. Attached hereto as Attachment 16 and incorporated herein by this reference 
is a true and correct copy of an October 27, 2009, Feasibility Study Agreement for 
Swager Farms Gl #307, executed by Idaho Power and Exergy. Idaho Power 
acknowledged the executed Feasibility Study Agreement on November 2, 2009, and 
provided a Draft Feasibility Study Agreement to New Energy on December 15, 2009, for 
Gl #307, #308, and #309. 
23. Attached hereto as Attachment 17 and incorporated herein by this 
reference is a true and correct copy of the January 13, 2010, Generator Interconnection 
Feasibility Study Report for Swager Farms interconnection. This report was for New 
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Energy's requested configuration of Gl #307 located in Idaho Power's southern Idaho 
service territory in Twin Falls County, for 1.2 MW at a 12.5 kV connection, with 
estimated interconnection cost of $234,800. 
24. On January 13, 2010, Idaho Power sent a letter attaching a copy of the 
Final Feasibility Study Report. This letter advises that the feasibility analysis indicates 
the system is capable of integrating the Swager Farms generator at the proposed 
location. However, the study did not provide any transmission rights which might be 
required for the sale of energy from Swager Farms Gl #307. Further, Idaho Power 
recommends New Energy contact Idaho Power's Power Supply Department to begin 
the study process for delivery of energy, and that additional network upgrades might be 
required which could have a significant financial impact. Idaho Power forwarded a form 
Facility Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #307 based on the fact a System Impact 
Study was not required. The letter advises that payment must be received by March 1, 
2010, or the application will be deemed withdrawn. A true and correct copy of the 
January 13, 2010, letter is attached hereto as Attachment 18 and incorporated herein by 
reference. 
25. On March 3, 2010, Idaho Power Energy Contracts submitted a Letter of 
Understanding for Swager Farms Gl #307 to New Energy. A true and correct copy of 
the form Letter of Understanding for Swager Farms Gl #307 is attached hereto as 
Attachment 19 and incorporated herein by reference. The Letter of Understanding 
informs New Energy that Swager Farms Gl #307 appears to be eligible for a purchase 
power agreement under the guidelines for a QF as defined by PURPA. (Attachment 
19 at p. 1.) The Letter of Understanding also informs New Energy that Swager Farms 
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Gl #307 must (i) complete the interconnection process and execute a GIA in 
accordance with the applicable state and federal requirements and (ii) be designated as 
a DNR to sell the energy from the projects to Idaho Power. (/d. at p. 2.) 
26. On March 3, 2010, New Energy requested an extension for the execution 
of the Facility Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #307. On March 3, 2010, Idaho 
Power granted New Energy's request for extension based on the fact New Energy's 
request did not affect other parties in the generator interconnection queue. Idaho 
Power extended New Energy's return of the executed Facility Study Agreement to April 
3, 2010, and noted that if prior to April 3, 2010, it appeared the extension could impact 
other projects, Idaho Power would request an ear1ier response from New Energy. 
27. On April 1, 2010, New Energy returned an executed Letter of 
Understanding for Swager Farms Gl #307 to Idaho Power. A true and correct copy of 
the Letter of Understanding for Swager Farms Gl #307 is attached hereto as 
Attachment 20 and incorporated herein by reference. Subsequent to receipt of the 
executed Letter of Understanding for Swager Farms Gl #307, Idaho Power submitted a 
TSR for this project. 
28. On April 2, 2010, New Energy returned to Idaho Power an executed 
Facilities Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #307. A true and correct copy of the 
fully executed Facility Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #307 is attached hereto 
as Attachment 21 and incorporated herein by reference. 
29. On May 4, 2010, Idaho Power, as transmission provider, notified Idaho 
Power, as transmission customer, that the TSR had been put into study and would be 
accepted upon receipt of a designated network resource ("ONR"). 
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30. On May 7, 2010, Idaho Power sent a letter and PURPA purchase power 
agreement to New Energy. A true and correct copy of the May 4, 2010, communication 
is attached hereto as Attachment 22 and incorporated herein by reference. This letter 
addresses Order No. 31025 issued by the Commission on March 16, 2010, which 
revised the Published Avoided Cost Rates. Although the Order was specific in stating 
that any contracts executed after March 16, 2010, must have new energy pricing, Idaho 
Power was willing to execute a PURPA purchase power agreement that contained the 
energy prices that were in effect prior to the Order issued on March 16, 2010, as 
outlined in this letter, as long as New Energy returned fully executed agreements prior 
to 5 PM Mountain time, on May 24, 2010. 
31. On May 24, 2010, Idaho Power and New Energy Two entered into a FESA 
for a 15-year term using the then-current non-levelized published avoided cost rates as 
established by the Commission for energy deliveries of less than 10 aMW. A true and 
correct copy of the FESA, dated May 24, 2010, between Idaho Power and New Energy 
Two is attached hereto as Attachment 1 and incorporated herein by reference. New 
Energy Two selected September 1 , 2011 , as the Scheduled First Energy Date, and 
October 1, 2012, as the Scheduled Operation Date. (Attachment 1 at Appx. B.) 
32. On May 25, 2010, Idaho Power filed an Application with the Commission 
in Case No. IPC-E-10-17 requesting approval of the 15-year FESA between Idaho 
Power and New Energy Two. The Commission approved the FESA in Order No. 32026 
issued July 1, 201 0. 
33. On June 21 , 2010, Idaho Power requested from New Energy whether they 
had identified a specific interconnection point, as this information was needed in order 
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to proceed with the Facility Study. New Energy was notified the Facility Study Report 
would be produced approximately one month after identification of the interconnection 
point. 
34. On August 17, 2010, Idaho Power issued a Draft Facility Study Report for 
Swager Farms Gl #307, which begins a comment period for New Energy extending to 
September 17, 2010. A true and correct copy of the August 17, 2010, Draft Facility 
Study Report, with cover letter, is attached hereto as Attachment 23 and incorporated 
herein by reference. 
35. On August 30, 2010, Western States Equipment Company provided a 
Letter of Guarantee for the payment of Liquidated Damages payable under the FESA 
for the Swager Farms Project. A true and correct copy of the August 30, 2010, Letter of 
Guarantee is attached hereto as Attachment 24 and incorporated herein by reference. 
36. On September 16, 2010, Idaho Power issued the Final Facility Study 
Report to New Energy for Swager Farms Gl #307. A true and correct copy of the 
September 16, 2010, Final Facility Study Report, with cover letter, is attached hereto as 
Attachment 25 and incorporated herein by reference. 
37. On October 25, 2010, Idaho Power sent a Draft Generator Interconnection 
Agreement ("GIA") to New Energy. A true and correct copy of the October 25, 2010, 
Draft GIA, with transmittal letter, is attached hereto as Attachment 26 and incorporated 
herein by reference. This communication to New Energy indicates Idaho Power drafted 
the GIA Attachments from the September 16, 2010, Facility Study Report. Idaho Power 
requested review of the Attachments to make sure they were comprehensive and 
accurate and to advise of any changes. The completed attachments were to be 
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returned to Idaho Power by November 29, 2010, so a GIA could be prepared for 
execution, and that failure to respond to the letter and requests will be considered as an 
election not to proceed with the project. 
38. On January 3, 2011, New Energy advised Idaho Power they had a new 
investor on board and would want to proceed with the GIA in the next week, and they 
were looking at construction this spring/summer and an operation date in September or 
October. 
39. Idaho Power responded the same day to New Energy's January 3, 2011, 
email. Idaho Power advises New Energy that the Facility Study Report states it would 
be six (6) months from the time Idaho Power received construction funding to the time 
the project would be in-service on Idaho Power's end and still in good shape for meeting 
a late summer or ear1y fall date. However, Idaho Power mentions the sooner the 
funding is received the sooner the materials can be ordered and get the designers going 
on the final design. Idaho Power feels receipt of payment within the next four to six 
weeks would be best so construction resources could be scheduled for summer. 
Attached hereto as Attachment 27 and incorporated herein by this reference is a true 
and correct copy of the e-mail string of communications between Idaho Power and New 
Energy on January 3, 2011. 
40. On January 12, 2011, New Energy Two submitted a new request to 
expand the capacity of the proposed project by an additional 800 kW bringing the total 
capacity to 2 MW. Attached hereto as Attachment 28 and incorporated herein by this 
reference is a true and correct copy of the January 12, 2011, Small Generator 
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Interconnection Request by New Energy Two for the Swager Fanns Expansion Project 
requesting the interconnection of 2 MW. This request was assigned Gl #364. 
41. On January 20, 2011, Idaho Power acknowledged receipt of New Energy 
Two's Small Generator Interconnection Request, tendered to New Energy Two a fonn 
Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement for Swager Fanns Gl #364, and advised 
New Energy Two of the next steps in the interconnection process. A true and correct 
copy of the letter sending the fonn Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement for 
Swager Fanns Gl #364 tendered by Idaho Power is attached hereto as Attachment 29 
and incorporated herein by reference. 
42. The Feasibility Study Agreement for New Energy Two's requested 
expansion was executed by the parties on February 2, 2011. Attached hereto as 
Attachment 30 and incorporated herein by this reference is a true and correct copy of 
the February 2, 2011, Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement for Swager Fanns 
Gl #364. 
43. A Draft Feasibility Study Report was issued on March 16, 2011, attached 
hereto as Attachment 31 and incorporated herein by this reference, and a Final 
Feasibility Study Report was issued on April 26, 2011, attached hereto as Attachment 
32 and incorporated herein by this reference, for Swager Fanns' Expansion Project 
interconnection. This report was for New Energy Two's requested configuration of Gl 
#364 located in Twin Falls County, for 2.0 MW at a 12.5 kV connection, with estimated 
interconnection cost of $1,713,000. This report also addressed New Energy's 
requested configuration of Gl #307 located in Idaho Power's southern Idaho service 
territory in Twin Falls County, for 1.2 MW at a 12.5 kV connection, with estimated 
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interconnection cost of $234,800 as of January 13, 2010. This report indicates that 
Idaho Power recently updated its operating requirements for generators interconnecting 
to the distribution system. Because of these new requirements, there are additional 
upgrades required to the existing Idaho Power distribution system to interconnect the 
1.2 MW generator project at Swager Farms Gl #307, with estimated interconnection 
cost of $575,000. 
44. On April 27, 2011, Idaho Power sent a letter attaching a copy of the Final 
Feasibility Study Report. The letter advises that the executed Facility Study Agreement, 
a completed Attachment A, and payment of the required deposit must be received by 
June 9, 2011, or the application will be deemed withdrawn. A true and correct copy of 
the April 27, 2011, letter is attached hereto as Attachment 33 and incorporated herein 
by reference. 
45. On May 24, 2011, Laura Knothe gave permission for Idaho Power to 
involve Collin Rudeen of Exergy Development in team meetings and discussions and 
provide information pertaining to the Swager Farms Projects. 
46. On June 10, 2011, Idaho Power sent a letter notifying New Energy they 
were to execute and return the Facility Study Agreement for interconnection of the 
proposed Swager Farms Gl #364 tendered on April 27, 2011, to Idaho Power with the 
required deposit by June 9, 2011. Because the time period had expired without 
authorization to proceed and payment, the application for Generation Interconnection 
for Swager Farms Gl #364 was deemed withdrawn. The letter notifies New Energy that 
failure to submit the deficient items by June 24, 2011, will cause Generator 
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Interconnection request to be terminated. A true and correct copy of the June 10, 2011, 
letter is attached hereto as Attachment 34 and incorporated herein by reference. 
47. On August 26, 2011, Idaho Power issued a Revised Feasibility Study 
Report for Swager Farms requested configuration in Gl #307. Attached hereto as 
Attachment 35 and incorporated herein by this reference is a true and correct copy of 
the August 26, 2011, Revised Generator Interconnection Feasibility Study Report for 
Swager Farms. This revised report was for New Energy's requested configuration of Gl 
#307 located in Idaho Power's southern Idaho service territory in Twin Falls County, for 
1.2 MW at a 12.5 kV connection, with estimated interconnection cost of $575,000. 
48. On September 9, 2011, Idaho Power sent a letter attaching a copy of the 
Revised Feasibility Study Report. This letter states that the feasibility analysis indicates 
that the modification/addition of some facilities will be required to integrate the network 
resource capacity addition of Swager Farms Gl #307 into the Idaho Power system. 
Idaho Power forwarded a form Facility Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #307. 
The letter advises that payment must be received by October 21, 2011, or the 
application will be deemed withdrawn. A true and correct copy of the April 27, 2011, 
letter and the form Facility Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #307 are attached 
hereto as Attachment 36 and incorporated herein by reference. 
49. On October 20, 2011, New Energy provided a Certification of Authority for 
Agents authorizing Laura Knothe and Leslie White to execute instruments, agreements, 
certificates, and other documents and to take actions on behalf of New Energy. A true 
and correct copy of the Certification of Authority for Agents is attached hereto as 
Attachment 37 and incorporated herein by reference. 
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50. On October 21, 2011, New Energy returned an executed Facilities Study 
Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #307. A true and correct copy of the fully executed 
Facilities Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #307 is attached hereto as Attachment 
38 and incorporated herein by reference. On this date, Idaho Power also received a 
Proof of Site Control pertaining to Swager Farms. A true and correct copy of the Proof 
of Site Control is attached hereto as Attachment 39 and incorporated herein by 
reference. Also on this date, when returning the Facility Study Agreement and required 
deposit to proceed with the Facility Study for Swager Farms Gl #307, Exergy 
Development requested clarification regarding the various studies and reports that had 
been conducted and issued since October 25, 2010, to consider their different 
configurations and requests for the Swager Farms interconnection. A true and correct 
copy of the October 21, 2011, letter is attached hereto as Attachment 40 and 
incorporated herein by reference. 
51. Idaho Power and representatives of Swager Farms met to discuss the 
interconnection on November 3, 2011. On November 9, 2011, Idaho Power confirmed 
with Leslie White, on behalf of the project, that Idaho Power had already considered the 
additional system changes suggested by Exergy Development at the November 3, 
2011, meeting, and that both of the options (which included capacitor controls and a line 
voltage regulator) were already being implemented on the feeder that Swager Farms 
#307 will connect. 
52. On December 1, 2011, Leslie White of Exergy requested further 
clarification and information regarding the interconnection requirements such as 
additional definition of the equipment and conductors on the line, line loads, other 
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details of Idaho Power's system modeling and analysis, and drawings depicting what 
infrastructure exists in the area. A true and correct copy of the December 1, 2011, 
email correspondence is attached hereto as Attachment 41 and incorporated herein by 
reference. 
53. On December 8, 2011, Idaho Power responded to Exergy's December 1, 
2011, request for additional information. Idaho Power stated that it would not provide 
detailed system information and customer information to Exergy (this information is 
restricted by rules regarding Critical Infrastructure Protection, and customer 
confidentiality). The email reiterates that when Idaho Power completed the Revised 
Feasibility Study it identified the necessary upgrades required to interconnect to Swager 
Farms Gl #307, and that Idaho Power also reviewed the system changes as suggested 
by Exergy Development at the November 3, 2011, meeting which options had already 
been considered in the study process. Idaho Power further informs Exergy the Facility 
Study would be completed the next week providing further details, and suggested 
waiting for that Facility Study Report before setting another meeting. A true and correct 
copy of the December 8, 2011 , email correspondence is attached hereto as Attachment 
41 and incorporated herein by reference. 
54. On December 15, 2011, Idaho Power issued a Draft Facility Study Report 
for Swager Farms Gl #307, which began a comment period for New Energy Two 
extending to January 15, 2012. A true and correct copy of the December 15, 2011, 
Draft Facility Study Report, with cover letter, is attached hereto as Attachment 42 and 
incorporated herein by reference. 
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55. Idaho Power received no comments from Swager Farms on the Draft 
Facility Study, and on January 25, 2012, Idaho Power issued the Final Facility Study 
Report for Swager Farms #307. A true and correct copy of the January 25, 2012, Final 
Facility Study Report, with cover letter, is attached hereto as Attachment 43 and 
incorporated herein by reference. 
56. On February 6, 2012, Idaho Power sent email correspondence to Exergy 
which requests review of the construction milestones table and specifically requested 
what in service date Exergy wanted listed for the project. The information was needed 
so Idaho Power could proceed with the Draft Generator Interconnection Agreement for 
Swager Farms Gl #307. Idaho Power sent follow up email correspondence to Exergy 
on February 15 and February 24, 2012, again requesting when Exergy wanted the 
project to be in service. A true and correct copy of the February 6, 12, and 24, 2012 
email correspondence is attached hereto as Attachment 44 and incorporated herein by 
reference. 
57. On February 28, 2012, Exergy responded to Idaho Power's inquiries 
stating, "I cannot as of yet confirm inservice dates but I appreciate knowing that 
construction is dependent upon receipt of funds from Exergy. James will be meeting 
with our technology provider within the next two weeks. I should be able to extract the 
pertinent data to provide you with inservice dates at that point." See, February 28, 
2012, email correspondence attached hereto as Attachment 44 and incorporated herein 
by this reference. 
58. On March 22, 2012, Idaho Power sent a Draft Generator Interconnection 
Agreement ("GIA") to Exergy. A true and correct copy of the March 22, 2012, Draft GIA, 
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with transmittal letter, is attached hereto as Attachment 45 and incorporated herein by 
reference. This communication to Exergy indicates that its response and authorization 
to move forward, including payment of the estimated construction costs deposit, is 
required by April 23, 2012, or the interconnection request will be deemed withdrawn and 
terminated. 
59. On April 23, 2012, Idaho Power received correspondence from Exergy 
Development requesting another restudy of the interconnection. The letter contained 
technical questions regarding the interconnection requirements and studies. Exergy 
Development asks Idaho Power to "revisit the upgrade requirements specific to the 
verified capacity of 800 kW." Exergy Development also advises that it intends to 
commence construction in the second quarter on the Swager Farms Project. A true and 
correct copy of the April 23, 2012, letter is attached hereto as Attachment 46 and 
incorporated herein by reference. 
60. On May 4, 2012, Idaho Power sent a Re-Study Small Generator 
Feasibility Study Agreement for Swager Farms #307 to Exergy Development, which 
was returned executed on May 9, 2012. A true and correct copy of the fully executed 
Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #307 is attached 
hereto as Attachment 47 and incorporated herein by reference. 
61. Attached hereto as Attachment 48 and incorporated herein by this 
reference is a true and correct copy of the June 1, 2012, Re-Study Interconnection 
Feasibility Study Report for Swager Farms interconnection. This report was for 
Exergy's requested configuration of Gl #307 located in Twin Falls County, for .8 MW at 
a 12.5 kV connection, with estimated interconnection cost of $225,000. 
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62. On June 4, 2012, Idaho Power sent a letter attaching a copy of the Re-
Study Feasibility Report. This letter states that the feasibility analysis indicates that the 
modification/addition of some facilities will be required to integrate the network resource 
capacity addition of Swager Farms Gl #307 into the Idaho Power system. Idaho Power 
forwarded a form Facility Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #307 based on the fact 
a System Impact Study was not required. The letter advises that payment must be 
received by July 9, 2012, or the application will be deemed withdrawn. A true and 
correct copy of the June 4, 2012, letter is attached hereto as Attachment 49 and 
incorporated herein by reference. 
63. On July 9, 2012, Exergy returned an executed Facilities Study Agreement 
for Swager Farms Gl #307. A true and correct copy of the fully executed Facilities 
Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #307 is attached hereto as Attachment 50 and 
incorporated herein by reference. 
64. On July 24, 2012, Idaho Power sent a letter to Exergy acknowledging 
receipt of the executed Facilities Study Agreement for Swager Farms Gl #307, and 
stating that the Facility Study was expected to be completed by September 15, 2012. 
65. On September 10, 2012, Idaho Power issued the Facility Study Report for 
Swager Farms Gl #307 at the projects requested configuration at a total output of 800 
kW. A true and correct copy of the September 10, 2012, Facility Study Report, with 
cover letter, is attached hereto as Attachment 51 and incorporated herein by reference. 
The letter notifies Exergy that the Facility Study Report has different requirements than 
past reports because the total output for the project is less than 1 megavoltampere 
("MVA"). This Facility Study contained estimated construction milestones with Idaho 
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Power completing commission of the required upgraded facilities by July 10, 2013, 
assuming construction funds would be received by December 10, 2012. The letter 
further advised: 
In order to proceed with this project, please provide your 
comments to the Facility Study Report to me by October 12, 
2012 [30 days from issuance of Study Report] and indicate 
whether you wish to proceed with final design and 
construction. The final report will be used to prepare a 
Generator Interconnection Agreement in preparation for 
Construction. . . . Before we can begin Construction or order 
materials, you are responsible for contacting Idaho Power's 
credit department to discuss credit requirements for 
construction funding. 
66. With Swager Farms' contractual obligation to bring its facility online and 
operational before the end of 2012, on September 14, 2012, Idaho Power sent a copy of 
the Final Facility Study Report dated September 10, 2012, and forwarded a Final GIA to 
Swager Farms for Gl #307. A true and correct copy of the September 14, 2012, GIA, 
with cover letter, is attached hereto as Attachment 52 and incorporated herein by 
reference. The September 14, 2012, letter notifies Exergy: 
Pursuant to our standard GIA process, you would normally 
be receiving a Draft GIA at this point in time with 30 days to 
review and comment, after which time you would be offered 
a Final GIA which you would then have 30 days to execute 
and fund. The construction sequencing for the project, 
based upon Idaho Power's current resources and scheduling 
would have Idaho Power construction completion sometime 
during approximately May - June 2013, assuming you 
execute and fund the GIA by November. However, because 
Idaho Power is aware of your need to bring this project 
online and operational before the end of the year, and based 
upon the unique facts and circumstances of this project, 
Idaho Power was able to rearrange some project scheduling 
and sequencing in an attempt to offer to you an opportunity 
to have the interconnection work completed by the end of 
this year. In order for your project to come online by 
December 31, 2012, we are providing you with a Final 
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Facility Study Report and a Final GIA. Idaho Power must 
have the executed GIA and funding no later than October 1 I 
2012. in order to complete construction by this date. 
Of course, if you wish to take time to review Draft versions of 
both the Facility Study and the GIA prior to being offered a 
Final GIA, please let me know and I will provide you with 
those documents. This will however push out the date by 
which we will have construction complete. I have provided 
you with a Final GIA with this letter, which if acceptable upon 
your review, is ready for execution and funding. This is 
being offered to you as a way to expedite the process so that 
Idaho Power may have the executed GIA and funding by 
October 1 I 20121 in order for your project to come online by 
December 311 2012. 
Failure to submit all of the requested items above by 
October 1, 2012 will cause your Generator Interconnection 
request to forgo the expedited process and construction 
completion will not be possible by December 31, 2012, and 
will be schedule[d] for approximately May/June 2013. We 
will then provide you with a draft version of the Facility Study 
and work through the Generator Interconnection Process as 
per the normal schedule. 
(Emphasis added.) 
67. On and around September 18,2012, Exergy Development responded to 
Idaho Power's September 14, 2012, offer to expedite the process for Swager Farms Gl 
#307 indicating that its understanding was that Idaho Power had somehow agreed to 
extend the Operation Date in Swager Farms' FESA. A true and correct copy of the 
September 18, 2012, email correspondence is attached hereto as Attachment 53 and 
incorporated herein by reference. 
68. On September 20, 2012, Idaho Power responded to Exergy Development 
regarding the Operation Date and the offer to expedite the construction of the required 
interconnection facilities. A true and correct copy of the September 20, 2012, email 
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correspondence is attached hereto as Attachment 53 and incorporated herein by 
reference. The September 20, 2012, email stated: 
There has been no discussion, and absolutely no agreement 
from Idaho Power to extend the Scheduled Operation Date 
from the PPA for this project, as you have referred to in 
conversation with Idaho Power's Josh Harris, and as you 
refer to below. The Scheduled Operation Date for the 
project remains October 1, 2012. This date will obviously 
not be met, and consequently under the terms of the PPA a 
90 day cure period will commence. 
Idaho Power, through Josh Harris' communication and 
forwarding of a GIA to you last week, extended an option for 
the project to proceed with the required interconnection work 
and a commitment from Idaho Power that it would have its 
required work completed by year end, 2012, IF the project 
executes the final GIA AND pays the required funding NO 
LATER THAN OCTOBER 1, 2012. Mr. Harris' letter of 
September 14, 2012, states clearly that in order to take 
advantage of this expedited process and construction, you 
must authorize Idaho Power to move forward by executing 
the GIA and paying the required funding no later than 
October 1, 2012. If this date is missed, then it will not be 
possible to complete the required interconnection work 
before the end of the year 2012. 
(Emphasis in original.) 
69. On September 27, 2012, Exergy Development responded with a request 
for, "a digester meeting ... to sort this out." Idaho Power agreed to meet and reiterated 
its position that it would not agree to change the dates in the PPA, as well as reiterating 
its offer of an expedited schedule for the construction of the required interconnection 
facilities if authorization, payment, and the executed GIA was received by Idaho Power 
no later than October 1, 2012. Exergy Development responded, again, with a claim that 
Idaho Power had somehow agreed to change the dates for the Swager Farms project in 
connection with discussions related to separate matters involving Exergy 
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Development's proposed wind QF projects. Idaho Power responded emphatically that 
issues related to Exergy Development's biodigester QF projects were specifically and 
expressly not discussed, nor agreed to in conjunction with the discussions between 
Idaho Power and Exergy Development concerning Exergy's wind projects. Idaho Power 
again reiterated its offer to Exergy Development of an expedited schedule that would 
allow Idaho Power to complete the required interconnection facilities prior to the end of 
year if authorization, payment, and the executed GIA was received by Idaho Power no 
later than October 1, 2012. The parties agreed to meet the following day. Attached 
hereto as Attachment 54 and incorporated herein by reference is a true and correct 
copy of an e-mail string of communications between Idaho Power and Exergy on 
September 27, 2012. 
70. Subsequent to the parties' meeting on September 28, 2012, Exergy 
informed Idaho Power, "we shall not be taking the expedited interconnection process for 
Swager. let's proceed under normal circumstances. As to the PPAs, I think it best that 
we file our force majeure positions on those based on the generic PURPA docket going 
on." See, September 28, 2012, email correspondence attached hereto as Attachment 
55 and incorporated herein by this reference. 
71. Subsequent to Exergy Development's notification referenced above that it 
was electing not to pursue the expedited construction option offered by Idaho Power, 
Exergy Development delivered to Idaho Power a Notice of Force Majeure for the 
Swager Farms Project and the Double 8 Dairy Project. A true and correct copy of the 
September 28, 2012, Notice of Force Majeure from Exergy is attached hereto as 
Attachment 56 and incorporated herein by reference. Exergy Development bases its 
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claim of force majeure on its contentions that, "There are currently ongoing proceedings 
upon the IPUC docket, the issues in which include pricing, size, duration and 
curtailment." Exergy Development claims that because of the pending proceedings 
regarding PURPA related issues before the Commission that they are unable to obtain 
financing in order to meet its obligations under the FESA. 
72. Swager Farms did not meet its Scheduled Operation Date, as it is 
obligated to in the FESA. of October 1, 2012. Consequently, on October 1, 2012, Idaho 
Power sent notification to New Energy Two (in care of Exergy Development) of its 
failure to meet the October 1, 2012, Scheduled Operation Date for Swager Farms Gl 
#307 that was established in the FESA dated May 24, 2010. A true and correct copy of 
the October 1, 2012, letter from Idaho Power is attached hereto as Attachment 57 and 
incorporated herein by reference. This letter also notifies the project that: 
Idaho Power received your September 28, 2012, letter 
claiming a force majeure event has occurred. Idaho Power 
does not agree with your claim - that pending matters at the 
Idaho PUC, or your lack of ability to finance a 
project/projects are valid events of force majeure pursuant to 
the FESA. As of October 1, 2012, Idaho Power has not 
received a request for an Operation Date or any information 
that would allow Idaho Power to grant an Operation Date for 
the Swager Farms project from New Energy Two, LLC. 
Therefore, Idaho Power will begin calculating Delay 
Liquidated Damages as specified in the FESA. 
(Attachment 57 at p. 1.) 
73. Because Exergy Development elected not to pursue the expedited option 
to complete its interconnection by the end of 2012, on October 2, 2012, Idaho Power 
issued a Draft Facility Study Report to Exergy for Swager Farms Gl #307, for its review 
and comment pursuant to the standard generator interconnection procedures. A true 
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and correct copy of the October 2, 2012, Draft Facility Study Report, with cover letter, is 
attached hereto as Attachment 58 and incorporated herein by reference. The October 
2, 2012, letter acknowledges Exergy's election not to proceed with an expedited GIA. 
The issuance of the Draft Facility Study Report begins a comment period for Exergy 
extending to November 1, 2012. 
7 4. On November 1, 2012, rather than submit any comments or questions or 
proceed forward with the interconnection process, Exergy instead sent a communication 
reiterating its claim of force majeure. A true and correct copy of the November 1, 2012, 
email correspondence is attached hereto as Attachment 59 and incorporated herein by 
reference. The November 1, 2012, email stated: 
With regards to the draft FSR for Gl #307 and the draft GIA 
for Gl #390, Exergy provided IPCo with a notice of Force 
Majeure on September 28th. As mentioned in the notice a 
consequence of the pending IPUC proceedings is that 
renewable energy project lenders are unwilling to lend in 
Idaho. Therefore with regards to the current status of 
Gl#307 and Gl#390 we will remain ready to proceed with 
both pending documents upon resolution of the matter at the 
IPUC, but until that time I do not see the value in submitting 
comments to the FSR or GIA. 
75. On November 9, 2012, Idaho Power responded with the filing and service 
of this Complaint and Petition. 
JURISDICTION 
A. The Commission Has Jurisdiction Over Interpretation and Enforcement of 
the FESA and the GIA. 
76. The Commission has authority to issue declaratory orders pursuant to the 
Idaho Uniform Declaratory Judgments Act. Utah Power & Light Co. v. Idaho Pub. Utils. 
Comm'n, 112 Idaho 10, 12, 730 P.2d 930, 932 (1987). The Idaho Uniform Declaratory 
Judgments Act provides for the issuance of a declaratory judgment in a contract dispute 
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"before or after there has been a breach." Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 516-
517, 681 P.2d 988, 991 (1984). 
77. The Commission has jurisdiction over the interpretation of contracts where 
the parties have agreed to submit a dispute involving contract interpretation to the 
Commission. Afton Energy, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 111 Idaho 925, 929, 729 P.2d 
400,404 (1986) 929, 729 P.2d at 404 {citing Bunker Hill Co. v. Wash. Water Power Co., 
981daho 249,252,561 P.2d 391,394 (1977)). 
1. The Commission Has Jurisdiction Over Interpretation and 
Enforcement of the FESA. 
78. Paragraph 7.7 of the FESA between Idaho Power and New Energy Two 
provides for the continuing jurisdiction of the Commission over the Agreement: 
Continuing Jurisdiction of the Commission. This Agreement 
is a special contract and, as such, the rates, terms and 
conditions contained in this Agreement will be construed in 
accordance with Idaho Power Company v. Idaho Public 
Utilities Commission and Afton Energy, Inc., 107 Idaho 781, 
693 P.2d 427 (1984), Idaho Power Company v. Idaho Public 
Utilities Commission, 107 Idaho 1122, 695 P.2d 1 261 
( 1985), Afton Energy, Inc. v. Idaho Power Company, 111 
Idaho 925, 729 P.2d 400 (1986), Section 210 of the Public 
Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 and 18 CFR 
§292.303-308. 
(Attachment 1 at p.17.) 
79. Idaho Power and New Energy Two have also agreed to the Commission's 
jurisdiction regarding any and all disputes under the FESA. Paragraph 19.1 of the 
FESA further provides that all disputes relating to the Agreement will be submitted to 
the Commission: 
Disputes - All disputes related to or anstng under this 
Agreement, including, but not limited to, the interpretation of 
the terms and conditions of this Agreement, will be submitted 
to the Commission for resolution. 
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(Attachment 1 at p. 24.) 
80. New Energy Two has reaffirmed its position that the Commission has 
jurisdiction with regard to disputes under the FESA. Paragraph 3 of the Notice of Force 
Majeure dated September 28, 2012, states as follows: 
Further, pursuant to Section 19.1 (Disputes) of Article XIX of 
the FESA, if Idaho Power disputes [the claim of Force 
Majeure), Seller reserves the right to submit the same to the 
Idaho Public Utilities Commission ... 
(Attachment 56 p. 2.) Idaho Power agrees that the Commission has jurisdiction to 
interpret and enforce the FESA pursuant to both the FESA itself and the Idaho Uniform 
Declaratory Judgments Act. 
2. The Commission Has Jurisdiction Over lnteroretation and 
Enforcement of the GIA. 
81. FERC has stated that the relevant state authority exercises exclusive 
jurisdiction over interconnections in which the electric utility must purchase the entire 
output of the qualifying facility: 
When an electric utility is obligated to interconnect under 
Section 292.303 of the Commission's Regulations, that is, 
when it must purchase the QF's total output, the relevant 
state authority exercises authority over the interconnection 
and the allocation of interconnection costs. 
Standardization of Generator Interconnection Agreements and Procedures, Order 
No. 2003, FERC Stats. & Regs. 1f 31,146 at P 813 (2003), order on reh'g, Order 
No. 2003-A, FERC Stats. & Regs. 1f 31,160, order on reh'g, Order No. 2003-B, FERC 
Stats. & Regs, 1f 31,171 (2004), order on reh'g, Order No. 2003-C, FERC Stats. & Regs. 
K 31,190 (2005), affd sub nom. Nat'l Ass'n of Regulatory Util. Comm'rs v. FERC, 475 
F.3d 1277 (D.C. Cir. 2007)). Recently, FERC has reaffirmed the finding that it will have 
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jurisdiction over an interconnection with a qualifying facility only if the host utility is given 
notice that third-party sales of the facility's output are occurring or are planned: 
Therefore, consistent with our conclusions in Niagara 
Mohawk, where a host utility is not given notice that third-
party sales of output are occurring or are planned (e.g., 
through a QF's request for wheeling service or a contract 
providing the QF an express right to sell output to third 
parties), we will assume that all sales of a QF's output are 
being made to the host utility and therefore that Commission 
jurisdiction will not attach. 
Florida Power & Light Co., 133 FERC ~ 61,121 at P 22 (2010) (citing Niagara Mohawk 
Power Coro., 121 FERC ~ 61,183 (2007), order denying reh'g, 123 FERC ~ 61,061 
(2008)). Here, the FESA would obligate Idaho Power to purchase the entire output of 
the project. Therefore, this Commission-and not FERC-has jurisdiction over the GIA. 
B. The Dispute Is a Justiciable Controversy. 
82. This is an action for declaratory order brought for the purpose of 
determining a question of actual controversy between the parties. The dispute is as 
follows: Idaho Power claims that New Energy Two has failed to meet its Scheduled 
Operation Date of October 1, 2012. Idaho Power further claims that if New Energy Two 
does not achieve its Operation Date by December 30, 2012, then it will be in material 
breach of its FESA. New Energy Two disputes Idaho Power's claim that the failure of 
the Swager Farms Project to achieve the Operation Date will result in material breach of 
its respective FESA. Specifically, New Energy Two claims Force Majeure events have 
occurred that excuse its respective failure to meet the Scheduled Operation Date. See 
Attachment 56. Article XIV of the FESA excuses both parties from whatever 
performance is affected by "any cause beyond the control of the Seller or of Idaho 
Power which, despite the exercise of due diligence, such Party is unable to prevent or 
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overcome." Idaho Power disagrees with New Energy Two that any Force Majeure 
event has occurred. See Attachment 57. 
83. As a general rule, a declaratory judgment can only be rendered in a case 
where an actual or justiciable controversy exists. Harris, at 516, citing (internal cites 
omitted). A "justiciable controversy" ripe for a declaratory judgment must be one that is 
appropriate for judicial determination, must be definite and concrete, touching the legal 
relations of parties having adverse legal interests, and must be real and substantial 
admitting of specific relief through a decree of a conclusive character, as distinguished 
from an opinion advising what the law would be upon a hypothetical state of facts. 
Harris, at 516, citing I.C. § 10-1201; Rules Civ.Proc., Rule 57. 
84. Idaho Power and New Energy Two agree that the Commission has 
jurisdiction over the dispute at hand. The dispute is appropriate for the Commission's 
determination because it requires interpretation of several provisions of the FESA, as 
well as Schedule 72 and the generator interconnection process for QF generators. The 
dispute is definite and concrete because Idaho Power claims current or impending 
violations of specific provisions of the FESA by New Energy Two and because Idaho 
Power disagrees with any application of the Force Majeure provision of the FESA. The 
parties to the FESA have adverse legal interests. The dispute is real and substantial, 
as distinguished from a request for an advisory opinion, because it ( 1) involves actions 
or inactions that have actually occurred, (2) calls for interpretation and enforcement of a 
valid and enforceable agreement, and {3) the Commission's resolution of the dispute 
would likely involve specific relief expressly provided for in the FESA. 
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DECLARATORY ORDER TO TERMINATE CONTRACT 
85. Idaho Power realleges and hereby incorporates by reference all of the 
foregoing allegations as if fully stated herein. 
A. Idaho Power May Terminate the FESA Upon Failure of the Project to 
Achieve Its Operation Date. 
86. New Energy Two has failed to meet the Scheduled Operation Date of 
October 1, 2012, as provided in Section 8-3 in Appendix 8 of the FESA. As provided in 
Section 5.4 of the FESA, the entity will be in material breach of their respective FESA if 
they fail to achieve the Operation Date by December 30, 2012. The Idaho Uniform 
Declaratory Judgments Act provides for the issuance of a declaratory judgment in a 
contract dispute "before or after there has been a breach." Harris at 516-517, 991 
(1984). Section 5.4 of the FESA provides that upon material breach by New Energy 
Two, Idaho Power may terminate the FESA at any time. Section 5.3 provides for delay 
damages as result of a material breach; therefore, in the event of a breach, Idaho 
Power is entitled to delay damages in the amount provided in Section 5.3 of the FESA. 
Accordingly, Idaho Power requests an Order from the Commission declaring that Idaho 
Power may terminate the FESA and recover delay damages upon the failure of New 
Energy Two to achieve the Operation Date by December 30,2012. 
B. No Force Maieure Event Has Occurred 
87. New Energy Two claims that events have occurred that constitute Force 
Majeure pursuant to Section 14 of the FESA. Paragraph 14.1 states, in relevant part: 
As used in this Agreement, "Force Majeure" or "an event of 
Force Majeure" means any cause beyond the control of the 
Seller or of Idaho Power which, despite the exercise of due 
diligence, such Party is unable to prevent or overcome. 
Force Majeure includes, but is not limited to, acts of God, 
fire, flood, storms, wars, hostilities, civil strife, strikes and 
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other labor disturbances, earthquakes, fires, lightning, 
epidemics, sabotage, or changes in law or regulation 
occurring after the Operation Date, which, by the existence 
of reasonable foresight such party could not reasonably 
have been expected to avoid and by the exercise of due 
diligence, it shall be unable to overcome. 
(Attachment 1 at p. 22.) 
88. In its Notice of Force Majeure, Exergy Development contends, among 
other things, that other pending proceedings at the Commission excuse its performance 
under the FESA. Exergy Development, on behalf of New Energy Two, asserts that 
because of pending PURPA proceedings at the Commission renewable energy project 
lenders are unwilling to lend in Idaho pending the outcome of those proceedings. 
Exergy Development claims that its lack of ability to finance its project is an event of 
force majeure excusing its performance under the FESA. Exergy Development has not 
identified a valid event of force majeure. The claimed events do not excuse New 
Energy Two from meeting the operational requirements pursuant to the Commission 
approved FESA. 
89. New Energy Two's attempt to excuse its non-performance fails because it 
does not meet the FESA's definition of a Force Majeure event, and the project's own 
actions and/or inactions, many of which predate the existence of the referred to Idaho 
PUC pending actions, caused considerable delay that it now claims constitutes Force 
Majeure. New Energy Two has not, to this day, paid the required construction deposit, 
nor authorized Idaho Power to move forward with the required work necessary for the 
interconnection and transmission upgrades required to connect the project to Idaho 
Power's system. The project has established a pattern of continually requesting 
changes, restudies, or other issues with and to the requested interconnection 
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configuration to avoid committing to any. After over three years of several proposed 
interconnection configurations, numerous interconnection studies, and failure to pay and 
authorize its interconnection to proceed, New Energy Two now claims a force majeure 
when it is out of time to become operational pursuant to the terms of its Commission 
approved FESA. Its claim is without merit, and should be rejected. 
90. New Energy Two was offered a Final GIA with an expedited construction 
schedule that would have their required interconnection facilities completed before the 
end of 2012, and before the expiration of its 90 day cure period under the terms of the 
FESA. Exergy Development and New Energy Two rejected this option, and claims now 
that its inability to obtain financing and construct its project on time and pursuant to the 
commitments it made in the FESA is excused by an event of force majeure. New 
Energy Two's FESA was executed with an effective date of May 24, 2010. That FESA 
was approved by the Idaho PUC on July 1, 2010. The project initiated its 
interconnection process more than a year before that in October of 2009. It committed 
itself in the FESA to a Scheduled Operation Date of October 1, 2012, with more than 
two years of lead time from the time the FESA was effective to become operational. Its 
own inability to finance and construct in that time frame does not qualify as an event of 
force majeure under the terms of the FESA such that its performance would be 
excused. 
91. New Energy Two has failed to bring the project online by the Scheduled 
Operation Date of October 1, 2012. For these reasons, Idaho Power requests an Order 
from the Commission declaring that no Force Majeure event has occurred to excuse 
default. 
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C. Termination of the FESA is in the Public Interest 
92. Idaho Power's ability to terminate the FESA upon default and breach of 
New Energy Two for failure to meet the Operations Date pursuant to Section 5 of the 
FESA is in the public interest. The FESA currently provides for rates that have 
subsequently been found to not be in the public interest. In The Matter of the 
Commission's Review of PURPA OF Contract Provisions. Case No. GNR-E-11-03, 
Order No. 32498 at 2 {March 22, 2012), this Commission stated: 
We also find, however, as stated on the record at the 
conclusion of the March 21, 2012, hearing, that the 
methodologies previously approved by this Commission, as 
utilized and applied by Idaho Power, do not currently 
produce rates that reflect Idaho Power's avoided costs and 
are not just and reasonable, nor in the public interest. 
Effective March 21, 2012. and continuing until altered or 
amended by Order of the Commission at the conclusion of 
this case. contracts for all projects over 1 00 kW entered into 
by Idaho Power and presented to this Commission for 
approval will be individually evaluated with regard to all 
terms contained therein. 
(Emphasis added.) The rates at issue in this Complaint Petition are provided in Article 
VII of the FESA. The FESA's rates have subsequently been determined, as described 
above, to not be in the public interest. If the Commission issues an order declaring that 
Idaho Power is authorized to terminate the FESA upon the failure of New Energy Two to 
meet its Operation Date of December 30, 2012, rates that have been deemed not to be 
in the public interest will likewise be terminated. If Idaho Power and New Energy Two 
were to execute a new FESA, the parties must obviously comply with Order 32498, 
thereby establishing rates that are in the public interest pursuant to the methodology 
approved in Order 32498. 
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REQUESTED RELIEF- CONCLUSION 
93. Idaho Power respectfully requests that the Commission grant the following 
relief: 
1) Entry of a declaratory order that the Commission has jurisdiction over the 
interpretation and enforcement of the FESA and the GIA; 
2) Entry of a declaratory order that Exergy Development's claim of force 
majeure does not exist so as to excuse New Energy Two's failure to meet the amended 
Scheduled Operation Date for the Swager Farms project; 
3) Entry of a declaratory order that New Energy Two has failed to place the 
Swager Farms Project in service by the Scheduled Operation Date of October 1, 2012, 
and that Idaho Power may terminate the FESA as of December 30, 2012, if the Swager 
Farms Project fails to achieve its Operation Date by that date; 
4) Entry of a declaratory order stating that, pursuant to the FESA, Idaho 
Power is entitled to an award of liquidated damages; and 
5) Any further relief to which Idaho Power is entitled. 
Respectfully submitted at Boise, Idaho, this glh day of November 2012. 
~C(/~ 
DONOVAN E. WALKER 
Attorney for Idaho Power Company 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that, on this glh day of November 2012 I served a true and 
correct copy of IDAHO POWER COMPANYS COMPLAINT AND PETITION FOR 
DE CLARA TORY ORDER upon the following named parties by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to the following: 
New Energy Two, LLC 
c/o Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC 
Leslie White 
802 West Bannock, Suite 1200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Leslie White 
*Pleading emailed without attachments 
due to file size. For a copy of the 
attachments. please see the Idaho Public 
Utilities Commission website. 
Laura Knothe 
*Pleading emailed without attachments 
due to file size. For a copy of the 
attachments, please see the Idaho Public 
Utilities Commission website. 
James Carkulis 
*Pleading emailed without attachments 
due to file size. For a copy of the 
attachments. please see the Idaho Public 
Utilities Commission website. 




















Danielle Clark, Paralegal 
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FIRM Et-,JERGY SALES AGREEMENT 
(lO aMW or Less) 
Project Name: Swager Farms 
Project Number: 31616130 
TillS AGREEMENT,.:ntered into on this 2 c([!;day of fhctf 20 I 0 between NEW ENERGY 
TWO, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (Seller), and IDAHO POWER COMPANY, an ldaho 
corporation (Idaho Power), hereinafter sometimes referred to collectively as ''Parties" or individually as "Party." 
WITNESSETH: 
WHEREAS, SeHer will design, construct, own, maintain and operate an electric generation facility; and 
WHEREAS, Seller wishes to sell, and Idaho Power is willing to purchase, finn electric energy produced 
by the Seller's Facility. 
THEREFORE, In consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements hereinafter set forth, the 
Parties agree as follows: 
ARTICLE I: DEFINIT10NS 
As used in this Agreement and the appendices attached hereto, the following terms 
shall have the following meanings: 
L 1 "Base Energy"- Monthly Net Energy less than 110% of the monthly Net Energy Amount as specified 
in paragraph 6.2 of this Agreement. 
1.2 "Commission"- The Idaho Public Utilities Commission. 
1.3 "Contract Y car" -The period commencing each calendar year on the same calendar date as the 
Operation Date and ending 364 days thereafter. 
l A "Delay Liquidated Damages"- Damages payable to Idaho Power as calculated in paragraph 5.3, 5.4, 
5.6 and 5.8. 
. l 
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past the Scheduled Operation Date until the SeHer's Facility achieves the 
Operation Date . 
• The CUITcnt month's Mid-Columbia Market Cost minus the current month's All 
Hours Energy Price specilied in paragraph 7.3 of this Agreement. [fthis calculation results in a value 
less than 0, the result of this calculation will be 0. 
-Idaho Power's Systems Operations Group, or any subsequent group 
designated by Idaho Power. 
!.9 "First Energy Date" -The day commencing at 00:0 l hours, Mountain Time, following the day that 
Seller has satistied the requirements of Article IV and the Seller begins delivering energy to Idaho 
Power's system at the Point of Delivery. 
l.l 0 ·'Heavy Load r lours"- The daily hours beginning at 7:00am, ending at ll :00 pm Mountain Time, ( 16 
hours) excluding all hours on all Sundays, New Years Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor 
Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas. 
1.11 - Electric energy Seller does not intend to generate. inadvertent energy is more 
particularly described in paragraph 7.5 of this Agreement. 
!.12 :_:Interconne~li.on Facilities" - All equipment specified in Schedule 72. 
1.13 ''Initial Capacity Determination"- The process by which Idaho Power confirms that under nonnal or 
average design conditions the Facility will generate at no more than 10 average MW per month and is 
therefore eligible to be paid the published rates in accordance with Commission Order No. 29632. 
1.14 ·'Light Load Hours"- I'he daily hours beginning at 11:00 pm, ending at 7:00am Mountain Time 8 
l.I5 
hours), plus all other hours on all Sundays, New Years Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor 
Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas. 
-The loss of electrical energy expressed in kilowatt hours (kWh) occurring as a result of the 
transformation and transmis~ion of energy between the point where the Facility's energy is metered and 
1he point the Facility's energy is delivered to the Idaho Power electrical system. The loss calculation 
formula will be as specified in Appendix 13 of this Agreement 
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l 16 -Eighty-five percent t85%) of the Mid-Columbia [v!arket Energy 
C'ost. 
17 "?>1aterial Breach"- A Default (paragraph !9.2.1) subject to paragraph 9.2.2. 
1.18 ''Maximum Ca~itv Amount"- The maximum capacity (MW) ofthe Facility will be as speci!1ed in 
Appendix B of this Agreement. 
l. 19 ''\•1etering Equipment" - .<\I! equipment specified in Schedule 72, this Agreement and any additional 
equipment specified in Appendix B required to measure, record and telemeter bi directional power 
t1ows between the Seller's electric generation plant and Idaho Power's system. 
I .20 "\1id- Columbia Market Energy Cost"- The monthly weighted average of the daily on-peak and off-
peak Dow Jones Mid-Columbia Index (Dow Jones Mid-C Index) prices for non-tlnn energy. If the Dow 
Jones Mid-Columbia fndex price is discontinued by the reporting agency, both Parties will mutually 
agree upon a replacement index, which is similarto the Dow Jones Mid-Columbia Index. rhe selected 
replacement index will be consistent with other similar agreements and a commonly used index by the 
electrical industry. 
1.21 "::-..iameplate Capacicy" -The full-load electrical quantities assigned by the designer to a generator and its 
prime mover or other piece of electrical equipment, such as transformers and circuit breakers, under 
standardized conditions, expressed in amperes, kilovo!t-amperers, kilowatts, volts or other appropriate 
units. Usually indicated on a nameplate attached to the individual machine or device. 
1.22 ''Net Ener_gy"- All of the electric energy produced by the Facility, less Station Use, less ,,"v'~""'"• 
.:xpressed in kilowatt hours (kWh). Subject to the terms of this Agreement, Seller commits to deliver all 
Net Energy to Idaho Power at the Point of Delivery for the full term of the Agreement. Net Energy does 
not include Inadvertent Energy. 
!.23 '·Oneration Date" -The day commencing at 00:0 l hours, :Viountain Time, follow·ing the day that all 
requirements of paragraph 5.2 have been completed. 
1.24 "Point \)f De liven:"- The location specified in Appendix B, where Idaho Power's and the Seller's 
electrical facilities are interconnected and the energy from this Facility is delivered to the Idaho Power 
electrical system. 
5/19/2010 
us -Those practices, methods and equipment that are commonly and 
ordinarily used in electrical engineering and operations to operate equipment 
dependably, efficiently and economically. 






Operation Date. It is expected that the Scheduled Operation Date provided by the Seiter shall be a 
reasonable estimate of the date that the Seller anticipates that the Seller's Facility shall achieve the 
Operation Date. 
=='"""''·"'-'--=-~Idaho Power's Tariff No 10 l, Schedule 72 or its successor schedules as approved by 
the Commission. The Seller shaH be responsible to pay all costs of interconnection and integration of 
this Facility into the Idaho Power electrical system as specified within Schedule 72. 
-The three periods identiticd in paragraph 6.2.1 ofthis Agreement. 
.ft~="'-'-2~~=:..-- Additions or alterations of transmission and/or distribution lines and transformers 
as described in Schedule 72. 
- Electric energy that is used to operate equipment that is auxiliary or otherwise related to 
the production of electricity by the Facility. 
--Is ( 1) Net Energy produced by the Seller's Facility and delivered to the idaho Power 
electrical system during the month which exceeds llO% of the monthly Net Energy Amount for the 
cotTesponding month specitied in paragraph 6.2. or (2) If the Net Energy produced by the Seller's 
Facility and delivered to the Idaho Power electrical system during the month is less than 90% of the 
monthly Net Energy Amount for the corresponding month specified in paragraph then all Net 
Energy delivered by the Facility to the Idaho Power electrical system for that given month or (J) AJI Net 
Energy produced by the Seller's Facility and delivered by the Facility to the Idaho Power electrical 
system prior to the Operation Date. 
32 ·'Total Cost of the Facility"- !he total cost of structures, equipment and appurtenances. 
l {)/20! 0 
J 1 
this Agreement and the undertaking by Seller of the obligations set torth herein, Seller has investigated 
:md determined that it is capable of perfi.mning hereunder and has not relied upon the advice, 
experience or expertise of tdaho Power in connection with the transactions contemplated by this 
Agreement. 
2.2 
.utomeys or accountants, that Seller may have consulted or relied on in undertaking the transactions 
contemplated by this Agreement have been solely those of Seller. 
ARTlCLE III: WARRANTIES 
3.1 'lo WatTanty by Idaho Power- Any review, acceptance or failure to review Seller's design, 
specifications, equipment or facilities shall not be an endorsement or a continuation by idaho Power and 
Idaho Power makes no watTanties, expressed or implied, regarding any aspect of Seller's 
specifications, equipment or facilities, including, but not limited to, safety, durability, reliability, 
strength, capacity, adequacy or economic feasibility. 
used and defined in 18 CFR 292.201 et seq. After initial qualification, Seller will take such steps as may 
be required to maintain the Facility's QualifYing Facility status during the term of this Agreement and 
Seller's failure to maintain Qualifying Facility status will be a Material Breach of this Agreement. 
[daho Power reserves the right to review the Facility's QualifYing Facility status and associated support 
:md compliance documents at anytime during the term of this Agreement. 
4.1 Prior to the First Energy Date and as a condition ofTdaho Power's acceptance of deliveries of energy 
from the Sdler under this Agreement, Seller shall: 
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4.1.1 Submit proof to Idaho Power that all necessary Seller's 
operations have been obtained from applicable federal, state or local authorities, including, but 
aot limited to, evidence of compliance with Subpart B, 18 CFR 292.20 l d seq. as a certified 
Qualifying Facility. 
·"-'-"~=~--=~=-Submit to idaho Power an Opinion Letter 
to practice and in good standing in the State of Idaho providing an 
by an attorney admitted 
that Seller's licenses, 
pem1its and approvals as set forth in paragraph 4.1.1 above are legally and validly issued, are 
held in the name of the Seller and, based on a reasonable independent review, counsel is nf the 
c)pinion that Seller is in substantial compliance with said permits as of the date of the Opinion 
Letter. The Opinion Letter will be in a fom1 acceptable to Idaho Power and will acknowledge 
that the atiomey rendering the opinion understands that Idaho Power is relying on said opinion. 
Idaho Power's acceptance of the fom1 will not be unreasonably withheld. The Opinion Letter 
will be governed by and shall be interpreted in accordance with the legal opinion accord of the 
.\merican Bar Association Section of Business Law (!991 ). 
·L 1.3 Initial Capacity Determination- Submit to Idaho Power such data as Idaho Power may 
reasonably require to perform the Imtia1 Capacity Determination. Such data will include but not 
be limited to, Nameplate Capacity, equipment specifications, prime mover data, resource 
charw.:teristics, nonnal and/or average operating design conditions and Station Use data. Upon 
receipt of this information, Idaho Power will review the provided data and if necessary, request 
additional data to complete the Initial Capacity Detennination within a reasonable time. 
4. LJ.l !fthc Maximum Capacity specified in Appendix B of this Agreement and the 
cumulative manufacture Nameplate Capacity rating of the individual generation units at 
this Facility is less than 10 MW. The Seller shall submit detailed, manufacturer, 
verifiable data of the Nameplate Capacity ratings of the actual individual generation 
units to be installed at this Facility. Upon verification by Idaho Power that the data 
provided establishes the combined Nameplate Capacity rating of the generation units tu 
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be instalkd at this Facility is less than 10 MW, it will be Jeemed that the Sdler has 
satist1ed the Initial Detennination for this Facility. 
4.1.4 Submit to Idaho Power manufacturer's and .;;ngineering documentation 
that establishes the ~amep!ate Capacity of each individnal generation unit that is included 
within this entire Facility. Upon receipt of this data, Idaho Power shall review the provided data 
and determine if the Nameplate Capacity 'lpccified is reasonable based upon the manufacturer's 
~pecified generation ratings for the specific generation units. 
+.1.5 - Submit an executed Engineer's Certincation of Design & 
Construction Adequacy and an Engineer's Certification of Operations and Maintenance (O&M) 
Policy as described in Commission Order No. 21690. These certitlcates will be in the form 
specified in Appendix C but may be modified to the extent necessary to recognize the different 
..:ngineering disciplines providing the certificates . 
.t. I .6 Insurance· Submit written proof to ldaho Power of all insurance required in Article XIII. 
Seller has satist1ed all interconnection requirements. 
-1.1.8 
resource capable of delivering firm energy up to the amount of the Maximum Capacity. 
4.1 .9 Written Acceptance- Request and obtain written cont1nnation from Idaho Power that all 
conditions to acceptance of energy have been fulfilled. Such written confirmation shall be 
provided within a commercially reasonable time following the Seller's request and will not be 
unreasonably withheld by 1daho Power. 
5.1 Term - Subject to the provisions of paragraph 5.2 below, this Agreement shall become effective on the 
date first written and shall continue in full force and effect for a period of 15 fJwt to exceed 20 




b) Commission approval of this Agreement in a tonn acceptable to Idaho Power has been 
~·;;ceived. 
c) Seller has demonstrated to Idaho Power's satist:1ction that the Facility is complete and able 
to provide energy in a consistent, reliable and safe manner. 
Seller has requested an Operation Date from Idaho Power in a wntten tormat. 
Seller has received written confirmation from Idaho Power of the Operation Date. This 
cont1rmation will not be unreasonably withheld by Idaho Power. 
Scheduled Operation Date. Delays in the interconnection and transmission network upgrade study, design 
and construction process that nre not Force Majeure events accepted hy both Parties, shall not prevent 
Delay Liquidated Damages from being due and owing as calculated in accordance with this Agreement. 
5.3.1 lf the Operation Date occurs after the Scheduled Operation Date but on or prior to 90 days 
to!lowing the Scheduled Operation Date, Seller shall pay fdaho Power Delay Liquidated 
Damages calculated at the end of each calendar month after the Scheduled Operation Date as 
follows: 
Delay Liquidated Damages are equal to ((Current month's fnitial Year Net Energy 
Amount as specified in paragraph 6.2.1 divided by the number of days in the current 
month) multiplied by the number of days in rhe Delay Period in the current month} 
multiplied by the current month's Delay Price. 
5.3.2 lfthe Operation Date does not occur within ninety (90) days following the Scheduled Operation 
Date the Seller shall pay Idaho Power Delay Liquidated Damages, in addition to those provided 
in paragraph 5.3. I, calculated as follows: 
Forty tive dollars ($45) multiplied by the Maximum Capacity with the Maximum 
Capacity being measured in kW. 
5.4 If Seller fails to achieve the Operation Date within ninety (90) days fo!lmving the Scheduled Operation 
"S-
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Date, such failure will be a Material Breach and idaho Power may terminate this Agreement at any time 
.mtil the Seller ,;ures the Material Breach. Additional Delay Liquidated those 
calculated in 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 will be calculated and payable using the Delay Liquidated Dannge 
•. ~aJcu!ation described in 5.3.1 above for all days exceeding 90 days past !he Scheduled Operation Date 
until such time as the Seller cures this Material Breach or Idaho Power terminates this Agreement. 
5.5 Seller shall pay Idaho Power any calculated Delay Damages or Delay Liquidated Damages within 7 
of when Idaho Power calculates and presents any Delay 
billings to the Seller. Seller's failure to pay these damages vvithin the specified time will be a Material 
Breach vf this Agreement and Idaho Power shall draw funds ti·om the Delay Security provided the 
Seller in an amount equal to the calculated Delay Damages or Delay Liquidated Damages. 
5.6 The Parties agree that the damages Idaho Power would incur due to delay in the Facility achieving the 
Operation Date on or before the Scheduled Operation Date would be difficult or impossible to predict 
with certainty, and that the Delay Liquidated Damages are an appropriate approximation of such 
') f 
-.1 Prior to the Seller executing this Agreement, the Seiler shall have agreed to and executed a Letter of 
Understanding with Idaho Power that contains at minimum the following requirements: 
a) Seller has filed for interconnection and is in compliance w!!h all and 
requirements of the interconnection process 
b) Seller has received and accepted an interconnection feasibility study for this 
facility. 
c) Seller has provided all information required to enable [daho Power to tile an initial 
transmission capacity request. 
d) Results of the initial transmission capacity request are known and acceptable to the 
Seller. 
c) Seller acknowledges responsibility for all interconnection costs and any costs 
associated with acquiring adequate firm transmission capacity to cnuble the project 
to be classified as an Idaho Power firm network resource. 
- 9-
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f) lf the Facility is located outside of the Tdaho Power service tenitory, in .1ddition to 
the above requirements, the Seller must provide evidence that the Seller has 
acquired firm transmission capacity from all required transmiuing cmities to deliver 
the Facility's energy to an acceptable point of delivery on the Idaho Power 
dectrica! system . 
. S \Vithin thirty (30) days of the date of a final non-appealable order as specified in Article JC,'(I approving 
rhis Agreement the Seller shall post liquid ("Delay Security") in a form as described ln 
i\ppendix D equal to or exceeding the amount calculated in paragraph 5.8, l. 
5JU 
\hximum Capacity being measured in kW or the sum of three month's estimated revenue. 
Where the estimated three months of revenue is the estimated revenue associated with the first 
three fl1ll months following the estimated Scheduled Operation Date, the estimated kWh of 
energy production as specified in paragraph 6.2.1 for those three months multiplied by the All 
Hours Energy Price specified in paragraph 7.3 for each of those three months. 
5.8.l.l ln the event (a) Seller provides Idaho Power with certitication that (l) a generation 
interconnection agreement specifying a schedule that will enable this Facility to achieve 
the Operation Date no later than the Scheduled Operation Date has been completed and 
the Seller has paid all required interconnection costs or \2) a generation interconnection 
agreement is substantially complete and all material costs of interconnection have been 
identified and agreed upon and the Seller is in compliance with all terms and 
conditions of the generation interconnection agreement, the Delay Security calculated 
in accordance with paragraph 5.8, 1 will be reduced by ten percent ( l 0%). 
5 .8.1.2 lf the Seller has received a reduction in the calculated Delay Security as specified in 
paragraph 5.8.1.1 and subsequently ( 1) at Seller's request, the generation 
interconnection agreement specified in paragraph 5.8, 1.1 is revised and as a result the 
Facility will not achieve its Operation Date by the Scheduled Operation Date or (2) if 
the Seller does not maintain compliance with the generation interconnection agreement, 
- l 0-
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rhe full amount of the Delay Security as calculated in paragraph 5.8. l will he to 
reinstatement and will due and 5 business from the date Idaho 
Power requests reinstatement. Failure to timely reinstate the Delay Security will be a 
\1aterial Breach of this Agreement. 
5.8.2 Idaho Power shall release any remaining security posted hereunder after all calculated Delay Damages 
and/or Delay Liquidated Damages are paid in full to Idaho Power and the earlier of ( 1) 30 days alter the 
6.! 
6.2 
Operation Date has been achieved or 60 days after the Agreement has been terminated. 
- Except when either Party's performance is excused as 
provided herein, Idaho Power will purchase and Seller will sell all of the Net Energy to Idaho Po\ver at 
the Point of Delivery. All Inadvertent Energy produced by the Facility will also be delivered by the 
Seller to Idaho Power at the Point of Delivery. At no time will the total amount of Net and/or 
inadvertent Energy produced by the Facility and delivered by the Seller to the Point of Delivery exceed 
the Maximum Capacity Amount. 















Season 3 October 648,000 
January 648,000 
february 648,000 
year of monthly generation estimates (Initial Year Monthly Net Energy Amounts) and 
at the end of month nine and every three months thereafter provide Idaho Power with 
an additional three months of forward generation estimates beyond those generation estimates 
previously provided. This infommtion will he provided to Idaho Power by written notice in 
accordance with paragraph 25.1, no later than 5:00 PM of the day following the end of the 
previous month. If the Seller does not provide the Ongoing Monthly Net Amounts in a 
timely manner, Idaho Power will use the most recent 3 months of the Initial Year Monthly Net 
Energy Amounts specified in paragraph 6.2.1 for the next 3 months of monthly Net Energy 
amounts. 
6.2.3 Seller's Adiustment ofNet Energy Amount 
6.2.3.1 No later than lhe Operation Date, by written notice given to Idaho Power in accordance 
with paragraph 25.1. the Seller may revise aJ1 of the previously provided Initial Year 
Monthly Net Energy Amounts. 
6.2.3.2 Beginning with the end of the 9th month after the Operation Date and at the ..:nd of 
every third month thereafter: { l) the Seller .c="'-'= revise the immediate next three 
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6.2.4 
months of previously provided Net Energy Amounts, t2) but by written notice to 
Idaho Power in accordance with paragraph 25.!, no later than 5:00 PM of the 
following the end of the previous month, the Seller may revise all other previously 
provided Net Energy Amounts. failure to provide timely written notice of changed 
amounts will be deemed to be an election of no 
Seller's Net Energy as specified in paragraph 12.2. 1 or if the Seller declares a of 
Energy Deliveries as specified in paragraph 12.3.1 and the Seller's declared Suspension of 
Deliveries is accepted hy Idaho Power, the Net Energy i\mount as m 
paragraph 6.2 fiJr the specific month in which the reduction or suspension under paragraph 
l :::.2.1 or 12.3.1 occurs will be reduced in accordance with the following: 
Where: 
EA Current Month's Net Energy Amount (Paragraph 6.2) 
SGU a.) Ifidaho Power is excused from accepting the Seller's Net 
as specitied in paragraph 12.2.1 this value will be 
~.:qual to the percentage of curtailment as specitied by 
Idaho Power multiplied by the TGU as defined below. 
!fthe Seller declares a Suspension of Energy Deliveries as 
~pecitied in paragraph 12.3.1 this value will be the sum of 
the individual generation units size ratings as specified in 
Appendix B that are impacted by the circumstances 
causing the Seller to declare a Suspension of Energy 
Deliveries. 
fGU Sum of all of the individual generator ratings of the generation 




, \ctual hours the Facility's Net Energy deliveries were either 
reduced or suspended under paragraph 12.2.1 or 12.3 .1 






X NEA ) X ( 
TH ) ) 
/ 
f'his Adjusted Net Amount will be used in applicable Surplus ca!cu!ations for the 
specific month in which Idaho Power was excused from accepting the Seller's Net or the Seller 
declared a Suspension of Energy. 
fi3 Unless excused by an event of Force :Vfajeure, Seller's iailure to deliver Net Energy in ::my Contract 
Year in an amount equal to at least ten percent ( iO%) of the sum of the Initial Year Net 
Amounts as specified in paragraph 6.2 shall constitute an event of default. 
7.1 For aU Base Energy received during Hca'Vy Load Hours, 
Idaho Power will pay the non-levelized energy price in accordance with Commission Order 30744, 
30738 and adjusted in accordance with Commission Order 30415 for Heavy Load Hour Energy 
,Jeliveries with seasonalization t:>ctors applied: 
Season 1- (73.50 Season 2- (120.00 (~o) Season 3 - ( 100.00 
Year vliUs/kWb :VI iUs/kWh Mills/kWh 
20!0 57.98 94.67 18.89 
2011 59.54 97.21 81.0 I 
2012 61.22 99.95 83.29 
2013 62.62 02.23 85.19 
2014 64.05 104.57 87.14 
2015 65.52 106.97 89.14 
2016 &7.10 109.55 91.29 
2017 68.63 112.05 93.38 
2018 70.29 114.77 95,64 
2019 71.91 117.40 97.83 
2020 73.56 120.!0 100.08 
2021 75.26 22.87 102.39 
.2022 76.99 !25.70 104.75 
2023 78.78 !28.61 !07.18 
2024 :::0.60 31.59 !09.66 
2025 g2.47 !34.65 1!2.21 
2026 84.75 138.37 115.31 
2027 87.10 !42.21 i 18.51 
- l +-
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2028 89.53 146.17 2L8l 
2029 92.03 150.25 125.21 
2030 94.60 154.45 128.71 
2031 '16.69 i 57.85 131.55 
7.2 Idaho 
Power will pay the non-!evelized energy price in accordance with Commission Order 30744, 30738 and 
adjusted in accordance with Commission Order 304!5 for Light Load Hour Energy deliveries with 
;easonalization factors applied : 
Season 1 - t 73.50 Season 2- (120.00 Season 3- (100.00 
Year .VIills/kWb :Vlills/kWh Yfills/kWh 
2010 52.63 85.93 71.61 
2011 54.19 88.47 73.73 
2012 55.87 91.21 76.0 l 
2013 57.27 93.49 77.91 
2014 58.70 95.83 79.86 
2015 60.17 98.23 81.86 
2016 61.75 100.81 84.01 
2017 63.28 103.32 86.10 
2018 64.94 !06.03 lHU6 
2019 66.56 108.66 90.55 
2020 68.21 111.36 92.80 
2021 69.90 114.13 95.11 
2022 71.64 116.97 97.47 
2023 73A2 119.88 99.90 
2024 75.25 122.&6 02.38 
2025 77.12 125.91 \04.93 
2026 :9.40 129.64 108.03 
2027 81.75 133.48 ll 1.23 
2028 84.18 !37.43 114.53 
2029 86.68 141.51 117.93 
2030 89.25 145.71 121.43 
2031 1.33 149.12 124.27 
7.3 Ail Hours Encrgv Price- The price to be used in the calculation of the Surplus Energy Price and Delay 
Damage Price shall be the non-levelized energy price in accordance wirh Commission Order 30744 and 
3073 8 with seasonalization factors applied: 
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Season l - (73.50 %) Season 2 ( 120.00 Season 3 ( 100 00 
Year .:'¥1iUs/kWh :\1ills/kWh :\1ills/kWh 
20!0 55.60 90.78 75.65 
2011 57.16 ()3.32 77.77 
2012 58.84 '.l6JJ6 80.05 
2013 60.24 98.34 81.95 
2014 61.67 !00.68 83.90 
2015 63.14 !03.08 85.90 
2016 64.72 105.66 88.05 
2017 66.25 08.17 1)0.14 
2018 {) 7.91 1!0.88 92AO 
2019 69.53 113.51 ()4.59 
2020 71.18 ll6.:21 96.84 
2021 72.87 118.98 99.15 
2022 74.61 121.82 10!.51 
2023 76.39 !24.72 !03.94 
2024 78.22 !27.71 106.42 
2025 80.09 130.76 108.97 
2026 82.37 34.49 I 12.07 
2027 84.72 138.32 115.27 
2028 87.15 142.28 118.57 
2029 89.64 !46.36 121.97 
2030 92.22 50.56 125.47 
2031 94.30 153.97 128.31 
7.4 ~urplus Energy Price - For all Surplus Energy, Idaho Power shall pay to the SeHer the current month's 
Market Enert,'Y Reference Price or the All Hours Energy Price specified in paragraph 7.3, whichever is 
lower. 
7. 5 I.nadvcrtent Energv 
7.5.1 InadveJient Energy is electric energy produced by the Facility, expressed in kWh, which the 
Seller delivers to Idaho Power at the Point of Delivery that exceeds t 0,000 kW multiplied 
by the hours in the specific month in which the energy was delivered. tFor example 
January contains 744 hours. 744 hours times 10,000 kW = 7.440,000 kWh. Energy 
delivered in January in excess of 7.440, 000 kWh in this example would be fnadvertent 
Energy.) 
7.5.2 Although Seller intends to design and operate the Facility to generate no more than 
l 0 average MW and therefore does not intend to generate Inadvertent Energy, ldaho Power 
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Inadvertent that does not exceed the Maximum Amount but will 
will not or pay for lnadvertent 
payments, less any payments due to Idaho Power will be 
di:;bursed to the Seller within 30 days of the date which fdaho Power receives and the 
documentation of the monthly Net 
. \ppendix A. 
delivered to Idaho Power as ~peciried in 
fhis Agreement is a contract and, as such. the rates, 
terms and conditions contained in this i\greemcnt will be construed in accordance \vith 'Y.,~~-*~''~·= 
l 07 ldaho 781, 693 P 2d 417 
( 1984), ·~"'"'"'-~="!-""-~~.u.....~Y=~~~-~~~~~''"'"'~l!, 107 fdaho 1122. 695 P.2d 1 261 
(1985), ~=-""-'~:;>..L.>.-"-'=-:~~~--="-""-~~='-'-' 111 Idaho 729 P2d -+00 ( 1936), Section 210 
tlf the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 and 18 CFR §292.303-308 
Seller retams ownership under this Agreement of Green and Renewable Energy Certificates 
! RECs), or the equivalent environmental attributes, directly associated with the production of energy 
from the Seller's Facility sold to [daho Power. 
~~~'-"-"~~·J-- Seller will design, construct, install, own, operate and maintain the Facility and any 
Seller-owned Interconnection Facilities so as to allow safe and reliable generation and delivery of Net 
and Inadvertent Energy to the ldaho Power Point of Delivery for the full term of the 
fdaho Power shall, for the account of Seller, provide, install, and maintain Metering 
1-:quipmt>nt to be located at a mutually agreed upon location to record and measure power !lows ro Idaho 
Plnver in accordance with this Agreement and Schedule 72. rhe Metering Equipment will be at the 
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1'1 '1 , .. 
k)cation and the type required to measure, record and report the Net Energy, Station Use. 
Inadvertent and .:mergy (k W) at the Point of Del ivcry in a manner to 
Idaho Power adequate energy measurement data to administer this 
this facility's energy production into the ldaho Power electrical system. 
idaho Power will instalL nn,~o·nt<-" and maintain at Seller's expense communications and 
telemetry equipment which vvill be capable ldaho Power with continuous instantaneous 
and Inadvertent produced .me! delivered to the idaho Power 
Point of Delivery to Idaho Power's Designated Dispatch Facility. 
to the Parties adequate total generation, Net Energy, Station Use, Inadvertent Energy and maximum 
generation ( kW) records in a form and content acceptable to fdaho Power. 
normal 
business hours, to inspect and audit any or lll generation, Net Station Inadvertent 
and maximum generation !kW) records pertaining to the Seller's facllily. 
through Idaho Power's Designated Dispatch Facility in accordance with Appendix A of this Agreement. 
l2.2.l Idaho Power shall be excused from ,1ccepting and for Net or 
fnadvertent Energy which would have otherwise been produced by the Facility and delivered by 
the Seller to the Point of Delivery, if it is prevented from doing so hy an ;;vent of Force 
\1ajeure, or temporary Jiscormection of the Facility in accordance with Schedule 72. If for 
reasons other than an event of Force ~1ajeure, a temporary disconnection under Schedule 72 




nr reduction, Seiler will be deemed to be delivering ~et at a rate equivalent to the pro 
rata daity average of the amoums for the applicable month in 6.2. Idaho 
Power will Seller when the intemtption, .;urtailment or n:dtli.'tion is terminated. 
2.2.2 in the reasonable opinion of1daho Power, Seller's operation ofthe Facility or Interconnection 
Facilities is unsafe or may othenvise adversely atTect Idaho Power's equipment personnel or 
~ervice to its cu:;tomers, Idaho Power may temporarily disconnect the Facility from Idaho 
Power's transmission/distribution system as within Schedule 72 or take such other 
ceasonable steps as Idaho Power deems appropriate. 
i 2.2.3 Under no circumstances will the Seiler ddivcr Net Energy and/or Inadvertent Energy from the 
Facility to the Point of Delivery in an amount that exceeds lhe Maximum Capacity Amount. 
Seller's tltilure to limit deliveries to the :Vlaximum Capacity Amount will be a Material Breach 
L•f this Agreement. 
i 2.2.4 If Idaho Power is unable to accept the energy from this Facility and is not excused from 
accepting the Facility's energy, Idaho Power's damages shall be limited to only the value of the 
estimated energy that Idaho Power was unable to accept. Idaho Power will have no 
responsibility 10 pay for any other costs, I<)St revenue or consequential damages the Facility may 
incur. 
12.3.1 If the Seller's Facility experiences a forced outage due to equipment tiJjlure which is not caused 
:,y an event of Force Majeure or hy neglect, disrepair or iack of adequate preventative 
maintenance of the Seller's Facility, Seller may, after giving notice us provided in paragraph 
12.3.2 below, temporarily suspend all deliveries ofNet Energy to fdaho Power from the Facility 
or from individual generation nnit(s) within the facility impacted hy the f\>rced outage for a 
period of not less than 48 hours to correct the forced condition {'·Declared Suspension of 
Energy Deliveries"). rl1e Seller's Declared Suspension 1Jf Energy Deliveries will begin at the 
:itart of the next full hour follmving the Seller's telephone notification as specified in paragraph 






noti llcation the Seiler. In the month(s) in which the Declared 
the Net Amount will be as in 6.2.4. 
12.3.2 ff the Seller desires to initiate a Declared Suspension of 
paragraph l2.3. L the Seller will the Designated Dispatch fhc 
beginning hour c>f the Declared of Deliveries will be at the earliest the next 
full hour after making telephone contact with Idaho Power. !he Seller wilL within 24 hours 
:llter the telephone contact. provide ldaho Power a \Vritten notice in accordance with X.\IV that 
will contain the beginning hour and duration of the Declared Suspension of Energy Deliveries 
and a description of the conditions that caused the Seller to initiate a Declared Suspension of 
Deliveries. Idaho Power will review the documentation provided by the Seller to 
determine Idaho Power's acceptance Gfthe described forced outage as quaiifying ror a Declared 
Suspension of Energy Deliveries as specitied in paragraph l2.3J. Idaho Power's acceptance of 
the Seller's forced as an acceptable forced outage wiU be based upon the clear 
documentation provided the Seller that the forced outage is not due do an event of Force 
i'<'iajeure or by .. _,., ... ~., disrepair or lack of adequate preventative maintenance of the Seller's 
Facility. 
On or before January 31 of each calendar year, Seller shall submit a written 
proposed maintenance schedule of signiticant Facility maintenance J~)t that calendar year and [daho 
Power and Seller shall mutually agree as to the acceptability of the proposed schedule. The Parties 
determination as to the acceptability of the Seller's timetable for scheduled maintenance wJ!l take into 
consideration Prudent Electrical Practices, [daho Power system requirements and the Seller's preferred 
schedule. Neither Party shall unreasonably withhold acceptance of the proposed maintenance schedule. 
respective line and Facility maintenance schedules such that they occur simultaneously. 
- !Jaho Power will make a reasonable attempt to contact the Seller prior to 
e-xercising its rights to intermpt interconnection or curtail deliveries from rhe Seller's Facility. Seller 





~md/or unplanned events Idaho Power may not be able to provide notice to rbe Seller to 
or reduction of electrical energy to Idaho Power. 
~='-'=-'-===- Each Party shall agree to hold harmless and to indemnify the other Party, ltS nti'tN>rc 
affiliates, subsidiaries, parent company and employees against all loss, damage, expense and 
to third persons for injury to or death of person or injury to property, proximately caused by the 
indemnifying Party's construction, ownership, operation or maintenance of. or failure of. any of 
such works or facilities used in connection with this Agreement or (b) negligent or intentional 
.1cts, errors or omissions, The indemnifying Party shall, on the other Party's request, Jefend any suit 
,\sserting a claim covered by this indemnity. The indemnifying Party shall pay all documented costs. 
including reasonabte attorney fees that may be incurred by the other Party in enforcing this indemnity. 
~~~~ • During the term of this Agreement, Seller shall secure and continuously carry the following 
insurance coverage: 
13.2.! Comprehensive General Liability insurance for both bodily injury and property damage w1th 
limits equal to $1.000,000, each occurrence, combined single limit. The deductible for such 
msunmcc ~ball be consistent with current Insurance fndustry Utility practices lor similar 
property. 
13.2.2 The above insurance coverage shall be placed with an insurance company with an A.:VL Best 
Company rating of A- or better and shall include; 
(a) An endorsement naming Idaho Power as an additional insured and loss payee as 
applicable; and 
(b) A provision stating that such policy shall not be canceled or the limits of liability 
reduced without sixty (60) days' prior written notice to Idaho Pm.ver. 
- As required in paragraph 4.l.5 herein and annually 
:hereafter, Seller shaH furnish Idaho Power a certificate of insurance, together with the endorsements 





l3 .2 shall for any reason. Seller vvdi Idaho Power in rhe notice Wlll 
advise Idaho Power of the reason t()r the and the steps Seller is to reinstate the 
coverage. Failure to provide rhis notice and to expeditiously reinstate Gr 
:;onstitme a Material Breach of this Agreement. 
!he coverage -,vill 
As used in this Agreement, '"force or --:-m event of Force Majeure" means any cause beyond 
:he control of the Seller or of Idaho Power which. despite the exercise of due diligence, such 1s 
'lnable to prevent or overcome. Force ::V1ajeure includes, but is not limited to, acts of 11ood. 
;torms, wars. hostilities, civil strife, strikes and other labor disturbances, earthquakes, 
sabotage, or changes in law or regulation occurring after the effective date, which, by the 
exercise of reasonable such party could not reasonably have been expected to avoid and by the 
exercise of due diligence, it shall be unable to overcome. If either is rendered or in part 
unable to perform its obligations under this Agreement because of an event of Force bolh 
!'arties shall be excused from >vhatever pertonnam:e is affected by the event of Force Majeure, provided 
that: 
( l) The non-performing Party shall, as soon as is reasonably possible after the occurrence 
of the Force Majeure, give the other Party written notice describing the 
the occurrence. 
The suspension of performance shall be of no greater scope <md of no 
than is required by the ..:vent of Force Majeure. 
of 
duration 
No obligations of either Party which arose before the occurrence causing the suspension 
of performance and vvhich .::ould and ::;hould have been fully performed before ;.;uch 




in rhis shall be construed !o c:reate any to, any 
'tandnrd of care \Vith reference to, or any liability to any person not a Pmty to this :.Jelther 
shall he liable to the llther for any indirect consequentiaL nor punitive damages, ,;xcept as 
authorized by this Agreement. Consequential damages will include, but not be limited to, the 
'nduc of renewable energy certificates and, if the is t'iJeled by gas produced an anaerobic 
system, any diminution or loss of anaerobic activity due to the inahility of Idaho Power to 
,H.:cept energy tl'om the Facility. 
:.lo undertaking one Party to the other under any provisi~..m of this Agreement shall 
umstitute the dedication of that Party's system or any portion thereof to the Party or the public or affect 
the >tatus of Idaho Power as an independent public utility corporation 1Jr SeHer as an independent 
1ndividual or entity. 
where specifically stated in this Agreement to be ntherwise, the duties, and liabilities 
of the Parties are intended to be several and not joint or collective. Nothing contained in this Agreement 
~hall ever be construed to create an association, trust, partnership orjoint venture or 
;Jartnership duty, obligation or liability on or with regard to either Party. Each Party shall he 
individually and severally liable for its own obligations under this Agreement. 
waiver at any time by either Party of its rights with respect to a default this 
a trust or 
or 
with respect to any other matters arising in connection with this Agreement shall not be deemed a 




i 9. i 
!9.2 
lhis Agreement shall be construed and in accordance with the iaws or' the State ot idaho 
,vithout rerl::rcnce to its choice of!aw provisions. 
Venue for any litigation out of or related to this 
Fourth Judicial District of1daho in and for the County of Ada. 
"'~"~~ - All disputes related to or arising under this Agreement, inciuding, but not limited to, the 




if either Party fails to perform any of the terms or conditions of this Agreement 
"event of defimlt"), the nondeflmlting Party shall cause notice in writing to be given to 
'he defaulting Pany, the manner in which such default occurred. If the defaulting 
shall fail to cure such default within the sixty (60) days after service of such notice, or 
if the defaulting Party reasonably demonstrates to the other Party that the detault can be 
c:ured within a commercially reasonable time but not within such sixty (60) day period and 
!hen fails to Jiiigcntly pursue such cure, then, the nonde!aulting Party may, at its option, 
terminate this Agreement and/or pursue its or equitable remedies. 
defaults identified in this Agreement as Material Breaches. Material Breaches must be cured 
1s expeditiously as possible f()Jiowing occurrence of the breach. 
- Prior to the Operation Date and thereafter tor the full term of chis 
Seller will provide Idaho Power with the following: 
comply, such failure will be a Material Brea~.:h and may be cured Seller supplying 





three years after rhe Operation Date, Seller will supply 
!daho Power with a Certification cJf Operations and Maintenance from a 
Registered Professional Engineer licensed in rhe State of Idaho, which of 
Ongoing 0 & M shall be in the form specified in Appendix C. Se!ler's thilure to the 
required certificate will be an event of default. Such a default may 
providing lhc required c<.:rtificate; and 
be cured Sdler 
the fnll term of this Agreement Seller shall maintain 
compliance with all permits and licenses described in paragraph 4.l.l of this Agreement. In 
addition, Seller will supply idaho Power with copies of any new or additional or 
iieenses. :\t least every fifth Contract Year, Seller will update the documentation described 
in Paragraph 4.1.1. If at any time Seller fails to maintain compliance with the permits and 
lkenses described in paragraph 4.1.! or to provide the documentation required this 
paragraph, such failure will be an event of default and may only be cured Seller 
to Idaho Power evidence of compliance from the permitting agency. 
20.1 This Agreement is subject to the jurisdiction of those governmental agencies having contm! over either 
Party oflhis A.greement. 
2 J .I This ,\grecmcnt shall become finally eltective upon the Commission's approval of all terms and 
hereof without change or condition and declaration that all payments to be made to Seller 
:1crcundcr shall be allowed as prudently incurred expenses for raternaking purposes. 
22.1 This Agreement and aU of the tem1s and provisions hereof shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit 
the respective successors and assigns of the Parties hereto, except !hat no hereof either 
. 25-
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shall become effective the written consent of both first Such 
which Idaho .:onscnt ~hall not he withheld. the any 
Po,ver may consolidate, or into which it may merge, or to which it may cGnvcy or transfer substantially 
:~!! of its electric utility a::;scts, shall without further :v.:t. and without need of consent or 
approval by the succeed to all of !Jaho Power's and interests under this 
rhis article shaH not prevent a entity with recorded or secured from 
all rights and remedies available to it under law or contract. Idaho Power shaH have the right 
be notified by the linancing entity that it is such rights or remedies. 
23.1 ~-lo modification to rhis Agreement shall be valid unless it is in writing and signed by both Parties and 
mbsequently approved by the Commission. 
24.1 Each Party shall pay before delinquency all taxes and other governmental which, if failed to be 
paid when due, could result in a lien upon the Facility or the Interconnection Faciiities. 
25.1 All wTitten "V'"'"'·" under this Agreement shall be directed as follows and shaH be considered 
:!elivered when faxed, e-mailed and confirmed with deposit in the U.S. :v1ail, first-class, 
prepaid, as follows: 
- 26-
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ro Seller: 
f o Idaho Power: 
Laura Knothe, P E 
0Jew Energy Two, LLC 
3720 Vic Lane 







Vice President, Power Supply 
Idaho Power Company 
PO Box 70 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Email: LGgrow@idahopower.com 
Cogeneration and Small Power Production 
!daho Power Company 
PO Box 70 
Idaho 83707 
E-mail: '-=c==·"~,..,.=--""•"-=.:...;;c:~"·~"' 
Either Party may change the contact person and/or address information listed above, by providing written notice 
from an authorized person representing the Party. 






Generation Scheduling and Reporting 
Facility and Point of Delivery 
Certifications 
Forms of Liquid Security 
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27 .l The invalidity or unenforccability of any term or provision of this Agreement shaH not affect the 
validity or enforceability of any other tcnns or provisions and this Agreement shaH be construed in all 
28.! This A.greement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an 
miginal but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument. 
29. J This Agreement constitutes the entire Agreement ofthe Parties concerning the subject matter hereof and 
mpersedes all prior or contemporaneous oral or written agreements between the Parties concerning the 
matter hereof. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, The Parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed in 
their respective names on the dates set forth below: 
[daho Power Company New Energy Two, LLC 
By 
Lisa A Grow Laura Knothe, PE 
Sr. Vice President, Power Supply 
Dated Dated 
"Idaho Power" "Seller" 
- 28-
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\ \iONTHLY POWER PRODUCTION A:\D SWlTCHfNG REPORT 
,"\t the end of each month rhe following required documentation will be submitted to: 
ldaho Power Company 
.\ttn: Cogeneration and Small Power Production 
PO Box 70 
Idaho 83707 
required on this report wlll be the readings on the Idaho Power Meter Equipment measuring 
the Facility's total energy production and Station Usage delivered to Idaho Power and the maximum generated 
energy (kW) as recorded on the Metering Equipment and/or any other required energy measurements to 
,idequately administer this Agreement. This document shaH be the document to enable Idaho Power to begin the 
energy payment calculation and payment process. The meter readings on this report shall not be used to 
~alcu!nte the actual payment, but instead will be a check of the 'tulomated meter reading information that will be 
as described in item A-2 below: 
- 29-
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Idaho Power Company 
Cogeneration and Small Power Production 









Beginning of Month kWh Meter: 
Difference: 
Times :\lcter Constant: 
kWh for the ::Vtonth: 
::vtetered Demand: 
Breaker Opening Record 
Breaker Opening Reason Codes 
Lack of Adequate Prime Mover 
Forced Outage of Facility 
Disturbance of iPCo System 
Scheduled Maintenance 
Testing of Protection Systems 
() Cause Unknown 












Breaker Closing Record 
I hereby certify that the above meter readings are 
true and correct as of Midnight on the last day of the 
:~hove month and that the switching record is accurate 
and complete as required by the Firm Eneray Sales 




r\-2 AUTOMATED .'v1ETER READING COLLECTION PROCESS 
Idaho Power will use the and and processes to coikct r.he 
meter information from the Idaho Power provided Metering Equipment that mea;,;ures the Net 
md ener~y delivered to supply Station for lhe facility recorded at 12:00 AM !Midnight) of the last of 
mom h .. 
meter informa1ion collected will inciude but not be limited to energy production, Swtion · the maximum 
power (kW) and any other required energy measurements to adequately administer this Agreement. 
.\-3 ROl;TI'-IE REPORTING 
Once the Facility has achieved its Operation Date and has operated in a reliable and consistent manner 
c(x a reasonable period of time, the Parties may agree to modify this Routine Reporting 
requirement. 
C\:dl inrormation: 
• Identification- Project Name and Project Number 
• L'urrent Meter Reading 
• Estimated Generation for the emTcnt day 
• Estimated Generation f()f the next 
• Project Identification- Project Name and Project Number 
• .\pproximate time outage occurred 








fAC!UTY /\ND POINT OF DELIVERY 
Name: 
Project Number: 3 !616130 
B-l DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY 
dfust include rhe Sameplate Capacity rating and VAR rboth ,Ill gcnerarion 
:oms ro be included in rhe 
The factlity consists of an anaerobic digester. gen sets and waste handling equiprm:m. l'he total 
kW. 
Var ) Leading is .98 is .8 
:3-2 LOCATrO~ OF FACILITY 
')cctions: Township: 
R-3 SCHEDULED FIRST ENERGY AND OPERATION D,\ TE 
ln these selections, Seller recognizes that adequate of the Facility and completion of a! I 
in paragraph 5.2 of this Agreement must be completed prior to the project 
drl Operation Date. 
. 33-
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:V1AXIMUM CAPACITY AMOCNT: 
value will he which !s consistent with the value the Seller to Idaho Power m 
"ccordancc wnh Schedule 72. This value is the maximum energy that o.:ouJd he 
delivered the Seiler's Facility to lhe Idaho Power electrical system at any moment in time. 
POINT OF DELIVERY 
·Point of means. unless uthenvise both Parties, the of where the Sellers 
s energy is delivered to the Idaho Power electrical Schedule 72 \vii! determine the 
Point of tor this The Point of Delivery identified Schedule 72 '>viii become 
part of this Agreement. 
B-6 LOSSES 
the Idaho Power Metering equipment is of measuring the exacl energy deliveries the Seller 
ro the ldaho Power electrical system at the Point of Delivery, no Losses will be calculated for this 
If the idaho Power ;\;1etering is unable to measure the exact energy deliveries the S0Jler to 
the Idaho Power electrical system at the Point of Delivery, a Losses calculation will be established to 
measure the energy losses (kWh) between the Seller's Facility and the Idaho Power Point of 
This loss calculation will be initially set at 2% of the kWh energy production recorded on rhe Facility 
equipment. At such time as SeHer Idaho Power with the cleetrical 
conductor of all of the dcctrical 
,_'quipment betv.·een the Facility and the idaho Power electrical system, Idaho Power will a 
revised loss calculation formula to be agreed to by both parties and used to calculate the kWh Losses for 
the remaining term of the Agreement. If at any time during the term of this Agreement. Idaho Power 
.Jetcnnines that the loss calculation does not correctly rct1ect the actual kWh losses attributed to the 
dectrical equipment hetween the Facility and the fdaho Power electrical Idaho Power may 
the calculation and retroactively adjust the months kWh loss calculations. 
- 34-
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\IETERlNG AND TELEMETRY 
Schedule 72 \Viii determine the and 
mmimum the :Vletering Equipment and Telemetry equipment must be able to provide and record 
::nergy deliveries lo the Point of and any other energy measurements to administer 
These 
:quipment location. ldaho Power provided equipment, Selk:r provided equipment, ,md :lll costs 
lssodated 'Nirh the and installation of the fdaho Power provided equipment. Seller 
'Niil arrange for and make available at SeHer's cost communication circuit(s) compatible with Jdaho 
?ower's communications equipment and dedicated to Idaho Power's use tenninating at the Idaho Power 
•:u;ililies capable of providing idaho Power with continuous instantaneous information on the Facilities 
,~ncrgy production. ldaho Power provided equipment will be owned and maintained by Idaho Power. 
'<vith total cost of purchase, installation, operation, and maintenance, including administrative cost to be 
reimbursed to idaho Power the Seller. Payment of these costs will be in accordance \vith Schedule 
72 and the total cost will be included in the calculation of the and 
:V1a'ntenance specified in Schedule 72. 
B-8 NETWORK RESOURCE DESfGNATION 
fdaho Power cannot accept or pay for generation from this Facility until a 0letwork Resource 
~ "NRD") application has been accepted Tdaho Power's delivery husiness unit. Federal 
Regulatory Commission c·FERC'') Rules require Idaho Po>ver to prepare and submit the N RD. 
Because much of the information ldaho Power needs to prepare the NRD is specific to the Seller's 
Idaho Power's ability to file the NRD in a timely manner is contingent upon of 
:he required infi.mnation from the Seller. Prior to fdaho Power beginning the process to enable Idaho 
?uwer to submit a request for NRD status for this Facility, the Sdler :;hall have all 
:·equirements as specified in Paragraph 5. 7 of this Agreement. SeHer's failure w provide complete 
and accumte information in a timely manner can significantly impact ldaho Power's ability and 
.15-
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;:ost to attain the NRD designation for the Seller's and the Seller shall bear the costs of 
that are a result of any aclion nr inaction the Seiler. 
11) 
ENGINEER'S CERTiF!CA TlON 
OP 
UPERA TIO>JS & :V1AfNTENANCE POLICY 
,~, 
l ne .. on behalf of himself and 
hereinafter referred to as 
., 
states and certifies to the Seller as follows: 
i. fhat in good standing in !he State of Idaho. 
Tllat has reviewed the Energy Sales Agreement hereinafter " " between Idaho 
as and :1s Seller, dated 
!'hat the cogeneration or small power production project which is the subject of the Agreement and this 
Statement is identified as IPCo 
,, 
; hat the \vhich is commonly known as the is located m 
Section . _Township ____ _ ____ , Boise rvieridian, .. Idaho . 
That provides for the Project to furnish electrical energy to 
fdaho Power for a year period. ----
rhat has substantial experience in the construction and operation uf electric power 
of the :mme as this 
That Engineer has no economic relationship to the Engineer of this Project. 
fhru has reviewed and/or the review of the Policy ti1r 
for this Project and it is his professional opinion that, provided said Project has been designed and 
built to standards, adherence to said 0&\1 will result in the producing at or ncar the 
dectrical output, etrlcicncy and plant factor for a tlftccn ( J 5) year period. 
9. ['hat recognizes that fdaho in accordance with paragraph 5.2 of !he is 
on representations and opinions contained in this Statement. 
- 7-
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lO, certifies that the above statements arc n·uc and accurate to the 
hand :md 'ieal bdo>v. 
t.P£ 
Date 
t!/20 I 0 
the Seller as follows: 
That 
Ihat 
Pov.;er as and 
EN<1lN EER, S CERTIFICATION 
i)f 
ONGOJNG OPERA liONS AND MALNTENANCE 
is a Licensed Professional 
has reviewed the 
referred to itS 
Ill 
vn bt:ha!f of himself and 
states and certifies to 
in the State of Idaho. 
ht:rcinafter ·' ., between idaho 
That the cogeneration or small power production which is the of the and this 
Statement is identified as IPCo Facility :1\o. 
That the which is commonly known as the 
Section ____ . l3oise 
recognizes that the Agreement 
!daho Power for a fifteen ( 15) year period. 
fhat has substantial experience in the 
as this Project. 
located tn 
Idaho. 
for the Project to fumish dectrical enen,,ry to 
construction and operation of electric power 
rhat has no economic relationship to the Design Engineer ot this Project. 
- )9-
;;, 19/2010 
!hat made a its and maintenance records 
the last prevwus certified bJScd on the 
1ppearance, dwt its 
continue 




O&M has been in accordance with said O&M 
and that if adherence to said O&M 
at or near its dectrical output, and 
'"'-')"'-""""'"" that Idaho 
""''·'"""u"'" and 
in accordance with 
contained in this Statement. 
factor for the 
5.2 of the 
that it iS m 
\Vil! 
!S 
true and accurate to the best of his 






DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION 
behalf of him~elf and 
~---- hereinafter collectively referred to as :>tatcs and certifies to 
Idaho Power as r'ol!Q\vs: 
lhat Engineer is a Licensed Professional Engineer in good standing in the Stale of Idaho. 
rhat has reviewed the finn Energy Sales Agreement, hereinafter 
between Idaho Power as and 
vvhich is the subject of the 
is identitied as !PCo Facility No md is hereinafter referred to as the 
That the v<hich is commonly known as the IS located m 
Section rownship ~- _______ , !3oise Meridian, Idaho. 
rhat recognizes that rhe to furnish e!e~:tricaJ 
c:·nergy to fdaho Power for a !lfteen (15) year period. 
That Engineer has substantial c:xperienee in the design, construction and '1peration of electric 
of the same type as this Project. 
That Engineer has no economic relationship to the Design of this Project and has 
made the of the plans and specifications independently. 
That Engineer has reviewed the engineering design and construction of the 
he ~ivil electrical generating equipment, prime mover conveyance system. Seller furnished 




!hat the has been constructed in accordance with said :md all 
codes and consistent with Prudent Electrical Practices as that renn is described in the 
!hat the and construction nf the is such that with n:asonable :md 
and maintenance by rhe lS in accordance v,ith the terms 
year 
fhat that Idaho in accordance w1th paragraph 5.2 the 
the with its is on contained in 
Statement 
rhat 
his knowledge and therefore sets his hand and seal below. 
Date 
OF SECURHY 
reasonable instruments such as Cash 
Escnlw Guarantee 0r Lc:rter of Credit as those terms are defined below or mher tLmns of liquid 
financial security that would readily wailable cash to Idaho Power to the Delay 
within this 
For the purpostl elf this the term ''Credit shall mean ac~:e!Ytatlle financial 
~redirvmrthiness of the ennty prov1ding the 
111 the reasonable judgment of fdaho Power, 
Jny ether with a ~horl-!errn or 
instrument in relation to the term of the obligation 
that any guarantee and/or letter of credit issued by 
investment credit rating Standard & Poor's 
'"'r11w:n1rm or Investor Services. Inc. shall be deemed to have acceptable financial 
c:reJitwllrthiness. 
1. Cash Escrow Seller shall funds in an escrow account establi~hed the Seiler in 
to both Parties equal to the Delay 
SeHer shall post and maintain an amount equal 
!o Delay Security: ( a guaranty from a party that satisfies the 
1 fom1 acceptable to Idaho Power at discretion, or 1 b) a Letter ina 
,tcceptable to Idaho Power, in 1avor Idaho Power, The Letter of Credit will be 
financial institution to both parties. 
1912010 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 2 
Idaho Po':ver 
1221 W. Idaho Street 
lD 83702 
ATTN: Rowena Bishop 
METAL Fi\8RICATION RE: Fanns #268 
Eauipment 





we are no to with the 
fanns project 'Ne may want to pursue this 
in the future but feel :hat it is not in our best interest to do so at 
Thank you tor yo'.lr work on so £1r. We look forward to 




IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25 




fra.nsmfssion Provider: IDAHO PO\VER CO;\lPA . .t~Y 
E~~Jail Address: 
Rowena Bishop 




An Interconnection Request is ccnsidered complete when it nrcw111"'" all 
information required below. 
Preamble and Instructions 
c'l.n lnterconnection Customers wbo request interconnection must submit this Interconnection by 
'land delivery, mail, or fax to the Transmission Provider. 
Processing Fee or Deposit: 
if the Intercomection Request fs submitted U..'lder the Fa,;; Track Process, :he non-refundable processing 
fee i."l !i500. 
lf the Interconnection is submitted under the Study Process, whether a new submission or an 
interconnection Request did not pass the Fast Track Process, the Interconnection Customer shall 
:!Uhmit to the Transmission Provider a e;-;.;:<"~· $1,000 tuwards the cost ofilie feasibility 
~-rudy. 
brterconnectfon Customer Infnrmation 





addition to Existing Small Generating Facility 
describe: 
M;eterm.rt? Yes No 
Power to the Interconnection Customer? Yes 
No __ ,c 
ir:stallations at locations with ~.xisting electric service to which the oropoi>en Small Generating 
will interconnect, provide: 
'Local Electric Service Provider"') Account 
be by the L,·,tercm;nection Customer if the local electric 1ervice 




-:man Gcnemting Facility fnformation 






(Typical) GenemtOr Nameplate kVAR: --'--'---
:nterconnection Customer or Customer-Site Load: ---------'" (if none, so state) 
Reactive Load (ifknown); -~ 
List components of the Small Generating Facility e4.1uipment paclmge that are currently certified: 
Entity 
), 
Is the mover compatible with the cenified protective rniay package'? 
Generator (or solar ''>J"-'~··w 
\1anufacturer, ~~fodel Name & Number: -~.._.:_;__~..:-;,"'-----~=---'-~'"""'-7-'"~=--;;..:_=-;;;.""'-=>"'-J'-­
Version Number:--~---------
r otal Number of Generators in vdnd farm to be interconnected pursuant to L1is 
'nterconnection Request: Elevation: ~--Single phase _Tiuee phase 
Inverter Manufacturer, Model Name & Number (if used): ~~~-~----~~--~ 
List of adjustable set points ior the prote.ctive equipment or software: -~-~~- ~--~ ~--------
3 
Smail Generating Facility Characteristic Data (for inverter-based machines) 
\fa.:..: design fault contributi,m current: ____ _ 'nst:mtaneous ,}r RMS? 
:{armonics Characteristics: ·-------------------------
Small Generating Facility Characteristic Data (for rotating machines) 
Power (k\V): 
or K (Heating Time "A..::;;::;,~;:;:-====~···-········­
Rotor Resistance, Rr: ------
Stator Resistance, Rs: ~-----
Stator Reactance, Xs: ··---·---
Rotor Reactance, Xr. ·--::-::-----
:vfagnetizing Reactance, 
Short Circuit liteacta.oce, Xd": ----·---
Current:------
Provide appropriate IEEE model block of ~xcitation system, governor system and power system 
;;tabilizer (PSS) in accordance with the regional reliability council criteria. A PSS may be detenrJned to 
required by smdies. A (;{)py of the manufacturer's block Jiagmm may not be substituted. 
generator and the point of common coupling/ __ _ 
'NiH the transformer be provided by the 1utercoonecrion Custorner? __ _ 
Jf Three Phase: 
Transformer Primary: Volts Delta ______ . _ 
Transf-ormer Secondary: __ Volts·--- :Jelta 
Transformer Tertiary; Volts Delta 
:vfanufacturer: --~-----
Grounded 
__ Wye Grounded 
__ Wye Grounded 
3lze: ----~"' 
'-"''t.A·~;\h. "tWA '?;.¥-€- ftt-<.LJ,.e,:\) 
List of Functions and Adjustable Setpoints protective equipment or software: 




Time-Overcnrrent Coordination Curves) 
~'1anufucturer: ----- Type: ___ StyleiCatalog No.:----- ?reposed 
Y!anufacturer. No.: Setting;-~--
'ifanufacturer: . No.; Setting; --~-~· _ 
'1!anufacrurer: .. No.: Settlng: __ 
:vfanufacturer~ No.: Setting: _____ _ 
Copy of Manutacrurer's Excitation and Ratio Correction Curves) 
. ·~ 
-------- .\ccu..'tlcy Class:_ 
------- Accurncy Class: ·- Proposed Ratio Collllection: __ 
6 
the configuration of all Small '"'c"""·""lHJ:5 
eq1npme~nt. current and potential and protection and control sch::mes. This one-!ine 
must he and stamped by a licensed Professional Engineer if !he Smail Generating 
larger than 50 kW. Is One-Line Diagram Yt~ 
,, '"' dut,rTiCTltation that indicates the precise physical !oc.atinn of the nrr.,n•N•ri Small 
(~"&.USGS map or other diagram or doc~mentatlon), 
urr•r"'"'"n location of protective interface equipment on property (include address if ditTerent from the 
Tnrcrconneccion Customer's address)--------~---------------
Enclose copy <)t any stte documentation that describes and details the operation of the protection and 
cimtrol schemes. Is Available Docu.'nentation Enclosed? Yes 
Enclose of schematic drawings fbr aU protection and control circdts, relay current circuits, 
,;u''"'""w circuits, IDd clarrnJmonitoring circuit.q (if applicable). 
/u-e Scbemalic Drawings Enclosed? Yes __ No 
'< pplicant Signature 
that, to the best of my knowledge, all the intbnnation provided in this Interconnection 
rs t.-ue and correct, 

















PI736D -Technical Data Sheet 
PI736D 
SPECIFICATlONS & OPTlONS 
5TANDARDS 
\ewage Stamfcrd industrial generators meet :he 
"Bouiremerts of BS EN 60034 and the relevant sections 
ether ra:ional and international standands such as 
355000, VDE 0530, NEMA MG1·32, iEC60034, CSA 
::::::2.2-100, AS;359, 
·:C'h<l'r standards and certifications can be considered on 
a quest 
JESCRIPTION 
r1e STi\MFORD PE range of synchronous ac generators 
lre brushiess wrth a rotating field. They are separately 
~xcited by the STAMFORD Permanent Magnet Generator 
·PMG). "Pis is a shaft mounted, high frequency, pi!ot 
&xciter which prov1des a constant supply of clean power 
·na the Automallc Voltage Regulator {AVRl to the main 
sxciter. The main exciter output is fed to the main rotor, 
•mough a full wave bridge rectifier, protected by surge 
suppression. 
VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
The PE range of generators, complete with a PMG, are 
available w1th one oH.vo AVRs. Each AVR has soft start 
I::Jitage burld up and built In protection agairst sustained 
:ver-excrtation, which will de-excite the generator after a 
e1inimum of 8 seconds. 
:Jnderspeed protection (UFRO), 's also providea on both 
.C\VRs. Tl':a UFRO will reduce the generator output voltage 
~roportional to the soeed of the generator below a pre-
•:atlabla leveL 
T~e MX341 AVR Is tuo prase sensed with a voltage 
:egulation of± 1 %. (see the note on regulation), 
The MX321 AVR is 3 phase rms sensed with a voltage 
regul.ation of 0.5% rms (see the nore on regulation)" The 
UFRO circuit has adjustable slope and dwell, for 
:::mtrolled recover; from step !cads" An over voltage 
orotection circuit will shutdown the output device of the 
,:;vR, it can also trip an optional excitation circuit breaker 
f required" As an option, short circuit current limiting is 
~var'able wrlh the addition or current transformers" 
3oth the MX341 aM the MX321 need a generator 
:nounted current transformer to provide quadrature droop 
cnaracterfstics lor load sharing during paraUel operation. 
"r::vision is also made for the connection ,,f ihe 
STAMFORD oowar factor controller, for embedded 
c:cpiicatrons, and a ~emote voltage tnmmer. 
2 
'NINDiNGS & ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE 
/'<II generator stators are wound :o 213 oitch. This 
i?limtnates !rip!en (3rd, 9th, 15th ) harmonics on the 
m,taoe waveform ana 1s found lobe the optimum design 
tr~uble-f'ae supply of non-l:near loads. The 213 prtch 
.::esign avoids excessive neutral currents sometimes seen 
·111!h higher wrndlng p;tches. A fully connected damper 
mnding reduces oscillations Clunng par3i!el!ng. Th:s 
Nll1ding, with the 213 pitch ana carefUlly selected pole and 
rooth designs, ensures very low !eveis ofvo':tage waveform 
Jislortion. 
TERMINALS & TERMINAL BOX 
S!andard generators feature a marn stator w:th 6 ends 
brought out to !ha terminals, which ~re mountea on me 
frame at the non-drive end of tha generator. A. shGa! steel 
'erminal box contains the AVR and provides ample space 
for the customers' w\rrng and gland arrangements lt has 
!amovable oanels for easy access. 
SHAFT &KEYS 
All generator rotors are dynamically balanced to better 
than BS6861:Part i Grade 2.5 for min1mum vrbrat1on 1n 
operation. Two oearing generators are balanced with a 
half !<ey, 
iNSULA T!ON!lMPREGNA TION 
The insulation system is class 'H', and meets the 
;equirements of UL 1446. 
All wound components are impregnated with materials and 
processes designed spectfically to provide the high build 
required for sta:ic windings and ~he high mechanical 
strength required for rotating comoonents. 
QUALITY ASSURANCE 
Generators are manufactured using production proceoures 
t:aving a quality assurance level to 
SS EN ISO 9001. 
NOTE ON REGULATION 
The stated voltage regulation may not be maintained in t'1e 
presence of certain radio transmrtted signals. Any change 
in performance will fall within the limits of Criteria '8' of EN 
t31000-6-2:2001 At no :1me wiH the steady-state voltage 
regulat;on exceed 2%. 
~·kte: Ccntn"lucus development cf our oroctuct5 f!ntities us to 
~·.hange spe-.:.1flcattcn ;etai!s w1tr,out notice, lherefure tl1ey MUSt not 





t-~-.~~ -···~·· ·-····· 
X 105 X 154(Cl1') 
---~ 
so I P1736D 
312 
Hz 






Locked Rotor Motor Starting Cur.re 
P1736D 
Three-phase Short Circuit Decrement Curve. No-load Excitation at Rated Speed 
Based on star (i.vye) connection. 
'tote 1 
rna following multio!ication factors snould be 
ned to adjust the values from curve between 
"me 0.001 seconds and the m!n1mum current 
·)oint in respect of nominal oplilrating voltage · 
60H.:Z::.,.,:-=:::--! 
Note 2 
The 'c'lowing multiplication factor should be used :o :onvert rhe 
1a1ues ca:cdated in accordance wi!h NOTE 1 to :hose applicable 
:o the vanous types of short c1rcult : 
'iota 3 









'Ninding 2/0.8 Power Factor 
RATINGS 
46() •t40 l60 480 416 .t;iQ 
!()85 1150 1150 1150 1095 ~200 
352 352 340 fJ20 320 320 fff6 960 
96.2 :.162 95 9 95.9 861 913.2 95.8 J59 
'>56 .386 376 959 '!57 J56 914 tC01 
DIMENSIONS 
STAMFORD 
'lamacl< Road • Stamford • Linco'nshire • PE!il 2NB 
Tgl: 00 44 (0)1780 484000 • Fax: 00 44 (0)17!30 484100 
460 
1200 
960 ;150 gOO ')84 784 
?60 ?6.1 95.7 95.8 ';6,0 




Integrated Protection System® 
!lf-341 OA Standard Panel ,v1-3410A Vett/ca/ Panel 
(Optional) 
• · I 18 - ~ - ••••• ··-- ~ • 
t" I .,-g. -- ... V ... _._ .. . I "''"''.. --·--. ·-··- " I ' l"frP.11.'1'11i / t;£14CII.A.roa ·-- ~- c- •• v ' : ~~~ :-.:.:·: : ===- ... ... -4r 
• I -D-.~-- ;j,-:: : ::..::: ·ll , • 
M-3410A Horizontal Panel (Optional) 
• Facilitates standardization for small/medium intertie and generator 
protection applications 
• Microprocessor-based relay provides 15 protective relay functions, 
including Sync·Check, 2 programmable outputs and 2 programmable 
inputs 
., Relay voltage inputs can be directly connected {no VT required) for 
voltages 480 V or less 
PROTECTION 
• l ocal and remote serial communications (MOOBUS protocol) capability fo r 
monitoring and control functions 
t u ~) 
\1<141 OA lntertle/Genera!or Protect! on Relay 
Protective Functions 
Phase Angle, .i V snd l;F with dead line/dead bus options 
• P·11lse unoervoltaqe (27) promotion 
• Ground undervoltage protection 
directional power detection that can be selected as over/ 
Jnder power nrr.tar''"'" 
• Dual-zone, offset-mho loss-of·'leld tor generator protection (40) 
)ensitive naqative sequence overcurront protection and alarm ( 46) 
'""'·'"'"."'"'sequence overvoliage (47) 
, rwerse iltne reutml overcurrent (51 N) 
• Phase cvcrcurrent W!th voltage restraint/control (51 V\ protection 
• Phase overvoltage (59) protection 
• Ground ovorvolt"lge (59G) protection 
• Peak overvoltage (59!) protection 
• VT fuse--loss detection and blocking (60FL) 
• Fieconnect enable for ntertle protection (79) 
• Four-step over/under frequency· { 81) protection 
Standard Features 
• 2 programmable outputs, 2 programmable inputs, and 1 self-test ouiput 
• OsCillographic recording (COMTRADE We fermat) 
• Time-stamped sequence of events recording for 32 events 
of Voltage, Current, real and reactive Power. Power Factor, Frequency, and Positive 
3equencelmpedance 
• One RS-232 port (COM1) on front and one RS-232 or 485 port on rear 
• :vl-381 OA IPSco~ For Windows11" Communications Software 
• tvi·3811 A I PScom For Palm 05111 Communications Softvvare 
• f\110DBUS protocol 
• SCJpports both 50 and 60 Hz applications 
<\ccepts 1 A or 5 A rated CT Inputs 
• Relay voltage inputs can be directly connected (no VT 
• Gontinuous Self-Diagnostics 
Optional Features 
\!1·3801 C IPSplot,$ Oscillograph Analysis Sof::ware 
• donzonlal and Vertical panel mount versions available (see 2 and 4) 
-2-
Tests and Standards 
The M-341 OA Genera!oriintcrtie Protection 
Voltage Withstand 
Dielectric Withstand 
\II 7errr.Jr.als sxcept power 
:::ower Supply and Sta!\Js input 
~l·3410A lntertle/Genera!or Protection Reiay 
EC 60255·5 1.500 V de lor oower supply vo,lamls (12, 24, 48 V 
2500 V ac/3500 V de for power voltages (120 V ac/125 V de 
II NOTE: Diqital data circuitS communication ports) are excluded. 
Impulse Voltage 
Power Supply Input Voltages, 120 V ac/125 V de! 
.EC 60255-5 5,000 V pk, "-I· poiariry applied to each independent circuit to earth 
5,000 V pk, +I· ;:JO!ariiy appllea between independent circuits 
1.2 flS by 50 iJS, 500 ohms Impedance, three surges at every 5 second interval 
a NOTE: Digital data circuits commun1cation ports) are excluded. 
Power Supply Input Voltages, 12, 24,48 V de: 
iEC 60255-5 3,000 V pk, +/· ooiarlty applied to each Independent circuit to earth 
3,000 V pk, +I· po1ality app!led between independent circUits 
1.2 ps by 50 ps, 500 ohms impedance, three surges at every 5 second interval 
t.t NOTE: Digital data circuits (RS-232/485 communication are excluded. 
Insulation Resistance 
i EC tl0255-5 > 40 M""n::~r;hrr\'1 
a NOTE; Digital c:ata circuits rH::s-~·~'lL.!4t!n communication ports) are excluded. 
Electrical Environment 
Electrostatic Discharge Test 
!EC 61000-4-2 Class 4 ( x SIN) -point contact and air discharge 
11 NOTE: Digital data cirCUits (RS-232/485 communication ports) are excluded. 
Fast Transient Disturbance Test 
IEC 61000-4-4 (±2 kV, 5kHz) AC Power Supply fnout 
( ± 1 kV, 5 kHz} RS-232, RS-485 and ground 
Surge 
,EC 61000·4·5 ( ±2 kV. 1.2 !JS tly 50 flS Hne to grouno) AC Power Supply 'nput 
( t 1 kV, 1.2 !JS by 50 LlS line to line) AC Power Input 
t 1 kV, 1.2 ps 50 !JS line to ground) RS-485 Port 





2,500 V Oscillatory each independent circuit to earth 
2.500 V Oscillatory t:etween each independent circuit 
5,000 V pk Fast Transient each independem circuit 'o earth 
':,000 V ok Fast Transient between each independent c:ircuit 
D1g;tal data c!rcui!s {RS-232/485 communication are excluded. 
; r 
d n JZJom di in,>(a llaz;one 
.:;ci eserczio 
·nstrucrions for msrailation 
and service 
;TSCB 601 93Ji001 l -<:n G-97 
i~BB SACE 
!stiuzioni di in sta!lazlone . 
jl eserciz1o e di manutenzione 
Jer interruttori automatici aperti 
.::J i bassa tensione 
installation, service and 
rnamtenance instructions for 
"ow voitage air c:rcuit-breaker 
SACE Emax 
t l3 
'2. lln1ta di protezione PR11'1/U. LSI - LSlG 
·_-,...n,ta SAGE PR111!P reahzra 1a seguen\i hJnztoni u! pr~)tez:or. e: 
, >r ctez~one a a sovmcr...anco a temoo tungo ~l·w~ r~o 
- urot~z:ono da c;cn:o clrcuito a !e!'lipo breve 
- Jrntaz!or..e ca r;:vr1o cirCUi10 ;-:::lantaneo 
;rrJte.z:or:a <Ja quasro a 19rra 
if,st - ·'m!azrone 3 s.ogJia fissa da corto Gir<.:li•to 
f>R111!L+t+linst 
! 2. PR 11 I !Li - LSI • LSIG protection unit 
r 2. 1 General 
'::e $ACE PR111i P uml c:3rnes out the tvtlowmg protection functicns: 
- ,'JftJter;tfon -'Jgem'it oveucBd -.v~·rn ,-nverse tung fiin£HfgJay 
:> ;;ro:action <lg&l<1sl :;nort·tlme sllon·cirwit 
;rotecticn agamst ins!antDn:ous :short-circuU 
-) ;;ratectfon against ~:Jarth :-auu 
-inst - 1 up1JJ pratect1cn l3qsinst 1!'1Sf.sntaneous ;;;tu;;rt--e/r1.:uit 
"''" .5ACE PR11 1 umts eveilable "' !Ire ust>r Rre: 
?R111/LtS+Hilnst 
PR1111L +S+I+G+IInst 
'l· ~7 ......... -......... -·----------· 
~ . ..; p.rmez!oni po!isonu t;~Shre raatiz:Lata In modo tri f;:;se- o lrifase c O(! 
. -.Hutro a ~ec:cm~adel tJpe di interruuore impiegato (trtoo1are. t~lrapciqr& 
,-; t<ipa!ara con neutm PiStamo). 
!... ' :.~n::a . B autoalimen..una·e qarar.tisca JI ':..'Orretto fun:ziO!Jamenro delle 
·· : '1-z;cni di orotez1ona In crasenza dJ WJa c;;rraf:~e rn;:tqgicra o uquafe ai 
de! vs.lore nomn'ia!e del traaforrnatcre arrpercmetrlco d! fase t TAl. 
·- '"' $Siame 3gancl.atore 1Ji pratszione -3 cosi comoosto: 
_l n 4 tlasfommtori di cnrreMe (TA) 
,mta di ;;rotezicne SAGE PR 1i~ 
- .. n ':H.lf60o!de 'Ji aowtuca {3A) tlello sqandatcre <.li massima •..:onente 
.na .:tglsct> dire ttamanre sui :::crr-ar<lo C::311'lr·~em.Jrtore . 
T/l(t proteclion9 can be made e1ther :n :hreo--ohase or thres-onasa wniT 
oeu:ra/ mO<'ie, depe(J(J!ng on the type of circwi·/J(f:sker ~sea ((hree-poie . 
:our~po!e or tr.ree~pale with sxtsmat 11tWtraJ) . 
'fhFJ unH is self~powered and 9nsures cermet r:per::~tion oF !he pro tee~ 
'>::.111 func!ions wt:em tt1ere is a wrrent hfghar than ot oqtJ()i lo f !1% or the 
-,.ted che.se currsnt fri3M iormi3t value 1CTJ. 
:".~ e protection ieiease 3S.Semtuy ccnsist.s of tf;e ;(Jt/owinq: 
- J or 4 currfJnt rranstarmers (CT) 
>'ACE '"RH I orotection unit 
-:1n o;..,1.8rung solef!tJfd (OS) of ihe cvercurrrmf :elm~s~ .,,,..hjch acts 
·.~;rectly on the drcuit.f;r~aker o.oerFltf'l(] rnechanf.$m. 
,···.:t·_,d_ --~Y4J"l9 j____ .i 3.-App. araccnio 
.-..·3v. r-·~ .... ------~---~ Ap;::aratvs 
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IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25 




.J920 Salashan Parkway A-1 02 
WA 98248 
fZe: Fanus- Project# 268 
Dear 
Thank you for your Generator Interconnection application for the Swager Farms to be 
;:ormected to the Idaho Power system at Twin Falls County, Idaho (see attached copy), Since we 
have received all of the required materials, this application is now considered complete, As you 
may be aware, we are required to post certain infonnation to our OASIS (Open Access Same 
Time Information) website, Please refer to the website periodically to view a list of current 
projects at http://oatioasis,com/incoiindex.htmi under GENERA TOR INTERCONNECTION 
rNFORMA TION folder, on the lett side of the screen. 
At this time, Idaho Power Company will assign a planning engineer for this project, and we will 
contact you in the near future to schedule a Scoping !vieeting. For your I am attaching a 
:;opy of the standard Interconnection Feas1biiity Study Agreement that needs to be executed by 
you soon after our Scoping Meeting. Please feel free to contact me with your questions about the 
Generator Interconnection Process anytime, 
I will forward this application to our T &D Planning Leader, Marc Patterson, 'Nho will be 






Standard [nterconncction Feasibility Study Agreement 
C,;: Marc Pattersoni!PC 
Gen 
Feasibility Study Agreement 
··--- :::om~ by 
""UtilL\'U and 
"•W••••••-- ------~----------
under the laws of State 
~~-•No __ .,____ ~~ 
"Interconnection Customer,") and [daho Power Company a Corporation exisring under the laws 
the State of Idaho \"Transmission Provider"). Interconnection Customer and Transmission 
may he referred to as a "Party,'' or collectively as the "Parties." 
RECITALS 
WHEREAS, Interconnection Customer is proposing to develop a Small Generating or 
capacity addition to an existing Small Generating Facility consistent with 
[nterconnection Request completed by Interconnection Customer on 9110/08, also known as 
# 268; and 
\VHEREAS, Interconnection Customer desires to interconnect the Small Generating Facility 
the Tnmsmission Provider's Transmission System; and 
WHEREAS, Interconnection Customer has requested the Provider to perform a 
study to assess the feasibility of interconnecting the proposed Smail Generating 
with the Transmission Provider's Transmission System, and of any Affected 
~OW, THEREFORE, in consideration of and subject to the mutual covenants contained herein 
Parties agreed as follows: 
l.O When used in this Agreement, with initial capitalization, the terms specified shall have 
meanings indicated or the meanings specified in the standard Small Generator 
Interconnection Procedures. 
2.0 The Interconnection Customer elects and the Transmission Provider shall cause to 
pertbnned an interconnection feasibility study consistent the standard Small Generator 
Interconnection Procedures in accordance with the Open Access Transmission 
3.0 The scope ofthe feasibility study shall be subject to the assumptions set torth in 
Attachment A to this Agreement. 
4.0 The feasibility study shall be based on the technical information provided by 
rnterconnection Customer in the Interconnection Request, as may modified as 
result of the scoping meeting. Transmission Provider reserves right to request 
additional technical information from the fnterconnection Customer as may reasonably 
become necessary consistent with Good Utility Practice during the course of the 
feasibility study and as designated in accord<mce with the standard Small Generator 
Interconnection Procedures. the Interconnection Customer modifies its Interconnection 
the time to complete the feasibility study may he extended by agreement of the 
Gen Feasibility Study Agreement 
Project # 268 
In pcrt\.;rming the study, the Transmission shall to the extent reasonably 
practicable, on existing studies recent vintage. fhe fnterconnection Customer shall not 
charged for such existing studies; however, the fnterconnection Customer shall be 
responsible for charges associated w1th new study or modifications to studies 
arc reasonably necessary to pertbrm feasibility study. 
:}.0 feasibility study report shall provide the tbllowing analyses for the purpose of 
any potential adverse system impacts that would result from the 
:merconncction of the Small Generating Facility as proposed: 
6.1 [nitial identification any circuit ,...,..,,."'""''"short circuit capability limits ,_, .. ,,~,.._ .. ,._."'"" 
as a result of the interconnection; 
6.2 fnitial identification of any them1al overload or voltage limit violations resulting 
trom the interconnection; 
6.3 Initial review grounding requirements and electric system protection: and 
6.4 Description and non-bonding estimated cost of facilities required to interconnect 
'he proposed Small Generating Facility and to address the identitied short circuit 
power flow issues. 
7.0 The feasibility study shall model the impact of the Small Generating Facility 
purpose in order to avoid the further expense and interruption of operation for 
reexamination of feasibility and impacts if the Interconnection Customer later changes 
the purpose tbr which the Small Generating Facility is being installed. 
i.O study shall include the feasibility any interconnection at a proposed project site 
where there could be multiple potential Points of Interconnection, as requested by the 
Interconnection Customer and at the Interconnection Customer's cost. 
9.0 In lieu of Feasibility Study deposit, fnterconnection Customer agrees that study funds 
will be drawn from the application fee tor the performance of the Interconnection 
Feasibility Study. 
Transmission Provider shall charge and Interconnection Customer shall pay the actual 
~osts of the Interconnection Feasibility Study. Any difference between the deposit and 






teas1bility is completed. a feasibility study report shall prepared and 
transmitted to the !ntercom1ection Customer. unusual circumstances. the 
study must be completed and the feasibility study report transmitted within 30 
days the Interconnection Customer's agreement to conduct a feasibility 
shall based on Transmission Provider's actual costs and will be 
to the fnterconnection Customer after the study is completed and delivered and 
include a summary of protessional rime. 
2.0 Interconnection Customer must pay any study costs that exceed the deposit without 
within 30 caLendar days on receipt of the invoice or resolution of any dispute. 
the deposit exceeds the invoic~d ices, the Tr:msmission Provider shall r~flli1d such excess 
within 30 calendar days of the invoice without interest. 
IN \VITNESS 'WHEREOF, the have caused this Agreement to be duly executed their 
authorized officers or on the day and year first above written. 
Transmission Provider: [nterconnection Customer: 
Power Company 
Attachment.\ to FeasibHity Study Agreement 
Assumptions Used in Conducting the Feasibility Study 
feasibility study will be based upon the information set forth in the fnterconnection Request 
upon the scoping meeting held on 
) Designation Point of Interconnection and cont1guration to be studied. 
Designation of alternative Points of lnterconnection and configuration. 
1) and 2) are to be completed by the Interconnection Customer. Other assumptions (listed 
are to be provided by the Interconnection Customer and the 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 5 
AND GAR''' 
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 
TO: 









Small Generator Interconnection 







THESE ARE TRAJ.'\J"SMITTED AS CHECKED BELOW: 
For apptoval 





Approved as submitted 
Returned for correction 





COPY TO: "ile SIGNED: Eric Powell 
261ashan Pkwv, 02 Dox 2708- r:·~·Jm:;aie './VA :?8248"' :')tfice: ,OQCI.YJO.;;JC'UU 
- i·:::p:tNl\!v"N andgar.ccm 
~MALL GENERATOR li"'TERCONNECTION REQUEST 
fApplication l<orm) 
fnmsmission Provider: IDAHO PO\VER COMPANY 
~Jesignated Contact l'erson: 
Address: 
:-:ax: 
E Mail Address: 
Rowena 




"'n interconnection Request is: considered complete when it all applicable and correct 
ufonnarion. below. 
r.'reamble lUid Instructions 
An Interconnection Customers who 
'1and delivery, mail. e-mail, or .::ax to 
Processing Fee or Deposit: 
intereonnectioo must submit this Interconnection 
Transmission Provider. 
by 
cf the IntcrconnectiQn Request is submitted under ihe Fast Track Process, the non-refundable """'~'"''0"""" 
!'ee is $500. 
if the Interconnection Request is submitted under tbe Study Process, whether a new submission or an 
!ntorcoooection Request ~hat did not pass the Fast Trnck Process, the htterconnection Customer ~ball 
'C~bmit to the Transmission Provider a ;,(,1 tt> iJ,Wt:v<J t·:llvards the cost oftbe fessibility 
.;tudy. 
Tnterconnectlon Cu9tomer Information 
Name of the Interconnection Customer (or, if an individual, individnal's name) 
Cvn:act Name:--~------
~-------T:;leph,one(Eveniug): __ _ 
e-Mail Address: 
1s for; Small Generating Facility 
addition to Existing Small Genemting Facility 
;lddiiion mdsting facility, do scribe: 
~J(;t Metering'] Yes 
Power t'v Interconnection Cru.'torner'l Yes 
Power to Others? Yes :'io 
ulectric service to which the nrcrpollcd Smull Generating 
will intere<Jnnect, vrovide: 
(Local Electric Provider") Account i'~n,rnn~r· 
i •To be provided by the lntercmmection Customer if the local electric service provider is different .from 









:ntcrconnection Customer or Customer-Site Load: :lfnone, so state) 
Reactive Load (if known): 
4. 
the 
Gt:nerator (or solar collector) 
:-lam.l!acturer, Model Name & Number: ~-· . ·-~-··'"·'-~--.;..~"' .. ~"'-.~'-::c_-~-----·----­
Vcrsiou Number: 
Te>tal N=ber of Generators in wind fann to be interconnected pursuunt to this 
: ntcrconnccti on Elevation: 
::nverter .Manutaeturer, Model Name & Number 
Small Generating Faclllty Characteristic !Jata {for !nverter~based machines) 
fault contribution current: ins'tantaneous __ ,;r RMS? 
~ Iannonics Characteristics: 
Small Generating Facility Charaeterlstie Data (for rotating machines) 
Direct Axis Synch..Y'{)nous Reactance, Xd: -""~'-'-­
nrre"'t Axis Tran:;lent Reactance, X'd: _..,.__.~,;:_._-· 
Direct ,>\xis Subtransient Reactance, 
Sequence Reactance, X1: 
Zero Sequence Reactance, X0: ---'::..:.:"'-"'---




\1otoriug Power (kW): ~;;;g;~;v--
or K (Heating Time l 
Rotor Hesistanoe, Rr: 
~·amr Resistance, Rs: 
Stator Rcectance, Xs: -----------
Rotor Reactance, Xr: 
\1al51letizing Reactance, 
Short Circuit Reactance, Xd": "" ______ _ 
Exciting Cu..'le!lt: ~---





of excitation system, governor system and system 
><;L«tu••w.v council criteria A PSS may be de:ten:rill1ed to 
ofthe manufacturer's block may not be substituted. 
'NiH Lhe tr3nsfbrmer be provided the lnte:reoonection CustC>mel"! 
Is the transtl:mner: '3ize: ------
r::anst<mner Base 
if Three Phase: 
:ransiormer __ VoLts __ ;:)elta . __ Wye __ Wye Grounded 
r:rmstbrmer Secondary: ___ Volts __ :Jelta Nye __ 'Nye Grounded 
Transformer Tertiary: Volts __ Wye Grounded 
!Attach copy of fuse rnanufucturer'a Minimum Melt and Total 
tAmps): 
of Functions and Adjustable -v·rnnomr for the protective or software: 












Copy of~fanufacturer's Excitation and Ratio Correction Curves) 
~,Ja..rmfacrurer: 
Cype: -~------ Accuracy Class: _ Frr'""''""rt Ratio Connection: 
'•'"""'"·" location inter£1ce ~"'""'"'""'""~on property address if rlifferent from the 
".:ttercon.t'lection Customer's address)------------------------
·~nclose copy of any Hite documemation that describes and details the opera.twn of the nnJtet;ticm and 
<Ontrol Ol()hemes. Available Documentatio-n Enclosed? _Yes 
that, the best 
'{!:'quest is troe and correct. 


















PI736B- Technical Data Sheet 
Pl736B UAMfDRD 
SPECIFIC A T!ONS & OPTIONS 
STANDARDS 
':0wage Stamford indusrriai generators meet tt1e 
•qwremenis of GS EN 500J4 and relevant sectlons 
other natioral and intemaliona! standards such :;s 
VOE 0530, NEMA MG1-32. 1EC60034, GSA 
:222-100, !>81359. 
<;tandards and c:ert!f.caUons can ccrsidered on 
·request 
::ESCRIPTlON 
STi\MFORD PI •arn:;e of synchronous ac rJenerators 
Drush!ess with a rotating field. They are separa!ely 
sxc;led by rre STA.MFORD Permanent Magnet 
G,:onerator (PMG) This Is a shall mou~ted. high 
·requarcy, pile! oxqter which provrdes a constant supply 
A dean power via the Automatic Vollnge Regulator (AVR) 
:he mmn excr!er. The main exe<ter cutp<.1 is fed to th-e 
rolor, through a fuU wave bridge rectifier. protected 
'Jy surge suppression. 
VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
PI range of generators, compio!e "'lh a PMG, are 
hew able with one two AVRs. Each AVR !'las soft start 
,octage cc1ld up and bullt in protection against sustained 
W"!r-exc;ta!lon, which W1i1 rJe-cxcite \he generator after a 
nrnimum of 8 seconds. 
;t·derspeed protection (UF"<O), also orovided on both 
.\'·i'is. lhe UFRO will reduce !he generator output voitage 
~copmtional to ihe speed of !he generator below a pre-
;eHabie leveL 
MX341 AVR ig two onase sensed with a vottage 
• "CJUiation of± %. (see the note on tequlation). 
·::a MX321 AVR is 3 chase rms sensed wiln a voltage 
~ Jtlulation oi 0.5% rms I see the note on rEJqulalion}. The 
JFRO circuit has slcoe and dwell, for 
~:mtro!led recovery step loads. A" over vol!age 
·,r•.lleciion Lircuil w;R shutdown the output device of !he 
it can also tnp an op!Jonal excitation drcuit breaker 
i :caUl red. ,t;s an option, short drcu;t current ilmiHng is 
.Jvaliable Wi!h the addition current lransfonners. 
Joth the MX341 and tlle MX321 neeo a generator 
rounted current transfom1er to provide QUadrature droop 
haraaeristlcs for shaling dunng parallel operation. 
·'rovrsion is aiso made lor :he corrnection of the 
3TAMFCRD power factor contrcHar. lor amoedood 
wpllcations, and a ;emote voMge trimmer. 
,'JINOINGS & ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE 
are wound to 2!3 pitch. n•is 
'"'""'"'••s tlip!en (3rd, 8\h, 15th .. ) harmonics on lhe 
·":Hage ana is found to be the opumum design 
';,r •mab!a-frea '11Jfl!l!y of non-linear loads. fbe 213 p1tch 
avoids excessive neutcal currents sometimes seen 
higher winding pilches. A fully conn~c!cd damper 
.vmding :-educes oscillations during paral!eii'lg. This 
,,fnd'ng, with the 213 p:!ch and carefully selected pole antl 
·c:alh destgns, ensures very low levels of vaitage wave;orm 
.Jistonion. 
fERMINALS & TERMINAL SOX 
Standard generators feature a main stator Wl!h 6 ends 
'xought out to the terminals, v;hich are mounted on rhe 
frame at the non-drive end of the generator. A sh<:lel steel 
~rminal box contains !he AVR and provides ample soace 
'or the customers· wiling ami gland arrangements. It has 
·emovable panels for easy access. 
:>HAFT & KEYS 
_;a generator rotors are dynamically balanr.ed to Deiter 
than BS6861:Part 1 Grade 2.5 lor minimum vibration in 
cperation. Two bearing generators are balanced with a 
half kay. 
INSULA T!ONilMf'REGNA TION 
The insulation system is class 'H', and meets !he 
·equ!rements ofUl.1446. 
,.;;! wound components are impregnated with materials and 
;;rocesses designed specitlcally !o pmvide the high build 
required for static wtnaings ana the rHgh mechar11oal 
llrnngth reqLired lor rotating components. 
QUALITY ASSURANCE 
Generators are manufactured usirg production procedures 
:~aving a quality assurance 'evel to 
i3S EN ISO 0001. 
'IOTE ON REGULATION 
fi'le staled vc1!age regUlation may ~ot be mmntained in the 
presence ol certain radio transmitted signals. /1ny 
J1 oetiormance wrll fall w>thln !he :imi!s of Criteria ·a• of 
& 1 OOM-2:2001. At no time Wl!l !he steady-state voltage 
regulation exceed 2%. 
>lote: Comfnuous development of our products entmas us to 
-;hang a 'Pet:11catlon details Wltt"'>Out notice iherefore they mt:st 
r<ot b9 regarded as bindinq 






')OUBLE !.A YER LAP 
\ OD27 Ohms PER PHASE AT 22•c STAR CONNECTEO 
2.3'3 Ohm$ at 12"'C 






THREE PHASE EFFICIENCY CURVES 
STAMfORD 
_~: .J!Hp P~·,;~~ 
PI736B 
"Ninding 312 






Locked Rotor Motor Starting Curve 
6 
PI736B 
Three-phase Short Circuit Decrement Curve. No-load Excitation at Rated Speed 
Based on star (wye) connection. 
Justained Short Circwt = 2.400 Amps 
Sustained Short Circuit "' 3.400 Amps 
"iote 1 
\'le following rnuitiplication factors should be 
•Jsad to adjust \he values from curve between 
· cne 0.001 seconds and the minimum current 
::C~in! in respect of nominal operating voltage : 
Nato2 
r1e following multiplication factor should be 'JSed to convert :he 
;aiues calculated in accordance with NOTE 1 to those sppiicabie 
the vanous types <Jf short circuli : 
Note3 
Curves are drawn for Star [Wye) connected machmes. 
7 
:t )004 Newau~ !fl!t:~trt':!'.\Qmt! Li'mt~~:t 
w,b perm!t;;lon of N.L 
EngfancL 
PI736B 
Winding 312 f 0.8 Power Factor 
RATINGS 
:::o "80 560 sea 554 564 
'15 9 95.4 35.6 959 95.3 95.5 
S42 ~e? 586 584 6\3 512 
440 460 480 416 440 
o75 375 375 345 310 
700 700 "00 67& "28 
95.4 c15.6 15.8 es a 154 
{34 732 ~31 709 !63 
DIMENSIONS 
9ama.::k RoM • Slam lord • Lin.::olnsllire • I'E9 2NS 
'"'' 00 4410)1780 484000 • Fax: 00 44 (0)1780 484100 
w .. l>ni!o: www, n<>wage-avl<sey.com 
584 584 600 600 600 
35.7 liS 3 95,3 '35,5 95.6 95 8 
6i0 $10 630 526 ~za q;'!S 
460 480 416 440 J60 4~0 
910 $10 870 940 g4{l 'i40 
726 726 696 752 752 
gse 'JS 7 95,2 95.3 %,5 ?15,7 




Integrated Protection System:n> 
M-341 OA Standard Panel .\1-841 OA Vertical Pomel 
(Optional) 
.I -it -· ... ·- . · -· ... u • -&• ... -. ·------' '1'·lta•A -.r;_,. •• • .......... - t:- , 
, ~~~~ a.ur•1\4.TOS • • - · • • .._....,.. .~ 
rPlOKC'T10 "" _ . ... _... • .-•·• -T·~-
,~ ....... ~ ····--··~· ::,--.=::1:)-.- & ....... J ... • • • - -
~ ... -- ~ --· ·-- It • 
M-34 tOA Horizontal Panel (Options!) 
• Facilitates standardization for small/medium intertle and generator 
protection applications 
• Microprocessor-based relay provides 15 protective relay functions, 
including Sync-Check, 2 programmable outputs and 2 programmable 
inputs 
• Relay voltage inputs can be directly connected (no VT required) for 
:;oltages 480 V or less 
PROTECTION 
• local and remote serial communications (MOODUS protocol) capability for 
monitoring and control functions 
t 4J 
\1<341 OA !nterlie/Generator Protec!lcn Relay 
Protective Functions 
Svnc-c:\eck vJ1tl1 Pl1ase Angle, :.. V and LiF !JJ!n dead line/dead bus options (25) 
Phase undervollnge protection 
Ground LndeNol!age (27G) protection 
or three phase, c: reelional power datect!on that can be selec!ed as over/ 
protec-llon t:32) 
• Uual·zone, offset-mho loss-ot-fteld for generator protection (40) 
• S;msitive negaiive sequenr.e overc\Jmmt prolec!!on and alarm (46} 
• NAgative s&qllence oveNoltage (47) 
:nvgrse time neutral overcummt (51 N) 
• Frase nvercunent wl<h vo!laqa restraint/control (51 V) protection 
?h:lse overvcitaga (59) protaetlon 
• t3mund protection 
' PAak overvoitage (591) protection 
VT fuse-loss deteC'Jon and blocklng (6fJFL) 
• Peconnect enable tor interlle protection (79) 
• four-step over/under trequency (8i) prclectlon 
:itandard Features 
• 2 programmable outputs. 2 programmal.lfe inputs, and 1 self-lest oulput 
• Oscmograph!c recording (COMTRADE!ila format) 
• T1m e-s!amoed sequence of events recording for 32 events 
• \1etering of Vollage, Current, mal and reactive Power, Power factor, Frequency, and Posmve 
c:equence impedance 
One RS-232 port (COM1) on front and one RS-232 or 485 port (COM2) on rear 
,\<1<381 OA I PScom~t~ For Windows"' Communications Sofl'Nars 
• M-381 i A iPScom For Palm OS• Communications Software 
• 'v1008US protocol 
• Supports both 50 and GO Hz appifcaticns 
• .Ace opts 1 A or 5 A II'! ted CT Inputs 
• Pq!ay voltage inputs can be direc!!y connected (no VT required) lor voltages :!E480 V ac 
• Continuous Seff·Diagnostics 
Optional Features 
• M<i1301 C i PSplot" Oscillcqraph Analysis Software 
• Horizontal and Vertical panel mount versions available (see ?'lgures 2 and 4) 
;,1<3410A lntertle!GenaratorProtootlcn Relay 
Tests and Standards 
c.ii-3410A Generatortlntert!e Protection Relay compl'es 'Nith ti1e fci!owlng ::ype tests and standards: 
Voltage Withstand 
Ofe!ectrlc Withstand 
''I! terminals except powl'lr supply and status input contacts, 2500 V act3500 V ctc 
0 ower Suppiy ami Slatus Input Con!nc!s: 
00255·5 1 V for oower r:upply voilagss (12, 24, 48 V !npu!B) 
V acJ:l!:iOO V de fer cower supply voltages ( 120 V acJ125 V de input) 
lll NOTE: Digital data clrcui's (RS-232/435 communication pons) are exciuded 
'.11pu!se Voltage 
Powar Supply Input Voltages, 120 V ae/125 V de: 
EC C.0255·5 V pk, +I· polanly to oacillnd,:~pendGnt circurt to earth 
C:.OOO V pi<, oolanty applied bstwoon lndep~:~ndent circuits 
flS by 50 iJS, 300 t:rhms •mpedance, :hree surges at every S second interval 
II NOTE: Oigltal data circuits {RS-2321485 communication ports) are excluded. 
Power Supply Input VoU:ages,12, 24,48 V de: 
EC 60255-5 iJJOO V pk, polanly applied to each indepondBnl circuit to earth 
V pk, +!- applied betwe<~n in<'.epandent circuits 
,m by 50 f!S, ohms impedance, t!inae surqes at every 5 second Interval 
• NOTE: Olg!tal data cimuita (RS-232/485 communication ports) are excluded. 
fmwlmion Resistance 
: EC 00255-5 > 40 Megaohms 
8 NOTE: Digital data circuits (RS-2321435 communication ports) are excluded 
Electrical Environment 
Electrostatic Discharge T9st 
'EC 61000·4-2 Class 4 ( :!:8 kV)- voint contact discharge and alr discharge 
:ll NOTE: Digital data circuits \flS-2321485 communication ports) are exdudM 
Fast Transient Disturbance Test 
'EC6i000·4·4 (:!:21\V, 5kHz) AC Power Supply Input 
± 1 kV, 5kHz) RS-232, RS-485 and ground 
iEC61Q00-4-5 {:!:2 kV, 1 2 f1S by 50 1JS line to ground) AC PowBr Supply input 
( ± 1 kV, 1 2 IJS by 50 /.IS line to l!oo) AC Power Supply lnput 






2,500 V pk-pk Oscillatory each \ndeoendenl circuit to earth 
2,500 V pk-pk Osctl!a!ory between each independent circuit 
5, DOO V ;,k Fast Transient each independent circuit to earth 
5,GOO V ok Fast Transient be1'Neen each independent circuit 
Digital data circuits (RS-2321485 ccmmunJcatlon oorts) ate exduded, 

s\nrz:loni di insta ltaztone 
r:sercizlo 
'n'itructions !Or instet/alion 
;nd <Service 
'csca 50193~1001 il-•n S-91 
ABB SACE 
!struz.ioni di instal!azione, 
H esercizlo e di manutenzione 
~1cr tnterr:Jttori automatici aperti 
.Ji bassa tensione 
:nstalfatian. service and 
maintenance instructions for 
;ow voltage air circuit-breaker 
SACE Emax 
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w.m ruttctlons ~··r.~m illttr~ Ls a cutr11nt frlqN!Ir man w f'c{iJat to : $'M of 1he 
1fe':<f JJhlS& t:.-VI'l't'Jnt !f~ty;{(JF1l@f 'A"lJ,tiU (CJ'), 
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1 nt 4 r...ur((lfl.( tmnslornron (C"I J 
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··· an opemr:g solw!rud (OS} ot tf!s ot·ercurT9rH t.tJ!case which acJ.~ 
frqt:tfy 1n tf;e t;il"'Jff. fJreaker aperaling n : nct~af!ism. 
SACE Emax 
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BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 6 
Feasibility Study Agreement 
rnay referred to ._1s a 
RECITALS 
consistent wlth the 
also known as 
\VHEREAS, Interconnection Customer desires to interconnect the Small 
the TransmiSsion Provider's Transmission :md 
WHEREAS, bterconnection Customer has the Tran!>mission Provider to 
to rhe the nrono:;ed 
>{OW, THEREFORE, in consideration of and to the mmual covenants contained herein 
'he Pn.rt1es as tollows: 
When used in this 
'.he meanings indicated or the 
Interconnection ?rocedures . 
with initial terms shall have 
~U!"'"'IS" spec1fied in the standard Small Generator 
. o.O Provider shal1 cause to 
0 
.:1.0 
an interconnection feasibility consistent the standard Small Generator 
[nterconnection Pmced11res in accordance with the Access Transmission T:oriff 
The scope of the shall be to the 
A this Agreement. 
The <:hall he based on the technical mformation 
f:Jterconncction Customer in the Interconnection 
'CSUlt of the meeting. The '1nmsmission 
tadit\onal technical infom1ation ti·om the Interconnection Customer as mav 
become r;cccssary consistent w1th Good the course 
rn accordance with the standard Small 
the modifies its 
Lhe ti1ne to the m~1y be extended 
Small Gcn 
ti1e Transmission Provider ;;hall to t}te extent 
The Interconnection C\1stomer ~hall not 
:he fntcrconncctio;1 Customer shall 
to smwcs 
any 
nterconnection of the Smail Generating 
for the purpose 
that would result fi·om the 
Initial identification of any circuit breaker short circuit 
a result of the interconnection; 
limits exceeded 
6.2 initial identification of any thennal overload or limit violations 
rrom the 
review of requirements and electric and 
and non~ bonding estimated cost of facilities to interconnect 
"'.'"""·"'"'"' Small and to address the identified shmi circuit 
.md power t1ow issues. 
'.0' The feasibility shall model the impact the Smail 
·.lf purpose in order to avoid the further expense and inten11pt10n of op<.'Iation .ti.Jr 
;cexammation of ::md impacts if the fntercmmection Customer later 
purpose for which the Small is installed. 
The study shall in dude the feasibility of any interconnection at a 
vhere there could be potential Points of Intercmmection, as 
;ntcrconnection Customer and at the Intercormection Customer's cost 
site 
the 
.l.O in lieu of deposit, Interconnection Customer agrees that runds 
v:H be drawn from the application fee for the perfonmmce of the Interconnection 
Study. 
fransmission Provider shall chargf:l and Interconnection Customer shall pay the :1ctual 
~osts of the interconnection Feasibility Study. Any dit1crcn.ce between the and 
'he actual cost ofthe study shall be paid by or refunded to fnterconncction 1s 
.0 
Gen 
()nee ~he 13 
:.ransnutted to the Interconnection Cu:1tomer. 
must be and the 
fees shall be based on Transmission Provider's act:.Ial costs and will be 
i:woiced to the Interconnection Cu::;tomer arter the study is 
will include a summary of professional time. 
and. delivered and 
,2.0 The Interconnection Customer must pay any study coats that exceed the 
interest wdhin 30 calendar on receipt of the invoice or resolution of any If 
exceeds the invoiced the T:·ansmission Provider shalJ:·efi.md such excess 
·vtthin JO caiendar of the invoice without interest. 
I:'{ WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be duly executed their 









\ttachment A ro Feasibility Study Agreement 
Assumptions Used in Conducting the Feasibility Study 
will be based upon the forth in ~he Interconnectwn 
to be studied. 
7 e-3 
;z 
~-52.1 .' !""e 
a!.<. 
"'"""'"'·'"'""vu of alternative Points of Interconnection and configtlration. 
) and 2) are to be completed by the Interconnection 0Jstomer. Other assumptions 
are to be hy the Interconnection Customer and the Transmission ,,,.,,,.,..,..,. 
led 
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BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 7 
GENERA TOR INTERCONNECTION 
fEASIBILITY STUDY 
SWAGER FARlVIS Dl\JRY DIGESTER PROJECT 
ln 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY, IDAHO 
To the 






NOVEMBER 13, 2008 
LO Introduction 
V'-''w''"" has contracted with fdaho Power to perfonn a Generator 
Study tor the or me L2 MW project at 
F:~m1s The location of the project is in Idaho Power's southern 
Idaho service territory in Twin falls County at 3300 North 1707 East. See Appendix B for 
location map area~ 
I'his report documents che basis for and the results of the 
It descnbes the proposed project, :he study cases 
:nlerconnection and detennination of project interconnect 
2.0 Summary 
ranns 
J ne small generation project is a 1.2 MW biogas generation project consisting of two 
600 kW Stamford PI736B synchronous generator units. The generation project w!ll connect to 
·.he IPCO owned Clover012 (COVR-012) 12.5 kV distribution feeder. The upgrades to this 
leeder 11eeded to con11ect this project inciude a 350' line extension, transtormer and capacitor 
bank installations, as well as a generation interconnection and protection package. file estimated 
to interconnect this generation project to [daho Power's system is $316,250. 
study ic1dicatcs the 46 kV transmission system does currently have the 
~dili11..H v for the 1.2 rvrw output of the digester project. However, th.ere are iimitations tn the 
West transmission system to the north and west of this area. There is no available 
transmission fur this project in the Midpoint West system vvhen considering other 
proposed generation projects ahead of this one in the queue. An existing study is attached as 
C which details the existing system limitations and describes the improvements 
':ecessary to increase the capacity of this system another 330 MW. However, this proposed 
is already committed ro other proposed generation projects currently ahead of this one 
:n !he queue. 
3.0 Scope of Interconnection Feasibility Study 
The Interconnection Feasibility Study was done and prepared in accordance with Idaho Power 
Company Standard Generator interconnection Procedures, to provide a preliminary evaluation of 
the feasibility of the interconne:::tion of the proposed generating project to the Idaho Power 
;ystem. As listed in Section 5.0 ofthe interconnection Feasibility Study agreement, the 
[nterconnection Feasibility Study report provides the following information: 
preliminary identlfication of any circuit breaker short circuit capab1l ity 
limits exceeded as a result of the intcrcmmection; 
preliminary tdentification of any thennai overload or voltage limit 
vioLations resulting from the intercol1.t'1ection; <:nd 
preliminary description and estimated cost of lhci!ities 
reqtured to interconnect the Small Generating to the Distribution 
System and to address the identified short circuit and ptw;er t1ow issues. 
2 
to this 
w<cre :.:ons1dered in thts 
sue tiJllows: 
A currem iist of :hese 
http:i/www.oatioasis.comiipco/index.html. 
"tO Description of Proposed Generating Project 
in the Generator Interconnect queue 
can be found on the Idaho Po1Ner 
The Fanns project proposes to connect to the Idaho Power distribution system for 
mjection of l .2 ~;iW (maximum project output) using two 600 kW Stamford PI736B 
generator units. 
3.0 Description of Transmission Facilities 
I .2 MW at Swager Fnnns in Twin Falls 
Idaho will connect lPCO's Clover 012 (COVR-012) 12.5 kV distribution line. The Clover 
,;ubstation ts served hy fdaho Power's Dale· Twin Falls 46 kV transmission There is 
capacity on this 46 kV transmission system to setve this project. 
rhis has identified limitations in the Midpoint West transmission system to the 
north and west or' this area. There is no available transmission capacity for this prOJect in the 
West system when considering other proposed generation projects ahead of this one in 
he queue. An is attached as Appendix C which details the system 
'imitations and describes the improvements necessary to increase the of tltis system 
.mother JJO WN. this proposed capacity is already committed to other '"'"'~"'~'"'r~ 
projects ahead of tlt1s one in the queue. 
6.0 Description of Substation Facilities 
r:1c substation serving the area around Swager Farms Dairy is iPCO's Clover 
J:Jbstation, which is located near the intersection of3350 N. and 1950 E. in Twin Falls 
The cxistmg substation transformer is a 46:12.5 kV, 4.69 MVA transfom1er. This study 
indicates there is adequate capacity at COVR substation tor the L2 MW project 
.0 Description of Distribution Facilities 
~he 1.2 ':YiW Andgar project at Swager Farms Dairy in fwin Falls County, 
Tdaho will connect to IPCO's COVR-012 12.5 kV distribution line. There is adequate capacity 
on this distribution llne to serve this project. However, the project will have to run at a nower 
~:1ctor bet.veen 80% and In other words, it will have to absorb bet\veen 650 kV AR 
l:td 900 kVAR, cspecialiy periods of loading. 
,\ oanlc will have to be added for compensation purposes due to the facilities 
;;ower factor. Since it will be miming between 80% and 88% power L'lctor, 650 kVAR to 900 
kVAR wl!l need to be generated, That VAR How will come from a 900 kVAR bank 
:ocated near the intersection of 3550 N. and !700 E. This location eliminates 
3 
;;oncerns which would have become an issue ifrhc bank were placed closer to Farms 
Other additions include a line eXtension and tnmsfonner Jddition at the POL The line extensmn 
m,,,,,,..rl of '1'4 ACSR conductor. The transformer will be a 1500 kVA 
Since lhe biogas is served a feeder that also serves other Idaho Power 
,~ustomers, Jnd to mimmize the risk of isianding the with local Load, a generation 
interconnection and proteetion package will be required at the pou1t of interconnection (PO!). 
rhis package includes a 12.5 kV controls, CTs, PTs, and communications per idaho 
Power's standard for generators connected to the distribution system. 
1:!.0 Circuit Breaker Short Circuit Limits 
The maximwn available fault ::urrent with the 12 MW project connected is about 6000 
at rhe POL The 12.5 kV breakers at COVR substation are rated for 18 KAIC. This 
study indicates that there is adequate short circuit interrupting capability on these 
breakers for the addition of this generation 
9.0 Site Load 
the kW of load has been studied for insertion prior to There 
to add the 75 kW of load at Farms. 
10.0 Cost Estimate 
The estimated costs to mterconnect the L2 MW biogas generation project by Andgar at S•Nager 
F:1rms in Twin Falls County is $31 These upgmdes are listed in the following 
'Table. 
Description Estimated Cost 
One 1500 kVA 12A7kV:480 V padmount 
transformer, 900 kVAR capacitor bank and 350' of 
new line at POI S.9L250 
Generation [utercormection Protection Package 
1 (Includes l2A7 kV recioser, controls, CTs, PTs, and 
1 commumcatlons $225,000 
I Total Estimated Cost :)316~ I 
Table 1: Cost E::;timates 
11.0 Description of Operating Requirements 
addition to the listed in section 8.0 of this report, tho proposed project must meer 
,;cverat requirements. The project must be controlled to operate at a power 
4 
'':lctor between 60% and 38% or meet the schedule 
can not he met, further studies will be necessary. 
lnd will be limned to less than as measured at ~he 
~-:or this to occur, the can not exceed 50 
[daho Power. If this 
flicker ,lt 3!artup 
leveL This forces the facility to ;;tart their The 
to compiy with the applicable and Current Distortion Lic·11its found in IEEE 
Standard 5l9-l9921EEE Recommended Practices and Harmonic Control in 
Electrical Power The must also limit the ground fault current at the point of 
:mcrconnection to 20 See Appendix A for more details 
12.0 Condusion 
The requested interconnection of the !.2 MW Bi01~as project located at Farms 
in Twin Fails to Idaho Power's system was studied. The results of this study 
:ndicate that it is feasible to connect trjs to the existing [daho Power system. A 
transmission system study is required for this to determine any additional 





,\-1.0 :VIethod of Study 
The inserts the up to the maximum requested injection into the 
selected Western Electric Coordinating Council (WECC) power t1ow case and using Power 
\Vorld Simulator Version 11, examines rhe impacts of the new resource on Idaho Power's 
transmission system (lines, transfbnners, etc.) within the study area under vaiious 
scenarios. The \VECC and Idaho Power reliability criteria and Idaho Power 
procedures were used to determine the acceptability of the configurations considered. 
The WECC case is a recent case modified to simulate stressed but reasonable pre-contingency 
energy transfers uulizing the iPC system. For distribution reeder anaLysis, fdaho Power utilizes 
Advantica's SynerGEE Software . 
. \-2.0 Acceptability Criteria 
The acceptability criteria were used in the power How analysis to determine under 
whicb system configuration modifications may be required: 
The continuous rating of equipment is assumed to be the nonnal the1mal rating ofthe 
2quipment. This rating wtll be as detetmined by the manufucturer of the equipment or as 
dctcnnined by Idaho Power. Less than or equal to l 00% of continuous rating is 
acceptable. 
ldaho Power's Voltage Operating Guidelines were used to dctetmine voltage 
reqmrements on the system. This states that voltages, under normal operating conditions, 
:1re to be maintained within plus or minus 5% (0.05 per unit) of nominal. Therefore, 
voltages greater than or equal to 0.95 p.u. voltage and less than or equal to 1.05 p.u. 
voltage are acceptable. 
Voltage flicker during starting, stopping or operati.on of the generator is liml ted to 5% as 
measured at the point of interconnection, per fdaho Power's T &D Advisory Information 
~vfanual. 
Idaho Power's Reliability Criteria fur System Planning was used to determine ;Jroper 
transmission system operation. 
AU other applicable national and Idaho Power standards and prudent utiiily practices 
were used to determine the acceptability of the configurations considered. 
The stable operation of !he system requires an adequate supply ofwlt~amperes reactive 
(VARs) to maintain a ;;;table voltage protlle under both steady-state and dynam1c system 
conditions. An inadequate supply ofV .A.Rs will result in voltage decay or even 
under the •.vorst conditions. 
All customer generation must meet IEEE 519 and ANSI C84.1 Standards. 
Bqu:pment/line/path ratings used will be those that are in use at '-he time of the smdy or that are 
represented by IPC upgrade projects that arc either currently under construction or whose 
Future trcnsmission may, 
\-3.0 Requirem~>nts 
idaho Power cc'mi)attY 
sunent to 2.0 :unps at the 
interconnected trausfom1ers to limit their 
of interconnection. 
. \-4.0 Electrical System Protection Guidance 
future 
fault 
.\-5.0 WECC Coordinated Off-Nominal Frequency Load Shedding and Restoration 
Requirements 
!PC requires limits to adhere to WECC Under-frequency and Over-
"" '-'V-'l'-' v Limits per the .!.!..~~~~~~lli.\!:P_.,;,.~ofH,:_L~.o£t1l!H£~ £.t£'~~!I~c:L .. !=.!dE~ ... "!.'!'t:-"'·~·~.£!!!'>!. 
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~en'ice at 138 kV for the 
have cuntactel.! Idaho Power Company (IPC) to 
Studies tor Network Resource Interconnection 
in the Twm Falls <~rca. 
!'his documents the basis for and the results of this System Impact Previous 
_;mdies were performed with these new generation projects being non-dispatchable. This 
impact Study wtll document the trnnsmission system improvements rf the new 
projects are dispatchablc. It describes the backbone transmission :;ystem 
improvements requ1red for Network Resource Interconnection Service oi the new 
the study eases used, outage scemmos assumed, redispatch 
•Jf all work in the areas of concern. 
:!.!} Summary 
perfor:nance of the backbone transmission system was evaluated to up to J04 
\1W of new generation en the 138 kV transmission system in the Twin Falls area. Five phases 
oi transmission syst.em improvements are required to provrde 304 IYfW of new generation 




Install an 8 ohm ! J 8 kV Series Reactor on the C(:lper Saimon-Mountain Home 
Junction i38 kV t:ansmission line. Without this improvement, the outage of 
'he Midpoint-Rattlesnake 230 kV transmission line results in an overload of 
the Upper Salrnon-Mountain Home Junction 138 kV line with no new 
generation in the Twin Falls area. This improvement is necessitated by the 
transmission improvements associated with Generation Project 88, and as a 
result should be funded by Idaho Power Company - Delivery. This phase of 
improvements is estimated at approximately $290,000. 
Install a 4 ohm !38 kV Series Reactor on the Mountain Home Junction-Lucky 
Peak l38 kV transmission line. Without this improvement, rhe outage ofthe 
Rattlesnake-Boise Bench 230 kV transm1ssion line results in an overload 
c:xceeding the 30 minute emergency rating of the Mountain Home Junction-
Lucky Peak 13& kV line with new generation levels greater than 42 MW in 
the Twin falls area. This phase of improvements is estimated at 
approximately $290,000. 
[nstall a 12.35 ohm 138 kV Series Reactor on the Lower Malad-Mountam 
']orne Junction 138 kV transmission iine and increase the Impedance of the 
existing Upper Salmon-Mountain Home Junction l38 kV Series Reactor to 
26.2 ohms. Without tbis improvement, the outage of the Midpoint-
Rattlesnake 230 kV transmtssion line results in an overload exceeding rhc 30 
mmute emergency rating of the Lower :vfalad-Moumain Home Junction l3R 
kV line with new generation levels greater than 94 MW in the Twm Falls 
Jrea. This phase of improvements is estimated at approximately 
Phase #4: 
?hase #5: 
the 230 kV series capacitor bnn.k to aHow 
J/3 of the compensation to be bypassed via lPC's SCAD A system and install 
"::mtomatic i/3 scheme" tor overloads ""-'""'o"'""' 
:nmute emergency equipment of 135%. Without this 
'he Jutage of the Midpoint-Boise Bench #3 230 kV transmission line results 
an overioad exceeding the 30 minute emergency rating of the Midpoint-
:tattlcsnake 230 kV Series Bank with new generation levels 
'.han I 53 MW in the fwin Falls area. This of improvements is 
estimated at approximately 
Fo!d the Midpoint-DRAM #l 230 kV ':ransmission line into the 
Substation and install a 230/138 kV 300 MVA transformer. Without this 
improvement, the outage of the Rattlesnake-Boise Bench 230 kV transmission 
line resuits in an overload exceeding the 30 minute emergency rating of the 
\i!:ountain Home Junction-Luck] Peak 138 kV line with new generation levels 
greater than 156 ivfW in the Twin Falls area. This phase of improvements is 
estimated at S 10,320,000. 
Once all five phases of improvements have been completed, the transmission system is capable 
of interconnecting approximately 330 MW of new generation in the Twin Falls area and 
them on a dispatchable basis. 
Section 8.0 of this rep01t details the results of studies to quantitY generation redispatch 
requirements tbllowing single contingencies on the transmission system. Reductions in the 
amount of generation which may be redispatched following contingencies, are posstb!e by 
c-v•."u'""·"'" Phase #4 improvements earlier than required or ftmding optional modifications on 
the Midpoint-Boise Bench #3 series capacitor bank. 
These cost estimates include direct equipment and installation labor costs, indirect labor costs 
t~nd overheads, and allmvance for fimds used during construction (AFUDC). The proposed 
cost allocation is subject to change, as more information is known. These are cost estimates 
and tlnal to the customer will be based on the actual constmction costs im;um=cL 
3.0 Summary of Interconnection Requests 
Requests were made to Idaho Power Co. by multiple generation projects in the Twin Falls area 
co study the interconnection of the proposed generation projects to Idaho Power's transmission 
system at the 138 k V levd for Net';vork Resource Interconnection Service. 
i.O Scope of Interconnection System Impact Study 
The interconnection System Impact Study was done and prepared in accordance with the 
FERC Order 2003-A, Standard Large Generator [nterconnection Procedures, to provide a 
prdiminary evaluation of the System Impact of the interconnection of the proposed 
project to the rdaho Power transmission system. This study will be concerned 
\Vlth the capabilities of the Idaho Power system to manage this new resource within the study 
:m:a of the proposed interconnection. 
5.0 Description of Existing Transmission Facilities 
.-\s shown m l of Section 7 .0. lv1idpoint 
.ineg rhat carry bulk power wes!ward to the Boise area. 
5.5 MCM conductor and has a continuous rating of339 fv1VA. The J.vuccw•uu 
Bench ,:r2 line utilizes a 2 conductor bundle of 7!5.5 MCM. This line has a continuous 
6 77 ::VIVA. T!1e Bench #3 line has sim1lar conductors and the same 
Rattlesnake,. Boise Bench #2 line. !n the Mountain Heme area, an additionai 230 kV line is 
wHhll., ... u to cnrry bufk power westward. The Rattlcsnake-Bermett Mountain-Danskin-Mora line 
·,nlizes l272 M:CM conductors iv1V A) from Rattlesnake-Bennett Mountain, 
:590 NiCM conductors (550 MV A) from Bennett Mountain~Danskin and Danskin-Mora. The 
Bennett Mountain-Danskin-Mora transmission lines are required for the interconnection of 
Gc:nerat!On scbeduied to be in-service Spring of2008. 
;n addition to the Midpoint to the Boise area 230 kV lines previousLy mentioned, there are tv~o 




Malad-Mountain Home Junction 138 kV Line 
Salmon-Mountain Home Junction 138 kV Line 
Generators !o-;;ated in the Twin Falls area which are intended to serve load growth in the Treasure 
area, wit! be new incremental flows on top of existing committed east-to-west 
transactions across the Midpoint West transmission cutplane. This System Impact study wlll 
model approximately ll 00 MW of transfers across the Midpoint West cutplane, prior to this 
nrr'~Y>",..n generator addition. For these studies, the flow level of the Midpoint west is 
Je:fined as the sum of the flows on the foUowing lines: 
• Midpoiat-DRAM #1 230 kV line 
• Midpoint-Rattlesnake 230 kV Line 
• Ylidpoint-Doise Bench #3 230 kV Line 
• Lower Malad-Mountain Home Junction 138 kV Line 
• Upper Salmon-Mountain Home Junction 138 kV Line 
6.0 Description of Configurations Studied 
Since the most limiting operating conditions are expected during heavy production on <he 
c1pper nnd middle Snake and Boise River hydro plants, with heavy cast-west transfers across 
:lie Idaho Power transmission system, the injection of the new generation at King 13 8 k V bus 
N'lS inserted into a power dow case that would sinm!ate committed (approximately 1100 MW) 
pre-contingency t1ows on the Midpoint West transmission path. 
7.0 Post-transient Study Results 
interconnection System Impact Study Report is for Network Resource interconnection 
Service at 13 8 for numerous proposed generation additions in the Twin Falls area. 
:rnnstcrs across tite Midpoint West cutplane arc modeled at approximately 1100 MW 
lJut 
at Dans:Cin and Bennett Mountain were 
mnges as appropnate. N-0 and N-l for the 
system are recorded. ?or generation which \Vii! be dispatchable, 
levels at King ! 38 kV bus are increased until a transmission reaches 1ts 
.ninute emergency during ~~-t outages. J.PC's 30 minute emergency 
arc 115'% of continuous thermal on transmission lines and 
and !35% on .:Vfidpoint series capacttors. "J'he most eriective and cost-efficient 
t;;:msmission system improvements are then added to the model and King generation is then 
;ncreased until 30 minute emergency equipment ratings are reached during N·l outages. 
any N-1 outage, transmission line and transfi:mner loadings which are less than or 
to the 30 minute emergency equipment ratings (115%), but greater than the equipment 
continuous ratings must be reduced to the continuous ratings by generation 
t:urtailments, redispatch, or some other operating procedure. for the Midpoint series capacitor 
any N-l outage, similar corrective actions .1re required for loadings which are 
than or equal to the 30 minute emergency equipment ratmgs but greater than the 
,u,,J<wwn 8 hour ( ll Various options to correct overloads following N-1 outages 
will be explored. 
System following Generation Project 88 
The one line depicts the transmission system with no outages, after the 
1ddition of Generation Project 88 and its associated improvements. 
System following Generation Project 88- No Outages 
Figure 1 
System following Generation Project 88 witb ~-1 Outat;es 
the tmnsmisswn system the addition of 
m wtth no :1ew in the 
T'Nm Falls cm::a, ana the only N-1 outage betv;cen Midpoint and the Mountain Home area that 
''~suits in loadings above continuous thennai ratings on the I 38 kV transmission system. 
System following Generation 
Figure 2 
88- Midpoint-Rattlesnafu; 230 kV Outage 
Phase #1 Transmission Improvements 
uu!Jvu .. a Series Capacitor banks are capable of 110% ofthennal nting fur hours. A 
outage of the Midpoint-Rattlesnake 230 kV line will a reduction transfers 
:~cross the Midpoint West cutplane to prepare for the next conringency. The overload of the 
""-u'-'"''" Bench #3 Series Capacitor is less than its 8 hour and will be resolved 
"Vith the reduction in transfers. As a result, only the overloads on the !38 kV lines between 
Salmon and Mountain Home Junction are problematic. The most effective and cost-
.::rficient tr-ansmission improvement to alleviate these overloads is the installation of a senes 
:-eactor on the Upper Salmon-Mountain Home Junction 138 kV line to better balance t1ows on 
che transmission net\vork. A series reactor with an impedance of .042 p.u. (8 ohms) alleviates 
:he overloads. Since this N-1 overload condition the addition of any new generation 
the Twin Falls area, fdaho Power Company wi!l take responsibility to fund this series reactor 
installation. 
The following one line diagram depicts L'le system with Phase #1 improvements added, no new 
gt:nerarion m the Twin Falls area, and the same N-l as 2. 
-6-
Phase #l Transmission Improvements- Midpoint~ Rattlesnake 230 leV Outage 
~o New Generation 
Figure 3 
Phase #2 Transmission Improvements 
The following one line diagram Phase #l transmission improvements and 42 MW of 
new generatiOn in the Twin Falls area, and the only N-1 outage that results in loadings at or 
Jbove 30 minute equipment 
Phase #1 Transmission [mprovements- Ralt!esnake-Boise Bench #2 230 kV Outage 
42 MW of New Generation 
Figure 4 
nsta!Jation ofa series reactor on the Mountain Home Peak 138 k V line to 
'et:er balance t1ows on the mmsmission netv;ork. A 3enes reactor wnh an of .021 
i.4 was deten:nmed to be the s1ze 
overload is the result of the addition of new in rhe Twin Falls area. and as a 
:esult the costs of this ·.vii! be :.J!located to new mtereonnections. 
one tine diagram the system VJlth Phase #2 •mnn·w••.m 42 
Please nore that 
reduce loadings to !evds 
in the Twin Falls area, and the same N-1 as 
will be required tlus 
.vhich can be accommodated continuously. 
f'hase #2 Transmission Improvements~ Rattlesunkc-Boise Bench #2 130 leV Outage 
42 .\1W uf New Generation 
5 
Phase #3 Transmission Improvements 
The following one line Phase #2 transmission and 94 MW of 
,1ew generation in the Twi:n Falls area, and the only N-1 outage that results in loadings at or 
above JO minute equipment ratings. 
Phase #2 Transmission Improvements- Midpoint-Ratt!esna!{e 230 kV Outage 
94 MW of New Generation 
Figure 6 
To interconnect generation quantities greater than 94 MW will require additional transmission 
';ystem improvements. The most effective and cost-efficient transmission improvements to 
ai!eviate these overloads are the installation of a new senes reactor on the Lower Malad-
:,,1ountain Home Junction 138 kV line and an increase in the impedance of the Upper Salmon-
Mountain Home Junction !38 kV line series reactor. These improvements, referred to as Phase 
:t3, will better balance flows on the transmission network. A Lower Malad-Mountain Home 
Junction series reactor impedance of .065 p.u. (12.35 ohms) was deteiiDined to be ':he optimal 
~ize considering future generation additions. The impedance of the Upper Salmon-Mountain 
Home Junction series reactor should be increased to .138 p.u. (26.2 ohms}. This overload is 
the result of the addition of new generation in the Twin Falls area, and as a result the costs of 
this improvement will be altocated to new generation interconnections. 
The following one line diagram depicts the system with Phase #3 improvements added, 94 
MW of new generation in the Twin Falls area, and the same N-1 as Figure 6 . 
. ,')-
Phase #3 Transmission Improvements- Midpoint~ Rattlesnake 230 kV Outage 
94 MW of New Generation 
Figure7 
Phase #4 Transmission Improvements 
!'he f<Jllowing one line diagram depict'! Phase #3 transmission improvements and 153 MW of 
nc;w generation in the Twin Falls area, and the onty N-1 outage that results in loadings at or 
1bove 30 minute equipment ratings. 
Phase #3 Transmission Improvements- Midpoint-Boise Bench #3 230 kV Outage 
153 MW of New Generation 
To interconr1ect generation quantities greater !han !53 [v!W will require additional transmission 
;ystem improvements. If new genera tion levels exceed !53 MW, nnd the i'vfidpoint-Boise 
Bench #3 230 kV line opens, the series capacitor bank on the Midpoint-Rattlesnake 230 kV 
transmission line may exceed its 30 minute overload capabil ity of 135%. Presently, both rhe 
230 kV series capaci tor banks at Midpoint are configured to operate ei ther fu lly in-serJice or 
fully by-passed. The most effecrive and cost-efficient transmission improvement to alleviate 
th is overload is the re-configuration of the Midpoint-Rattlesnake 230 kV series capacitor bank 
to n ilow one third of the compensation to be bypassed. In addition, un automatic control 
scheme should be employed to bypass one :hird of the series capacitor bank when appropriate 
3ystem conditions are detected. The re-contigmation of the series capacitor bank and the 
-.ddition of the auwmatic control scheme is referred to as Phase #4. 
:'he fo llowing one line diagram dep icts the system with Phase #4 improvements added, 153 
;,[W of new generation in the Twin Falis area, and the same N-1 as Figure 8. 
Phase #4 Transmission Improvements- Midpoint-Boise Bench #3 230 kV Outage 
153 MW of New Generation 
Figure 9 
Phase #5 Transmission Improvements 
The foilowing one line diagram depicts Phase #4 transmission improvements and 156 MW of 
:tew generation in the Twin Falls area , and the only N-1 outage that results in loadings at or 


















Phase #4 Transmission Improvements- Rattlesualce-Boise Bench #2 230 kV Outage 
156 ;'VlW of New Generation 
Figure 10 
'"o interconnect generaticn quantities greater than 156 MW will additional transmission 
,ystem If new generatmn levels exceed 156 MW, and the Rattlesnake-Boise 
Bench #2 230 kV line opens, the Mountain Home Junction-Lucky Peak 138 kV tn:msrnission 
!inc may exceed its 30 minute ovcrioad capability of 115%. The 
improvements are referred to as ''Phase #5" and include fblding the Midpoint-Dfu\M #1 '230 
:<V transmission line into and back out of the King Substation and mstal!ing a 230/138 kV 300 
:VIVA transfonner. This overload is the result ofthe addition of new in the Twin 
falls area, and as a result the costs of this improvement will be allocated to new""'""".""'''"'" 
mtercormeutions. 
"'he one line diagram depicts the system with Phase #5 improvements 56 
'vfW of new generation in the Twin Falls area, and the same N~ l as i 0. 
- i2-
Phase #5 Transmission Improvements- Rattlesnake--Boise Bench #2 230 kV Outage 
156 ~lW of New Generation 
11 
Phase #5 transmission improvements are capable of accommodating approximately 330 MW 
;[new generation in the Twin Falls area. The following one line diagram depicts the system 
·Nith Phase #5 improvements added, 330 MW of new generation in the Twin Falls area, and the 
loss of the Midpoint-Rattlesnake 230 kV transmission line. At 330 MW of new generation in 
:he Twin Falls area, two other outages also result in transmission system components loaded at 
their 30 minute emergency equipment ratings. 
Mlgpolot West ~ i:272 MW 
Phase #5 Transmission Improvements- :V!idpoint-Ra!tlesnake #2 230 kV Outage 
330 ::\<[W of New Generation 
Fi!5ure 12 
-U-
3.0 Generation Redispatch Requirements 
Generators which have chosen to be dispatchable are allowed to 
create overloads at or beiow 30 minute emergency ratmgs 
any N-1 outage, transmission line and transfom1er "·""·""~o" 
:ore less than or to the JO minute emergency equipment ratings ( l 15%), but than 
:he equipment contmuous must be reduced to rhe continuous 
curtailments, ur some other operating procedure. For the Midpoint 
series capacitor banks, following any N-1 similar correctwe actions are required for 
which are less thi'w or equal to the 30 minute emergency equipment ratings (I 
:mt great<::!r than the equipment 8 hour rating ( 110%). 
The [()!lowing table summarizes generation curtailment requirements for the proposed 
z,eneratton projects modeled at King 138 kV Substation; ior various timeframes, and for 
numerous transmission system contingencies. 
T11e fourth column of the tnble prov1des infonnation regarding potencial benefits of requesting 
a•1d funding an optional unprovement. The evaluated is dle re-configuration of 
the Midpoint-Boise Bench #3 230 kV ;;eries capacitor bank to allow one chird of the 
compensation to be bypassed. Unlike Phase #4, no automatic control scheme is contemplated. 
This Optmnal Improvement may reduce the magnitude of which must be 
rcdispatched during a Midpoint~ Rattlesnake 230 kV Transmission Line The 
Improvement is estimated at approximately $50,000. 
The tifth column of the !able provides information regarding potentia1 benefits of completing a 
of Phase #4 improvements early. Phase #4 improvements can be separated into two 
::omponents. The first cmnponent is the "re-configuration" ofthe Midpoint-Rattlesnake 230 
kV :>eries capacitor so it can be operated "fully in-service", "l/3 bypassed", "2/3 bypassed", or 
. The second component was the "automatic control scheme". The Phase lt4a 
improvement contained in the fifth column is for expediting only the "re-configuration'' 
component. Expediting the phase #4a improvement may reduce the magnitude of generation 
'Nhich must be redispatched during a Midpoint-Boise Bench #3 230 kV Transmission Line 
O'.ltage. The Phase li4a improvement is estimated at approximately $50,000. 
[4-
also open 
yfountain Home Junction-Danskin t38 kV 
[ ' ~ -- -., 
1 Mountain Home Junction-Lower Malad [ 33 


















































9.0 Fault Study Results 
Since rbis 
lO.O Transient Stability Study Results 
11.0 Conclusions 
The (mpact of intcrconnectmg up to304 MW of new 
limited. 
r\us Draft 
w!ll ~ave to be 
no transient 
l38 kV transmission system was studied. Five of transmission improvements are required to 
nnnn""' Net\vork Resource Interconnection Service to 304 M\V of new generation, on a dispatchable basis. 
Phase #l is the installation of:m 1l ohm !38 kV Series Reactor on the Upper Salmon-Mountain Home Junction 
:38 k V transmission line. This improvement corrects an N-1 overload that exists beibre any new ts 
added in the Twin Falls area. As a result. the estimated cost of this improvement will be borne 
Idaho Power Company. After approximately 42 MW '>fnew generation is Phase #l improvements are 
ao sufficient. Phase n:2 [mprovements the installation of a 4 ohm 138 kV Series Reactor on the 
:Vfountain Home Junction-Lucky Peak 138 kV transmission line. The estimated cost of this 
should be allocated to new generator interconnections. the addition of 
94 lVI:W of new generation, Phase #3 transmission 1mprovements are required. Phase #3 improvements 
the installation a 12.35 ohm 138 kV Series Reactor on the Lower Malad-Mountain Home Junction 138 kV 
transmission line, and the impedance of the Upper Salmon-Mountain Home Junction 138 kV 
Series Reactor to 26.2 ohms. The estimated cost of Phase #3 improvements should be allocated to 
new generator interconnections. Following the addition of approximately i 53 :vtW of new generation, Phase #4 
transmission improvements are required. Phase #4 involves the Midpoint-Rattlesnake 230 kV 
senes ;;::apacitor bank to allow l /3 of the compensation to be bypassed via IPC 's SCAD A system and install a 
"automatic l/3 scheme" for overloads the series capacitor's 30 minute emergency equipment 
rating of 135%. The estimated $100,000 cost ofthis should be allocated to new generator 
intercormections. the addition of approximately t56 MW of new Phase #5 transmission 
are required. Phase #5 involves folding the Midpoint-DRAM #1 230 kV transmission line into 
and back out of the Substation and L11stalling a 230/1 J8 kV 300 MV A transtormer. The cstimated 
'£ l 0,320,000 cost of this improvement should be allocated to new generator interconnections. Phase #5 
transmission improvements are adequate to interconnect approximately 330 :VfvV of new generation in the Twin 
fails area, on a dispatchable basis, before additional iJnprovements are required. 
1.0 :¥1 etllod of Study 
The study inserts the proposed generators up to the maximum output of304 MW into 
the selc::tcd WECC ;)ower now case and then, usmg the PowerWorld Simulator power11ow program, examines 
:he of the new rt~smm;e on Idaho Power's transrmssion system •,x;ithin :be 
area under various scenarios. The WECC and Idaho Power criteria and Idaho 
ll"''"u,u~ procedures were used to determine the acceptability of the nlternatives considered. The 
\VECC case is a recent case modified to simulate :ltre:;sed but reasonable energy transfers 
che IPC system. 
2.0 .\cceptability Criteria 
The 
alternatives: 
acceptability criteria were used in the power t1ov; to determine the acceptability of the 
kU'a~m';" on transmission lines and transfunners should not exceed !15% of the continuous rating, 
any N-l outage. Loading on the Midpoint 230 kV series capacitors should not 
exceed 135% of the continuous rating, immediately any N-1 These levels of 
115% on transmission lines and transfonners and 135% on Midpoint series capacitors to 
IPC's 30 minute emergency equipment ir:runediately following an N-1 outage, 
tess than the 30 minute emergency 
Luau•u~;" which are less than the 30 minute emergency equipment but greater rhan the 
equipment continuous ratings, must be reduced to the continuous ratings by generation curtailments, re-
dispatch, or some other operating remedial action schemes (RAS) or other transmission 
must be judged to be reasonable before the alternatives performance can be deemed 
The continuous of equipmem is assumed to be the normal thennal of the equipment. D1is 
wlll be as determined by the manufacturer of the or as determined by Idaho Power. 
Less than or equal to t 00% of continuous rating for transmission lines and transtonners is acceptable. 
Less than or equal to 110% of continuous rating for :he Midpoint 230 kV series capacttors is acc:enmo 
Transnussion voltages, under normal operating cond!tlons, arc ma1ntained within plus or minus 5% 
per unit) of nominal. voltages greater tban or equal to 0.95 p.u. and less than or 
to LOS p.u. are acceptable. 
rhe stable operation of the transmission system requires an adequate surply of volt-amperes reactive 
to maintain a stabLe voltage unde; both and conditions. :\.-'1 
supply ofVARs will result in vrJitage under :he worst conditwns. 
:Jaho Pow·er designs its system to Netv,;ork Resources at futl capability outage 
<:onditions. 
ratings used will be those that arc in use at the time of the 
IPC :1pgrade projects that are either currently under construction or whose 
13-
vf Future 
rmnsm1ssion may, :zffect current 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 8 
An ~OACORP companv 
'iovember 17, 2008 
Far:ns 
Dear ~.fr. 
~"'"''"'''""· .. is a 1:agned the above-referenced 
project. provide all technical if you have not done so, when 
you deliver the executed Agreement. Please review the Point of Interconnection, and retum 
1!1 pages to Candace 1221 West [daho !D 83702. 
:n order to proceed, we must receive the executed Impact Study and a 
$2,000 deposit from you by January 2, your application be deemed 
on the date we receive your deposit, the System 
technical If the data is not provided or if it is 
you wiil be notified and must cure the deticicncy within ten (1 Business Days, 
however, such deficiency does not include tailure to the executed SISA or 
of the executed System the 
completed within 30 calendar days. petiod, we vvill our 
progress. If you have any questions in the meantime, please contact me. 
Marc Patterson 
R. Bishop/fPC 
Snc!osure: Two Signed SISAs (one for your records} 
'0. 1ox 7Q 183707) 
-; 721 'iV, Idaho St 
!0 
Small Generator 
System Impact Study A~greement 
flUS AGREEMENT is made and entered into 
~~------~~---~~~"~''"'~--
a Corporation under the laws 
Transmission 
as the "Parnes." 
RECITALS 
the interconnection Customer is proposing to develop a Small 
capaCity :tddition to an existing Small Generating consistent w1th the 
!nterconnect!on completed by the Interconnection Customer on 
.md 
WHEREAS~ the Interconnection Customer desires to interconnect the Small 
'Nith the Transmission Provider's Transmission System; 
WHEREAS, the Transmission Provider has completed a feasibility study and provided the 
;esults of said study to the Interconnection Customer recitai to be omitted if the Parties 
:mve to the study.); and 
\VHEREAS, the lntercormection Customer has requested the Transmission Provider to perform 
system impact study(s) to assess the impact of intercormecting the SmaH Generating 
with the Transmission Provider's Transmission System, and of any Affected 
NO\V, THEREFORE, in consideration of and subject to the mutual covenants contained herein 
:be Parties agreed as follows: 
; .0 When used in this n-..''"'""""''t with initial capitalization, the tenns specified shall have 
the meanings indicated or the specified in the standard Small Generator 
Intercmmection Procedures. 
2,0 The Intercon.rlcction Customer dccts and the Transmission Provider shall cause to be 
nerformed a system impact study(s) consistent with the standard Small Generator 
btcrconnection Procedures in accordance with the Open Access rransmission Tariff . 
. 0 The scope of a system impact study shall be subject to the assumptions set fot1h in 
Attachment A to this Agreement. 
-U) A system impact study will be based upon the results the and the 
·~'-'•,uu>wm information provided by interconnect: on Customer in the Interconnection 
The Provider reserves the right to request additional technical 
mf()rmation from the fnterconnection Customer as may 
::ons1stcnt wit,~ Good Practice dming course IE ~he 
Small Generator 
,\. shall consist of a short circuit analysis, a stability a 
drop and flicker set point 
::oordination studies, and as necessary. A impact 
.;rate the assumptions upon which it is based, state rhe results of the analyses. 
or to providing requested interconnection 
including a preliminary indication ofthe cost and oftime that would be 
:1cccssary to correct any problems identified in those analyses and implement the 
:merconnection. A system impact study shall provide a Jist offaciiities that are 
a result of the rnterconnection and non~binding faith estimates 
:<:sponsibi!ity and time to construct. 
6.0 A distribution impact study shaH incorporate a distribution toad flow an 
ot equipment interrupting ratings, protection coordination study, drop 
md rUcker studies, protection and set point coordination studies, grounding reviews, 
;he on electric :;ystem operation, as necessary, 
; 0 Affected Systems may participate in the preparation of a impact study, with a 
livision of costs among such entities as may agree. All AtTected shall be 
atforded an opportunity to review and comment upon a system impact study that covers 
adverse system impacts on their electric systems, and the Transmission Provider 
!ms 20 additionai Business Days to complete a system impact study requiring review 
Affected Systems. 
the T:-ansmission Provider uses a queuing procedure tor sorting or prioritizing projects 
,md their associated cost responsibilities for any required Network L'pgrades, the 
study .3hal! consider generating facilities (and with respect to paragraph 8.3 
any identified Upgrades associated with such higher queued interconnection) 
.:m the date the impact study is commenced-
f:U Are directly interconnected with the Transmission Provider's electric 
S.2 Are interconnected with Affected Systems and may have an anpact on the 
proposed intercormection; and 
or 
B3 Have a pending higher queued Interconnection Request to interconnect vtith the 
Transmission Provider's electric system. 
A distribution system impact study, if required, shall be completed and the results 
'ransmitted to the Interconnection Customer within 30 Business Days atter :his 
"'"'''""'''" is signed the Parties. A transmission system impact study, if 
completed and the results transmitted to the Intcrcon;1ection Customer within 45 
Small Generator 
the ~)r in accorcl::mce \V!th <he 
0.0 will be required from the tnterconncction Customer upon execution of 
the Interconnection Customer. 
l.O shall be based on the Transmission Provider's act'.lal costs and 
invoiced to the Interconnection Customer after the study is 
will include summary of professionai time. 
and 
t2.0 fhe Interconnection Customer must pay any costs that exceed the 
mterest within 30 calendar days on receipt of the mvoice or resolution of any 
•he deposit exceeds the invoiced fees, the Transmission .'>hall refund such excess 
within 30 calendar days of the invoice without interest. 
IN WITNESS THEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be 
authorized otf1cers or agents on the day and year t!rst above written. 
fransmission Provider: Idaho Power Company 
Pnnted: Marc Patterson 
Title: Leader, T&D Planning 
Date: November 17, 2008 
Interconnection Customer: ----
ritle 
executed by tl'.eir 
.. \ttachment A 
.\ssumptions Used in Conducting the System impact Study 
shall be based cpon che results of the 
'Nith the standard 
:he 
2) Designation of alternative Points of Intercormection and configuration. 
and 2) are to be the Interconnection Customer. Other 
are to be provided by the IntercOlmection Customer and the Transmission Provider. 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC .. E-12-25 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 9 
Sn'lal! (]c:nerator 
System Impact Study Agreement 
THIS 
State 
llQrcw>h~r ') and Idaho Power '-"U'lllfJ"''·'Y existing under the 
("Transmission Provider"). Inlerconnedion Customer and Transmission 
each may be referred to as a " or as the ''Parties." 
RECITALS 
\VHEREAS. the Interconnection Cu;;;tomer is proposing to develop a Small Generating Facility 
capacity addition to an Small Facility consistent with the 
Interconnection Request completed by the Interconnection Customer on September I 0, 
md 
WHEREAS, the Interconnection Customer desires to interconnect the Small Generating Facility 
\vith the Transmission Provider's Transmission System; 
WHEREAS, the T::ansmission Provider has completed a teasibility study and provided the 
results of said study to the Interconnection Customer (This recital to be omitted if the Parties 
have agreed to forego the feasibility study.); and 
WHEREAS, the Interconnection Customer has requested the Transmission Provider to ""''rt·r>•Tn 
J. system impact study(s) to assess the impact of interconnecting the Small Generating 
·mth the Transmission Provider's Transmission System, and of any Affected Systems; 
~OW, THEREFORE, in consideration and subject to the mutual covenants contained herein 
the Parties agreed as foilows: 
! .0 When used in this Agreement, with initial capitalization, the tem1s specified shall have 
the meanings indicated or the meanings specified in the standard Small Generator 
Interconnection Procedures. 
_.0 The [nterconnection Customer elects and the Transmission Provider shall c:ause to be 
perf01med a system impact study(s) consistent with the standard Small Generator 
fnterconnection Procedures in acconlance with the Open Access Transmission Tariff . 
. 0 The scope of a system impact study shall be subject to the assumptions set forth in 
/\ttachment A to this Agreement. 
t.O ,\system impact study will be based upon the results of the feasibility study and the 
rechnical intcnmation provided by Interconnection Customer in the Interconnection 
The Transmission Provider reserves the right to request additionallechmcal 
information trom the Interconnection Customer as may reasonably become necessary 
consistent with Good Utility Practice during "he course of the system impact !f the 
Small Generator 
Interconnection Customer its designated Point 
btcrcormedion Request, or the technical infonnation provided therein is 
to complete the system impact study may be 
seo :\system impact study shall consist of a short circuit 
:;ower tlow drop and studies, 
coordination studies, and grounding reviews, as necessary. 
state the assumptions upon which it 1s state the results of the 
:he reqmrement or potential impediments to providing the requested interconnection 
including a indication of the cost and of time that would be 
necessary to correct any problems identified in those 
interconnection. A system impact study shall provide a list of to ....... "e""" 
:IS a result of the Interconnection Request and non-binding 
and time to construct. 
6.0 A (iistribution system impact study shall incorporate a Jistnbution load t1ow 
malysis of equipment intern.1pting ratings, protection coordination 
:md tli.cker studies, and set coordination 
the impact on electric system operation, as necessary. 
7.0 A1fected Systems may participate in the of a with a 
Jivision of costs among such entities as they may agree. All shall be 
Jftorded an opportunity to re,riew and comment upon a system study that covers 
adverse system impacts on their electric systems, and the Transmission Provider 
has 20 :~dditional Business Days to comptete a system impact study review 
,\t'fected Systems. 
'~.0 If the Transmission Provider uses a queuing procedure tor sorting or 
md their associated cost any required Network 
study shall consider all generating facilities (and w1th respect to 
below, any identitied Upgrades associated with such higher qw.,n .. u 
em the date the system impact is commenced -
S.2 Are interconnected with Affected Systems and may have an impact on the 
proposed interconnection; and 
8.3 Have a pending higher queued Interconnection Request to interconnect with the 
Transmission Provider's electric system. 
:i.O A distribution system impact study, if required, shall be completed and the results 
transmitted to the Interconnection C:~stomer within 30 Business Days after this 
Agreement is 3igncd by the Parties. A transrmssion study, if 
shall be completed and the results transmitted to the Interconnection Customer Within 45 
after rhis 
Tr:msrnission Provider's 
the in accordance with the 
10,0 ~i~ be co11m:cn.on Customer upon execution of 
~he Interconnection Customer. 
1.0 fees shall be based on the actual costs and NiH be 
and and 
·v1ll indude a summary of time. 
2.0 The Interconnection Customer must pay any costs that exceed the deposit without 
mterest within 30 calendar on of the or resolution of any lf 
the deposit exceeds the invoiced the Transmission Provider shall refund such excess 
·.vitlun 30 calendar of the invoice without interest. 
IN WITNESS THEREOF, the Parties have caused this to be duly executed their 
authorized officers or on the and year first above written. 
Transmission Provider: Idaho Power 
Printed: Marc Patterson 
Title: T &D Planning 





Assumptions Used in Conducting the System Impact Study 
impact study shall be based upon rhe results ofthe 
uv•-'u.'·""'·'v''~ in accordance With the standard Small Generator Interconnection ~'"'"'"'"',;,,.,, 
the following 




1 t1 i I 
Designation of alternative Points of Interconnection and configuration. 
the Interconnection Customer. Other 





IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25 




()no Sa1ashan Pkwy. A102 
Ferndale, WA 98428 
260.366.9900 
Re: Swager Farms Generator fnterconnection Project# 268 
Dear Eric: 
-'-n tDACORP comcam 
Enclosed is an Executed Impact Study between you and Idaho Power 
for the above-referenced Generator Interconnection Please any 
technical data required for the study, if you have not already done so. 
W c expect the System Impact Study to be completed by 'vi arch 18, 2009. rhe study 
we will keep you apprised of our progress. If you have any questions in the 
please contact me. 
Sincerely, 
\!fare Patterson 
Engineering Leader, T &D Planning 
208.388.2712 
Enclosure: Executed System impact Study Agreement 
C: R Bishop!IPC 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25 




r)920 Salashan Pkwy. A 1 02 
WA 
Impact Study 
Dear Mr. Powell: 
Generator Interconnect Project (GlNT) #268 was reviewed for system impacts. rcvtew 
:dcntificd other projects as as other transmission system requests (TSR's) ahead ofthis 
queue. of this review detennincd that the Impact proje<-1 were 
inconclusive without the associated TSR from the energy provider. 
transmission system have been identified 
other than identified in !he Feasibility Report. 
contract is reached this and the energy provider, any required TSR 
by energy provider a more detailed study will occur. 
P:1tterson 
~u"'"''"'""' Leader, T &D Planning 
C: R Bishop/IPC 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25 




6920 Salas han Pkwy. A 1 02 
Ferndale, WA 98428 
306.366.9900 
Re: Project# 268 ~Swager Farms Project 
Dear Eric: 
24, 2009 
Attached please find two copies of the Facility Study Agreement (FSA) that describes the 
phase of the the responsibilities 'ind obligations of both parties, and the 
':vork schedules required. To proceed with this application, Idaho Power must receive 
your executed FSA ar:d the required deposit in order to remain in the Generator 
Interconnection queue. The deposit under this FSA is $1 based on the estimated 
''mgmeering costs prov1ded to you in the Feasibility Study Repmt. 
If you wish to proceed, please complete Attachment A, sign both 
.:!long with the deposit to :c~~=~~::::~:c=,.=,.~~,,,,,_c.,_:::::o~"-,.,,~='-'~~,~~...::.r~~~~=· 
uthervrise your application will be deemed withdrawn. Please contact me if you have any 
questions. 






Leader, T&D Engineering 
Ph 208.388,2712 




may be referred to as a "Party," or collectively as the 
RECITALS 
WHEREAS, the Interconnection Customer is nrr""'""' 
consistent with the fnterconnection Request completed 
"~""-"-''"~:c:.=--'-'~~=, and 
WHERE AS, the Interco11nection Customer 
with the Transmission Provider's Transmission 
\VHEREAS, the Transmission Provider has completed a 
said study to the Interconnection Customer; and 




to specifY and estimate the cost of the equipment, 
needed to implement the conclusions of the 
_tccordance Good Utility Practice to and deutrically 




~OW, THEREFORE, in consideration of and subject to 
the Parties agreed as follows: 
mutual covenants contained herein 
1.0 When used in this Agreement, initial eapitalization, the tenns 
the indicated or the 
Interconnection Procedures. 
2.0 The interconnection Customer 
t~lt:ilities study with the standard Smail 
to be performed in accordance w1th the Open , ~'"' ..... '"'·'" 
of the 
/\greement. 
study shall be to 
1. 0 study shaH and cost 
m standard 
provided 
procurement and construction work (including overheads) needed to 





.0 Provider may propose to 
m to 
0.0 A upon ,,f this 
_::ustomer. 
.0 are required, the facilities 45 
receipt rn cases no 
necessary and the facilities are to Interconnection Facilities, 
must completed within JO 
S.O Once the facilities study is completed, a bcilities study :md 
transmitted to Interconnection Customer. the 
study must be completed and facilities study report transmitted within 
Business Days of Interconnection Customer's agreement to conduct :1 facilities 
shall be based on the 
to the Intcrcoru1ection Customer 
protessional time. 
0.0 Interconnection Customer must pay any study costs that exceed ihe 
:ntcrcst within 30 calendar days on receipt of tJ1e invmcc or of any Ul"''""'"'"'· 
deposit exceeds the invoiced fees, the Transmission Provider shall reJimd such excess 
within 30 calendru· the invoice without interest. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be by 
,iuly e1uthorized officers or on day and year first above written. 
Transmission Provider: [nterconnedion Customer: 





Facilities Study .\grccment 
Data to Be Provided hy the Interconnection Customer 
\Vith the Facilities Study ~\grcemcnt 
location plan and simplitl.ed 
projects, please future "'"''"'~'·"+. 
On the diagram, attached at each 
location. lMaximum load on 
etc. 
On the one-line diagram, indicate 
CT!PT) 
location of auxiliary power. (Minimum on 
One set of metering is required for each generation cormcction to the m:w or 
Transmission Provider station. Number of generation connections: 
an alternate source of power be 
~Jo --- ---
Will a transfer bus on the of the that each meter set 
:lesigned fbr the total plant Yes No 
I indicate on the one-line diagram). 
Vi1u1J type of control or be located at the Small 
protocol does the control system or PLC use? 
dimensions lhe 
to 
0. interconnection station to 
l. Tower n field. on tower 
12. ~umber of third p:rrty easements required for transmission lines"': 
To be 
13. s the Small Generating located in Transmission Provider's area? 
provide name 






Comrnercial Operation Date: ·-.. ·-··· 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 13 
une 8, 2009 
A-!02 
Impact Study Refund 
Dear l\tfr. Powell: 
and the has been Wllhdrawn. 
interest ot 'S24.93. find 
ff f can be of any fmther call 388-5736. 
cc: Rowena Bishop, fPC 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 14 
he New Energy Company, LLC 
October 12, 2009 
Rowena Bishop 
Power Company 
221 W. State Street 
Boise 83702 
Small Generator Interconnection A.pplications !or 2 Locations 
Dear Rowena: 
Please flnd enclosed Small Generator Interconnection Request ..:\pplica-
tion Forms for two locations: 
1. Double B Dairy 
1250 West 1100 South 
Murtaugh, ID 83344 
2. Swager Farms 
1707 E 3800 N 
Buhl, ID 83316 
New Energy plans to complete anaerobic digesters at both facilities in 
2010. Please find enclosed the $1000 deposit for each project fur a to-
of$2000. Please call me at 208.890.8783 \vith questions or if more 
mformation is required. 
Thank you, 
laura Knothe, PE 
fhe New Energy Company, LLC 
3720 Viclar.e 
;1iddleton. ID 8366 
Phone: 208.890Jl783 
Fax: 208.SB5.90 16 
E-mail: 
!aura@thenewenergycompany.com 
SMALL GE.'IERATOR INTERCONNECTION REQUEST 
(Application Form) 






1221 W. Idaho Street, Boise ID 83702 
208-388-2658 
208-388-6647 
An Interconnection Request is 1;onsidered complete when it provides all ap;>lic:ab1le :md correct 
\ntormation requm::d below, 
P'reambie and Instructions 
An Interconnection Customers who request interconnection musl suhmit :his Interconnection by 
hand delivery, mail. e-mail, or fux to the Tnmsmission Provider. 
Processing Fee or Deposit: 
ffthe Interconnection Request passes ALL screens ofSGIP Section 2.2.1. the application may be 
·mbmitted under the Fast Track Process, and the non-refundable proces..<~ing tee is $500. Please contact 
fdaho Power have any questions. 
All fnterconnection Requs:ts submitted under the Study rm·c"-"" whether a new submission or an 
l:merconnection Request that shaH submit to the: Tran.smi&Sion 
Provider a deposit not to study. 
Iuterconned.ioa Cmomer Informatica 
Name of the Lttteroonnection Customer (or, if an individual, individual's r..ame) 
Address:····---------·~-------------------
State; ------
Location (if different from above):-----------------------
Telephone {Day):---------· Telephone (Evening):----··~~· .. "---~---
Fa.'t: E-Mail Address: ---------- ·-----
1 
cleilhOllC tDay}: 208.800.13.lll~L ______ Tdepbone (Evening): _2.QU9>2lO>l.J.8il.J7~8""3 ___ _ 
Application is for: __ x_New Small Generating Facility 
___ Capacity addition to Existing Small Genemting Facility 
If capacity addition to existing facility, describe: _J:H.J!......-----·------
Will the Small Generating Facility be used for any of the following? 
To Supply Power to the Interconnection Customer? Yes _~o JL. 
To Supply Power to Otllers? Yes __ . ~o _L 
:7or iusral.lations at locations W1th existing electric service to which the proposed Small Generating 
,.;;rt!l intercormect, provide: 
ldaho Power Company 
Electric Service Provider") Account Mm~\.v•r*\ 
be provided by the Inrercormection Customer if the local electric aervice provider is different from 
:be TraJJ.Smisslon Provider] 
Contl3.ctName; -------------------------------
Title:~-------------------------------
Telephone (Day): ·~---~--------Telephone (Evening): . 
___ B-Mail Address: __ _ 
~mali Generating Faciiitv Information 
Data to the Small Generating Facility, oot rhe Interconnectton Facilities. 
Source: Solar Wind 
Gas 
(e.g. "-U:!I-tH-il'\.1 
type) _Mf1ID§f!.SU:l:SL __ 
Prime Mover: __ fuel Cell _x_Recip Engine Turb _Steam Turb 
_Other _~1icroturbine _PV 
•11 
of Generator: ~Synchronous __ fuduction Inverter 
Generator Narr.eplate Rating: __ t_:zc_o ___ .. {Typical) Generator Nameplate k V AR: __ _ 
(if none. so state) 
Typical Reactive Load {if known): _N_;;_A_:__ ___ _ 







!s the prime mover compatible with the certified protective relay package? 
Generator {or solar ooHector) 
Manufacturer, Model Name & Number: ~-·:_·+.:_•::_';2':_G_3_5_1_2_G_a_s_G_en_s_e_t_s~_6_00_k_W ______ _ 
Version Number:------------
Individual Generator Power factor 
Rated Power factor: Leading: ·------'-'"'!:SIS>'"!:>· 
fotal Number of Generators :in wind farm to be interconnected pursuant to this NA 
:nterconnection Request: Elevation: _Single phase phase 
[nverter Manufacturer, Model Name & Number (if used): --WII.L1,_.----------------
List of adjustable set points for the protectJve equipment or software: --------~---
3 
Small Generating Facility Characteristic Data (for inverter-based machines) 
Ma:<: design fault contribution current: "--"~--- Instantaneous 
Start-up requirements: NA ____ _ 
Small Generating Facility Characteristic Data (for rotating machines) 
RPM Frequency:~ 1200f60Hz 
Neutral Grollllding Resistor (If Applicable):_ 
Direct Axis Synchronous Reactance, Xd: P.U. ----
Direct .-\xis Transient Reactance, X' 4: ------
Direct Axis Sub transient Reactance, X" d: ---·-----. 
Sequence Reactance, X2: ____ P.U. 




'''"'""'''"" Power (k'.V): 
or K (Heating Time coMi;;:i~--
Rotor Resistance, Rr: 
Stator Resistance, Rs: ·-_--_-_· -----
Stator Reactance, Xs: 
Rotor Reactance, Xr: ------· 
Ma1,'tterizing Reactance, Xm: 
Short Circuit Reactance, Xd":.- .... ·--~-­
Exciting Current -~--------------
Temperature Rise: _____ _ 
Frame Size: ___ _ 
Design Letter: ____ _ 
Reactive Power Required Itt Vars (No Load): ------
Rea<.1ive Power Required In Van (Full 
Total Rotating Ine11ia, H: 
4 
orRMS? 
Provide IEEE model block diagram of excitation system, governor system and power system 
st;rbilizer in accordance w1.th the reliability cmmcll critt.-ria. A PSS may be detennined to 
:X: required by applicable studies. A cnpy of !he manufacturer's biock diagram may not be substituted. 
Is the r:ransfunner: phase 
Transformer Impedance: 
If Three Phase: 
Transformer Primary: Volts 
fransfurmer Volts 
Transformer Tertiary: Volts 







__ Wye Grounded 
(Attach copy of fuse manufacturer's Minimum Melt and Total Clearing Time-Current 
. ---~--Size: ---~·Speed: 
Speed (Cycles):~----
List of Functions and Adjustable Setpoints for the protective equipment or software: 
Setpoint Function Minimum Maximum 





Ylanufacturer: rv,..,a "'"'""' No.: ~---- Proposed Setting: -----~~----
'Aanufacturer. No •. -----
:\1anufacturer: Style/Catalog No.: """"'""'0"'1 
.'vfanutacturer: Style/Catalog No.:·----
'Aanufacturer: ----- Type: ___ :StyleiCatalog No.: ::.r,.,.,,...,,..,, 
Copy of~ianufucturer's Excitation and Ratio Correction C"u.rves) 
·---- ~-- A.ccuracy Class: _ Proposed Ratio Connectioo: 
\1anufacturer: ------------
------- Accuracy Class: _ Proposed Ratio Connection: 
:\fanufuctllret: -----------------------
Ty·pe: -·~--~- ~--·- Accuracy Class: _ Proposed Ratio Cunncction: __ 
'.1anufacturer. . ··----
------- Accuracy Class: _ PropCtsed Ratio Connection: __ 
6 
Enclose copy of site electrical one-line diagram showing the configuration of all Small Generating 
equipment, current and potential circuits, ;md and control schemes. Thls one-line 
must be signed and stamped by a licensed Pmfessional Engineer if the Small Facility 
man 50 kW. Is One-Line Diagram Enclosed? [lL Yes __ No 
Enclose copy of any site documentation that indicates the precise physical location of the urcroo·soo Small 
Generating Facility USGS topogmpllic map or other diagram or documentation). 
p .. ,.mo~~rl location of protective interfuce equipment on property (include address if difterent from the 
Interconnection Customer's address) _..w.J.U....Jo....>ol.iot~..u.~!J..l.I.~~~.>.U.l.L-----------
Enclose copy of any site documentation iliat describes and details the operation of the protection and 
<:ontrol 5Chemes. Is Available i)()cumcntation Enclosed? . "'~Yes 
Enclose copies of schematic drawings tor all protection and control circuits, relay current circuits, relay 
potential circurts, and alarm/monitoring crrcuits (if 3pplicahle). 
Are Schematic Drawings Enclosed? _Yes 
Appiicmt Signature 
certifY that, to the best of my knowledge, ali the information provided in this Interconnection 
is true and correct. 
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Appendix C 
SEL ·547 Relay EZ Settings Sheet 
EZ Settings SHOE and SET E commands) 
General Settings 
;;telay Identifier (30 chiU'acters) 
Terminal Tdemifier C30 characters) 
Current Transformer Ratio (l-1000) 
,'<lomina:l Input Voltage, liJle,to-!ine {208--480 Vac) 
Tltree-Phase Voltage Conuectloo (WYE); fi.Aed Ee!ting 
Nominal System Frequency 60Hz) 
Phase Rotation (ABC. ACB) 
Date Format (MDY, YMD) 
Um Flash. Interval (OFF, 5, !0, !5, 30, 60 sec.) 
Voltage Element Settings (device l.1{59; 4 elements) 
Undervoltage ! Pickup (OFF, 50-100%); see Note I 
Undenro!tage I Time Delay (0.00-!6000 eye) 
2 Pickup (OFF, 50-100%}; r>ee Note l 
Undervoltage 2 Tune Delay (0.00-16000 eye) 
Over.toltage t Pickup (OFF, 50-144%); seeNme 1 
Overvoltage I Time Delay (0.00-16000 eye) 
nv .. JVnln'"" 2 Pickup {OFF, 50-144%); see Note J 
Overvoltage 2 Time Delay (0.00-16000 eye) 
Frequency Element Settings (device 81; 4 elements) 
Undervoltllge F!lock Pickup (50-l 00%); see Note 1 
Over- and Underfreqnency 1 Pickup (OFF. 40.1~9.9 Hz) 
Owr- und Undertrequeney l T!me: Delay G'i.00-16000 eye) 






















SEL 547 Relay 
2 cf 4 [ SEL 547 Re!ay EZ Settings Sheet 
I 
m·547 Relay 
Over- and Underfrequency 2 Time Delay (S.CD-16000 eye) 
~nd Onderfrequency 3 Pickup (Or'P, 40J -69.9 .Hz) 
Over- and Underfrequency 3 ·rune Delay (5.00-! 6000 <..1'C) 
Over- and Um:lerfrequency 4 Pickup (OFF, 40.1-69.9 Hz) 






Directional Power Element Settings (device 1 t?lement) 
Three--Phase Power PiclcuJl (OFF, 40-900 Watts, second<U"j} J2P 
;oower Element. Forward or Reverse (F, R) 32FR 
Power Blement Time Delay (0.00-16000 eye) 
Synchronism Check Element Settings {device 25; 1 element) 
Difference Voltage Pickup (OFF, 1-50%); 'lee Note 1 ZSDIFP 
Frequency (0.1-0.5 Hz) t5SLP 
'vfaximum Angle (2-60 degrees) :!SANG 
;Jser's Guida Dale Code 20080922. 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 15 
The New Energy 
Lme 
\riddleton, ID 83644 
Rc: Fmms- Project# 307 
Dear Laura: 
Thank you for your Generator fnterconnection application for the Rock Creek Dairy to 
connected to the Idaho Power system at Twin Falls County, ldtiho (see attached copy). Since we 
have received all of the required this application is now considered complete. As you 
may be aware, we are required to post certain mfom1ation to our OASIS (Open Access Same 
Information) website. to the periodically to view a list of current 
projects at under GENERATOR 
INTERCONNECTION INFORMAT10N folder, on the left the screen. 
For your reference, enclosed is a copy 
which may or may not apply to your project. \fore information about the 
Cieneration Interconnection process can be found on the Idaho Power website at: 
:\t this Idaho Power Company will assign a planning engineer for this project, and we Will 
contact you in the near fi.lture to schedule a Scoping Meeting. For your review, I am attaching a 
copy of the standard Interconnection Feasibility Study Agreement that to be executed by 
:~'OU soon after our Scoping i';1eeting. to contact me with your questions about the 
(Jenerator Interconnection Process anytime. 
I will forward this application to our T &D Planning Leader, Marc Patterson, who will be 





-::tmdard fnterconnection Fcastbility Study Agreement 
Patterson/IPC ( email) 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC .. E-12-25 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 16 
Small Gen Feasibility Study 
Feasibility Study Agreement 
THIS AGREI:i:MENT is made and entered into 
t" Interconnection 
~he State of Idaho 
rH\fHli3r each may be rPTi'>!Tt>f1 
RECITALS 
Farms 
WHEREAS, Interconnection Ce1stomer is to develop a Small Generating Facility or 
capacity addition to an Small Generating FacHity consistent with the 
Interconnection Request completed by Interconnection Customer on October !2, 2009, also 
1-'rrHP<~f # 307; and 
WHEREAS, [nterconnection desires to interconnect the Small Generating 
Transmission Provider's Transmission System; and 
WHEREAS, Interconnection Customer requested the Transmission Provider to a 
feasibility study to assess the feasibility of interconnecting the proposed Small Generating 
with Transmission Transmission System, and of any 
NOW, THEREI<~ORE, in consideration and subject to the mutual covenants contained 
agreed as follows: 
.0 When in this Agreement, with initial capitalization, tcnns specified shaH have 
meanings .indicated or the meanings specified in the standard Small Generator 
Interconnection Procedures. 
Interconnection Customer elects and the Transmission Provider shall cause to be 
performed an interconnection feasibility study consistent the standard Small 
Interconnection Procedures in accordance wit~ Open Access Transmission Tariff: 
3.0 The scope of the feasibility study shall be subject to the assumptions set torth in 
Attachment A to Agreement. 
4.0 The feasibility study shall be based on the technical information provided by the 
Interconnection Customer in the Interconnection Request, as r.1ay be modified as 
of the scoping rr:eeting, The T :11nsmission Provider reserves the to 
additional technical intormation the !.nterconnection as 
n!"r·rw.-... necessary consistent vvith Good Utility Practice during 
feasibility study and as designated in accordance with the Small Generator 
btercom1ection Procedures. the !nterconnecrion Customer modifies 
the time to complete feasibility 
6.3 
Small Gen Feasibility Study Agreement 
Swager # 
to the extent 
The Iaterconnection Customer shall not 
studies; however, Interconnection Customer shall be 
associated with any new study or modifications to existing"'""'·'-'""" 
are reasonably necessary to perform the feasibility study. 
feasibility report shall provide the following analyses for purpose of 
any potential adverse system impacts that would result from 
the Generating Facility as proposed: 
identit1cation of any circuit breaker short circuit capability limits '"'""''""~·u"u 
:is a result of the interconnection; 
Initial identification of any thermal overload or voltage limit violations 
the interconnection; 
of grounding requirements and electric system protection; 
Description and non-bonding estimated cost of facilities required to interconnect 
proposed Small Generating Facility and to address the identified 
and power tlow 
.0 The feasibility study shall model the impact of the Small Generating Facility regardless 
in order to avoid the further expense and interruption of operation for 
reexamination of feasibility and impacts if the Interconnection Customer later vu'",.,~ ...... 
purpose for which the Small Generating Facility is being installed, 
study shall include the feasibility of any interconnection at a proposed project 
where there could be multiple potential Points of Interconnection, as requested by 
Interconnection Customer and at the Interconnection Customer's cost. 
lieu of Feasibility Study deposit, Interconnection Customer 
drawn 11·om the application fee for the pertormunce of 
Feasibility Study. 
that study funds 
Intercmmection 
Transmission Provider shall charge ili'"'ld Interconnection Customer shall pay actual 
costs of the Interconnection Feasibility Study. Any di !Terence between the deposit ::md 
~he actual cost ofthe study shall be paid by or refunded to Interconnection Customer, as 
c!ppropriate. 
2 3 
Small Gen Feasibility Study 
Farms "''"''"""~~ 
is shall be prepared and 
transmitted to the Interconnection unusuai circumstances, the 
Ccas1bility study must be completed and rhe feasibility study report transmitted within 30 
of Interconnection Customer's agreement to conduct a 
11.0 Any study be bn.sed on the actual costs and will 
invoiced to interconnection Customer study is completed and delivered and 
will indude a summary of professional time. 
The fnterconnection must pay any study costs that exceed the deposit 
interest within 30 calendar on receipt of the invoice or resolution any dispute. If 
deposit exceeds invoiced fees, Transmission Provider shall refund excess 
within days of the without mtercst. 
WITNESS WHEREOF, ~he caused this Agreement to be duly executed by their 
authorized or :1gents on the day and first above written. 
Transmission Provider: Interconnection Customer: 
Idaho Power Company- Delivery 
3 of3 
Small Gen Feasibility Study Agreement 
Swager Farms Project# 307 
Attachment A to Feasibility Study Agreement 
.\ssumpdons Used in Conducting the Feasibility Study 
feasibility study 'Nil! based upon the intormation set torth in 
agreed upon in scoping meeting held on-~~"-"--~'·-'--!-~---~-·· 
) Designation of Point Interconnection and contiguration to studied. 
17o? E ~I 
Designation of alternative Points Interconnection and configuration. 
and 2) are to be completed by the Interconnection Customer. Other assumptions (listed 
are to provided by the Interconnection and the Transmission Provider. 
1 of l 
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IDAHO POWER CO !VIP ANY ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
INTERCONNECTION CUSTOi\ltER 
FINAL REPORT 
JANUARY 13, 2!HO 
CP 
LO Introduction 
The Generation Interconnection Customer has contracted with Idaho Power Company to 
perform a Generator Interconnection Feasibility Study for the integration of a proposed l .2 :viW 
#307). location of the is in Idaho Southern 
Falls Idaho. 
This report documents the basis for and the results of this Fcasibilit'i Study for t.'lc Generation 
fnterconnection Customer. It describes the proposed the study cases used, the impact of 
"'"'·J"''"'-'u projects, and results of all work in the areas of concern. 
2.0 Summary 
fhe is a 1 .2 MW biogas generation of two 600 kW 
;ym.:hronous generators. The proposed Point offntcrconnection (POI) for the generating 1acility 
ovith the IPCo is in Twin Falls County, at the l2.S kV distribution level. 
"'his feasibility study indicates the existing local transmission system does currently have the 
capacity for the 1.2 MW output of the digester project. 
The to rhis feeder needed to connect this project include a capacitor bank installation, 
olS as a generation interconnection and protection The estimated cost to 
interconnect rhis generation prqject to Idaho Power's system is $234,800. 
3.0 of Interconnection Feasibility Study 
The Interconnection Feasibility Study was done and in accordance with Idaho Power 
Company Standard Generator Interconnection Procedures, to a preliminary evaluation of 
<v"'"'L'""'J of the interconnection of the proposed to the Idaho Power 
As listed in the IntercOlmcction Feasibility Siudy agreement, the Interconnection 
Feasibility Study report provides the following information: 
preliminary identification of any circuit breaker short circuit capability 
limits exceeded as a result ofthe interconnection; 
preliminary identification any thermal overload or voltage limit 
violations resulting trom the intercOJmection: and 
preliminary description and non-binding estimated cost of facilities 
required to interconnect the Small Generating Facility to the Distribution 
System and to address the identified short circuit and power flow issues. 
-2-
\Vt3re considered in stu.dy. ;\ GUrient Ust these projects can 
web site as tallows: 
http://www ,oatioasis. ~o m/i pco/in dex.h tml. 
tO Description of Proposed Generating Project 
Generator Interconnect queue 
fOUiJ.d 011 the rdaho Power 
"'""'~'"'"'"'<: to connect to the IPCo distribution system for an injection of 1.2 MW 
""'·'""·"'""project output) using two 600 kW synchronous generator. 
5.0 Description of Existing Substation Facilities 
l'he distribution substation that serves this area is located ::tpproximately three aud a half miles 
~;ourh and east the POI. The existing substation transformer is a 46: 12.5 k V transtbrmer that 
has adequate capacity for this project. 
The nssociated feeder breaker at the substation is rated for use at 12.5 kV. breaker's 
capabilities are not exceeded with the added generation. 
6J) Description of Existing Distribution Facilities 
The Jistribution feeder serving this area is grounded wye and operates at [2.5 kV. There is 
,:idequate capacity on this feeder to serve this project. However, the project will have to run at a 
tJOWer factor between 90% and 98% lagging when at full output. In other words, the generation 
will have to absorb between 240 k:VAR and 580 kV AR when operdting at full ou:put 
I 200 kW) throughout the year. 
bank will have to be added compensation due to the facilities wr~.r,'-''1'> 
power f.1ctor. Since it will be naming at a max power 600 will need to be 
produced. Tlmt V i\R !low wm come from a 600 bank located a spans ro 
the west ofCOVR substation. This location eliminates high voltage concerns which would have 
become an issue if the bank were placed closer to the POI. 
Since the biogas generation project is served by a feeder that also serves other Idaho Power 
customers, and to minimize the risk of islanding the generator with local load, a generation 
interconnection and protection package will be required at the POI. This package includes a 12.5 
kV recloser, controls, CTs, PTs, and communications per Idaho Power's standard for 
00rmected to the distribution system. 
7.0 Description of Existing Transmission FacHities 
The transmission line that serves this area is a 46 kV radial tap. With the addition of this 
project no capacity related problems occur on this tap. Therefore, no improvements 
need to be made on the immediate transmission system. However, high voltage becomes a 
during periods of!ight loading (fall and spring). To avoid this problem the 
'Nill need to lag at a 90% power factor at 1 imes. In the summer and winter :he generators 
~an up to a 98% power as indicated previously. 
8.0 Description and Cost Estimate of Required Facility Upgrades 
The estimated costs to interconnect the l .2 MW biogas generation project in Twin Falls County, 
Idaho is $234,800. upgrades are listed in the following Table. 
$9,800 
These cost estimates include direct equipment and installation labor costs, indirect labor costs 
and overheads. (Tax Gross Up has not been included presuming construction of interconnection 
facilities will not qualifY under IRS rules as a taxable event. Allowance for frmds used during 
construction (AFUDC) has not been included in the cost estimates since it is assumed that IPC 
will be provided up-front funding by the Project). These are cost estimates only and final 
to the customer will be based on the actual construction costs incurred. 
9.0 Description of Operating Requirements 
In addition ro the upgrades listed in section 8.0 of this report, the proposed project must meet 
:;cveral requirements. The project must be controlled to operate at a lagging power 
t'actor or 90% during the fall and spring months and bet..veen 90% and 98% during the summer 
~md winter months or meet the voltage schedule provided by Idaho Power. Voltage nicker at 
and during operation will be limited to less than as measured at the point of 
interconnection. For this to occur, the current cannot exceed 46 Amps during start up at the 12.5 
kV voltage level. This forces the to start the The 
project is required to with the and Current Distortion Limits found in 
IEEE Standard 519-1992 IEEE Practicl!s and Harmonic 
in Electrical Power The project must aiso iimit the ground Hmlt current at the 
point of interconnection tO 20 Amps. See Appendix A fbr r:nore details 
10.0 Coudusions 
#307 to IPCo' s system was fhe results this 
connect this to IPCo system \Vith the 
above. 
APPENDIX A 
.\-1.0 :Yiethod of Study 
up to the maximum requested injection into the 
'""'""'"' '-V"'''"" (WECC) power flow case and then, Power 
of the new resource on Idaho Power's 
'>Vi thin the study area under various 
scenarios. The WECC and Idaho Power reliability criteria and fdaho Power 
;;"''""'"'procedures were used to determine the acceptability of the configurations considered. 
The WECC is a recent case modified to simulate stressed but reasonabLe pre-contingency 
energy transfers the lPC .;ystem. For distribution feeder analysis, Idaho Power utilizes 
.\dvantica' s 
,\-2.0 Acceptability Criteria 
fhe following acceptability criteria were used in the power flow analysis to determine under 
which system contiguration modifications may be required: 
The continuous rating of equipment is assumed to be the normal thermal rating of the 
·.:quipment. This rating will be as determined by the manufacturer of the equipment or as 
detennined by Idaho Power. Less than or equal to 100% of continuous rating is 
acceptable. 
ldaho Power's Voltage Operating Guidelines were used to determine voltage 
requirements on the system. This states, :in part, that distribution voltages, under normal 
operating conditions, are to be maintaiiJ.ed within plus or minus 5% lO .05 per unit) of 
nominal evef)"Nhere on the feeder. Therefore, voltages greater than or equal to 0.95 pu 
and less than or equal to 1.05 pu voltage are acceptable. 
flicker during starting or stopping the generator is limited to 5% as measured at 
the point of interconnection, per Idaho Power's T &D Advisory Information ManuaL 
Idaho Power's Reliability Criteria for System Planning was used to determine proper 
~nmsmission system operation. 
All customer generation must meet 1EEE 519 and ANSI C84.1 Stnndards. 
AH other applicable national and Idaho Power standards and pmdent utility practices 
-,vere used to determine the acceptability of the configurations considered. 
The stable operation of the system requires an adequate supply of 
l VA.Rs) to maintain a stable voltage profile under both or""',"-" 
::onditions. An inadequate supply ofVARs will result in 
under the worst conditions. 
those that are in use at the time of the are 
that are either currently under construction or 
near other potential future 
study. Future transmission changes may, current 
"\-3.l.l Grounding Guidance 
!daho Pov;er interconnected to limit their 
current to 20 amps at the point of interconnection . 
. \--tO Electrical System Protection Guidance 
A-5.0 WECC Coordinated Off-Nominal Frequency Load Shedding and Restoration 
Requirements 
EFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 18 
An lDi\CORP company 
January l3, 2010 
Company 
Double B Dairy and Rock Dairy- #s ,308,309 
Final Feasibility Study 
that the system is capable integrating your 
the study not provide any transmission rights which may required the sale 
~nergy from project It is recommended that you contact Idaho Power's Power Supply Department 
the study process the delivery of energy from this Additional upgrades 
have a significant tinancial impact. If you have any comments to draft 
please contact me as soon as possible. 
Impact Study is required, enclosed two (2) copies of Study 
the above-referenced projects. In order to proceed with these applications, 
your agreement to proceed with a Facility Study both 
FSA and completed Attaclunents, with the required deposit in order to remain in the 
Generator Interconnection queue. deposit under the FSA is on the estimated 
costs to you in the Feasibility Study Reports. required 
$11,740.00 $11.250.00 
of each FSA and submit them along 
'"""'""='-"-~'-=-=~"==.r-'-"='-'--~::...:..c.=:::...==~t<-.::'-'--==~=-=~, otherwise your 
Sincerely, 
\1arc Patterson 
Leader, T &D Planning 
?h. 208.388.2712 
Study Reports- #307. #309 
- F'iCility Agreement 
Study Agreement 
Study #309 
:221 '!J. Idaho (83702) 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC .. E-12-25 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 19 
3, l 0 
rheNew 
Attn: Laura Knothe 
~5720 Vic Lane 
\;liddleton 1D 83644 
LLC 
E-mail Copy: laura@thenewenergycompany.com 
RE: Letter of Understanding 
'-'1'1 iDACORP Cotnpanv 
Randy C. Allphin 
Sr. Energy Contract 
Td: (208) 388-26!4 
Eli!phinr(i)idahopower,com 
'"'"r'"'""Farms Dairy· Proposed .~"1aerobic Digester Project 
Ms. Knothe, 
Summarized below is a brief outline of the purchase power interconnection process 
,md transmission capacity requrrements for your generation project. 
fhe project you have described appears to be for a purchase power agreement under the 
for a Qualifying Facility as defined by the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies A ..ct of 1 
( PURP A). At the time you are to proceed with a purchase power agreement for this 
Idaho P<l'Ner will prepare a purchase power agreement that ::::omplies wtth the cnnent rules lind 
that govern these PURPA agreements, any draft power agreements 
to you for review must be updated to include current mles and regulations. 
Prior to [daho Power executing a purchase power 
I.) Provided documentation that sub:;lantiates 
:md is in compliat:ce wtth any 
;nterconnection process for this 
0 70 Boise, lc!nho 83 707 
it will be required that you ~mve: 
the project has tiled for :ntercormection 
and/or other i:1 the 
for this 
Returned a copy of this h::tter of understanding and all nf the 
::1torrnation enabre Idaho Power to fiie transmission 
;!lis project. Completion 
. \ppiication Questionnaire will the 
Confirmation :hat the results of the initial transmission application are known 
md the pro1ect these results and intends to continue with the 
the project tf applicable, execution of a Network Resource 
Grf>i>nnPt1t tfi the forrn enclOSCd herein. 
Your project will be responsible for all costs of physically the project to ~he 
Power electrical system and any costs associated with adequate tiJm transmission 
on the ldano Power transmission system to enable the project's energy to be delivered to 
Idaho Power customers. 
Your will be required to the interconnection process and execute a 
Generation Interconnection Agreement ("GIA''). 
To sell your project's energy to idaho Power, your project must be designated as 
~etwork Resource ("DNR"). 
In order tor this project to achieve DNR status, Idaho Power is required to make a 
request (complete and file an application} and be t:,rranied firm transmission 
from the Idaho Power delivery business unit ("Delivery") to move your project's energy 
from the physical interconnection point to Idaho Power customers. ln accordance with 
various rules and regulations, the project must be granted DNR status no later than 
60 prior to the project delivering any energy to Idaho Power. 
Jdaho Power wilt begin this t1rrn transmission capacity application process afler 
the project has returned a signed copy of this letter of ur.derstanding and all of rhe 
infotmation required tor Idaho Power to £i!e this application (sec attached Transmission 
Capac tty Application Questiot1Tlaire). 
After t11ing a complete firn1 transmission capacity application with Delivery, Idaho 
Power will receive notification back from within 30 that: 
mmsmission capacity is avai!aole for dus project without the need to construct 
or (b) a transmission capacity system impact study is required to determme the available 
transmission capacity and/or required or a stmement of the 
:ransmission upgrades and the assocwted costs. Idaho Power '>Viii the 
·his response :o the tnmsmissicn capacity :n a timely :nanner ,dcr the 
is received from 
2 of4 
[f the response from is as in item capacny is 
che will be required to execute 3 purchase power 3greement with 
idaho Power within 30 in order to retain this transmission capacity reservation, 
[f the response from is as specified in items or 
anJJor upgrades required), the project will be required to execute a Resource 
Study Agreement (sample copy attached for your information) and submit all 
deposits or fees within 15 days after receiving notification of this requirement 
;n urder for rdaho Power to continue the transrrussion capacity request. This Network 
Resource integration Study Agreement will spcci~; that the project •.vill be responsible 
t'or costs incurred by kaho Power to pertonn any required studies. alter the studies 
1re conduded the project wishes to continue the pursuit of transmission the 
w!ll also be respoesible for all transmission system upgrade costs identified 
within the studies. The tees and costs will be in the fonn of both initial deposits as well 
:u; actual costs. If at any time after executing the Network Resot:rce mtegration Study 
"r''"''nf'nt the project does not pay any required fees, or e!cc!s to stop the transmisswn 
or upgrade process, the project shall be responsible tor all costs incurred by [daho 
Power in performing the studies or upgrades up lo the point of termination of the 
Network Resource Integratton Study Agreement. 
successful completion the above described transmission capacity upgrade 
process, a transmission capacity reservation will exist f:'or this project. However, in 
order to finalize this transmission capacity reservation, a purchase power 
".vnh Idaho Power must be executed no later than 30 days atter the transmission 
are completed. If the purchase power agreement is not executed 
jeadline, the transmission capacity reservation will be released and this process will 
have to be repeated if the project later requests transmission capacity. 
As noted earlier, this transmission capacity acquisition and associated Network 
~esource designation must be completed, at the minimum, 60 days prior to the 
delivering any energy to Idaho Power. rn addition. the project must routine 
updates to Idaho Power of the expected online date of the generation project to ensure 
idaho Power is capable of accepting the energy from the project on the actual date :he 
comes online. 
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Idaho Power Company 
of 
of4 
P () Sox 70 Boise, Idaho 83707 I ::21 W ld:lho SL Boise, ldaho ,B702 
Transmission Capacity Application Questionnaire 
n-ds list is the known information requirements as of the dale of the letter transrmlling this request. If additional mformalicn 
' 9 " 1 Hrr•n Idaho Power will promptly notify the project of the additional information requirements. 
Project Name 
B. Project Location 
C. Project Developer 
Name 
Address 
City I State I Zip 
Phone Number 
E-mail 
D. Idaho Power Delivery Business unlt Interconnection "Que" reference number not known, 
please contact the Idaho Power Interconnection group) 
E. Evidence of the Project's good standing status in the Idaho Power Interconnection Process 
F. Copy of the Idaho Power Interconnection feasibility study and a statement from the project that 
the project has accepted the results of the interconnection feasibility study and is continuing 
the process of interconnecting and developing the generation project 
G. Maximum Capacity (MW) -----·· 
I. Er.ding day and time of energy deliveries 
:J'ly (mmldd/yyyy) ___ _ 
J. \JAR c:apability (both leading and lagging) of all generators------------
!dentitication of the control area(s) from which the energy will originate 
L. List any periods of restricted operations throughout the year 
Maintenance schedule 
---------~----------·-----
N. Minimum loading level of each generation unit 
0. Normal operating level of each generation unit. 
P. must-run generation unit designations required for system reliability or contractual reason 
Approximate cost Note -this wiil be eslimafed er;ergy pricir;g from e oolenlial 
-1urcnase power agreement that this project may efig1ble for. 
lf the generation resource is to be located in !he Idaho Power Balancing 1\uthority Area and 1f 
·mly a portion of the resource output is to be designated as a Network Resource, then 
arrangements governing sale and delivery of additional output to third parties. 
S. If the project is not directly interconnected to the Idaho Power transmission system, provide 
:he transmission provider(s) name, Point of Receipt. Point of Delivery and the transmission 
reservation number for all of the transmission providers required to deliver the project's energy 




;"·ansiT'ission Reservation Number(s) ____ _ 
T. If the project is directly interconnected to Idaho Power transmission system, provide the 
Point of Receipt, physical location and voltage. 
Point of Receiol 
·foltage _________ _ 
U. :s the project committed to execute a purchase power agreement with Idaho Power upon a 
"avorab!e resolution of the identified interconnection and transmtssion costs? 
1'es 0 No 0 
Is any portion of the maximum capacity identified for this project committed to any party? 
Yes D No 0 
3 
NETWORK RESOURCE INTEGRATION STUDY AGREEMENT 
THIS Agreement is made and cmtered lnto this day of --~~ 
!daho Power Company ("Idaho Po'Ner" or "Company") through its Power 
Suppiy business unit ("Power Supply") and 
CDeveloper"). Power Supply and Developer may 
as 'Party" or collectively as "Parties." 
be referred to individually 
Developer has advised Power Supply that it intends to develop a 
generating facility that would meet the for a Oualifying Facility("QF") as 
term is defined in the Public Utility Regulatory Act of 1978. desires 
to sell the energy to be by QF to as a non-interruptible 
designated n::source ("DNR"). 
8. the as a Ot'.iR and for Idaho Power to 
QF on a firm basis, a network resource 
must be performed by Idaho Power's delivery 
business unit ("Delivery''), SIS will identify the need and associated costs for 
Delivery to install facilities, including "upgrades" (as that term is defined in Idaho Power 
Company's Schedule 72), to allow the QF to operate as a DNR and deiiver firm energy 
to the Company's load centers. Federal Energy Regulatory Comm1ssion's rules 
:equire that Power Supply make the request to Delivery to perform the SIS. Delivery 
will bill Power Supply for the costs incurred to perform the SIS. 
'lETVVOr!K r!ESOURCE NTEGRi\TiON STUDY 
~GREEMENTS: 
Developer hereby requests that Power Supply initiate process for 
Delivery to conduct a SIS determining the cost of the QF's becoming a ONR 
Company. agrees to pay all charges assodated any analyses that 
determines are necessary to evaluate the impact of the QF :Jn 
Idaho Power's transmission system. 
order for Power Supply to Developer must submit the 
estimated SIS cost of 'Nithin ( 1 of the date this 
amount ls based on Delivery's actual of 
performing the including ::1ppropriate and and general 
overheads. Should tile scope by Devetoper or further study be 
due to 
Developer of the revised 
control of Deliver/. Power Supply will advise 
3. Upon by payment 
and all information required to enable Power Supply to 
Power Supply will submit the necessary request and 
to Delivery to commence the SIS. Subject to Developer's providing 
requested information and m<Jking any requested supplemental payments in a timely 
manner, Delivery will perform the SIS with due diligence. Power Supply wHI respond to 
Developer's reasonable requests for information regarding an estimated completion 
for the SIS and, if necessary, with an explanation of \Vhy additional time is required 
complete the SIS. 
JETNORK RESOUF::ZCE iNTEGRATiON 
4. 
to Developer. Power Supply and Developer shall then reconcile the payments 
for SIS and any over or under payments made by Developer. 
total charge to Developer for the SIS will not exceed the actual cost of the SIS as bHled 
Delivery to Power Supply. 
WITNESS VVHEREOF, Parties this Agreement to 
effective on the first day written above. 
iDAHO POWER COMPANY 
;JETVVCRK RESOURCE NTFGRATlON STUDY 
